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ABSTRACT
Being and Becoming:
Voice and the Performance of Self by Black and Brown Women Members of an
Educational Space organized in Whiteness
by
AnaMaria Correa
This dissertation joins the voices of experiences of Black and Brown individuals in elite white
spaces of independent schools. As a qualitative research project this study utilizes narrative, I
Poems, and art-ifacts to create an ecology of experiences illustrating the past and the resiliency of
the present. This research disrupts status quo narratives of lauded diversity efforts of excellent
private school education and is a call to action for accountability in anti-racist owning up and
restructuring of independent school spaces, leadership, governance and cultural practices.
Undergirded by Critical Race Feminist Theory as the theoretical framework this dissertation
presents the intersectional, gendered, emotional labor in the experiences as depicted by the now
adult women who were once students and a diversity practitioner’s reflections with their art-ifacts
of resilience. Revealed are the ways that voice, efficacy and self are performed and impacted by
the context of whiteness in a learning institution. Together these solitary experiences become a
chorus of voices whose survivance illuminate a powerful critique of the private school space and
the omnipresence of white supremacy frameworks which shape, disrupt and sharpen the story of
their lives. This research bears witness by the experiential accounts of Black and Brown members
of communities who are separate and experiencing an unequal educational trajectory, managing a
different burden and experiencing a completely disparate school experience than their white peers
despite achieving a shared academic privilege in the white private school space.
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GLOSSARY
Accomplice: “Directly challeng[ing] institutionalized racism, colonization, and White
supremacy by blocking or impeding racist people, policies, and structures” (p. 2). To be sure,
accomplice-ship and allyship differ in that while all accomplices are allies, not all allies can be
defined as accomplices. While allyship involves being in solidarity with marginalized groups,
being an accomplice refers to individuals asserting their own power by putting themselves on the
line, operationalizing their privilege to challenge oppressive power structures—all at the risk of
giving up the safety of their own privilege. The key differences between being an ally and being
an accomplice are that accomplices accept personal risks by: jeopardizing their comfort;
endangering their livelihood; compromising their physical safety; and, in some cases, gambling
their freedom—all in support of marginalized groups of people. Similar to allyship, accomplices
serve to disrupt the status quo, especially when it perpetuates oppression. However, being an
accomplice can be described as a step further than allyship, such that it involves more direct,
overt action.
SOURCE: www.whiteaccomplices.org

Affinity Groups/Caucusing: White people and people of color each have work to do separately
and together. Caucuses/Affinity groups provide spaces for people to work within their own
racial/ethnic groups. For white people, a caucus provides time and space to work explicitly and
intentionally on understanding white culture and white privilege, and to increase one’s critical
analysis around these concepts. A white caucus also puts the onus on white people to teach each
other about these ideas, rather than relying on people of color to teach them (as often occurs in
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integrated spaces). For people of color, a caucus is a place to work with their peers on their
experiences of internalized racism, for healing and to work on liberation.
SOURCE: https://www.racialequitytools.org/act/strategies/caucus-affinity-groups

Ally/Allyship: Someone who makes the commitment and effort to recognize their privilege
(based on gender, class, race, sexual identity, etc.) and work in solidarity with oppressed groups
in the struggle for justice. Allies understand that it is in their own interest to end all forms of
oppression, even those from which they may benefit in concrete ways.
SOURCE: Adapted by OpenSource Leadership Strategies, Inc., from varied sources.
www.opensourceleadership.com

Culture: A social system of meaning and custom that is developed by a group of people to
assure its adaptation and survival. These groups are distinguished by a set of unspoken rules that
shape values, beliefs, habits, patterns of thinking, behaviors and styles of communication.
SOURCE: Institute for Democratic Renewal and Project Change Anti-Racism Initiative. A
Community Builder's Tool Kit

Cultural racism: Refers to representations, messages and stories conveying the idea that
behaviors and values associated with white people or “whiteness” are automatically “better” or
more “normal” than those associated with other racially defined groups. Cultural racism shows
up in advertising, movies, history books, definitions of patriotism, and in policies and laws.
Cultural racism is also a powerful force in maintaining systems of internalized supremacy and
internalized racism. It does that by influencing collective beliefs about what constitutes
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appropriate behavior, what is seen as beautiful, and the value placed on various forms of
expression. All of these cultural norms and values in the U.S. have explicitly or implicitly
racialized ideals and assumptions (i.e., what “nude” means as a color, which facial features and
body types are considered beautiful, which child-rearing practices are considered appropriate).
SOURCE: http://racialequitytools.org/fundamentals/core-concepts#cultural

Diversity: Includes all the ways in which people differ, and it encompasses all the different
characteristics that make one individual or group different from another. It is all-inclusive and
recognizes everyone and every group as part of the diversity that should be valued. A broad
definition includes not only race, ethnicity, and gender — the groups that most often come to
mind when the term "diversity" is used — but also age, national origin, religion, disability,
sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, education, marital status, language, and physical
appearance. It also involves different ideas, perspectives, and values.

It is important to note that many activists and thinkers critique diversity alone as a strategy. For
instance, Baltimore Racial Justice Action states: “Diversity is silent on the subject of equity. In
an anti-oppression context, therefore, the issue is not diversity, but rather equity. Often when
people talk about diversity, they are thinking only of the “non-dominant” groups.”
SOURCE: UC Berkeley Center for Equity, Inclusion and Diversity, Glossary of Terms
Baltimore Racial Justice Action

Implicit Bias: Also known as unconscious or hidden bias, implicit biases are negative
associations that people unknowingly hold. They are expressed automatically, without conscious
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awareness. Many studies have indicated that implicit biases affect individuals’ attitudes and
actions, thus creating real-world implications, even though individuals may not even be aware
that those biases exist within themselves. The Implicit Association Test (IAT) is often used to
measure implicit biases with regard to race, gender, sexual orientation, age, religion, and other
topics.
SOURCE: Staats, C., & Patton, C. (2013). State of the science: Implicit bias review 2013.
Columbus, OH: Kirwan institute for the study of race and ethnicity, The Ohio State University.

Internalized racism: Is the situation that occurs in a racist system when a racial group
oppressed by racism supports the supremacy and dominance of the dominating group by
maintaining or participating in the set of attitudes, behaviors, social structures and ideologies that
undergird the dominating group's power. It involves four essential and interconnected elements:
SOURCE: Internalized Racism: A Definition, Donna Bivens, Women's Theological Center. 1995

Intersectionality: Is simply a prism to see the interactive effects of various forms of
discrimination and disempowerment. It looks at the way that racism, many times, interacts with
patriarchy, heterosexism, classism, xenophobia — seeing that the overlapping vulnerabilities
created by these systems actually create specific kinds of challenges.
SOURCES: Intergroup Resources, 2012; Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw

Microaggression: The everyday verbal, nonverbal, and environmental slights, snubs, or insults,
whether intentional or unintentional, which communicate hostile, derogatory, or negative
messages to target persons based solely upon their marginalized group membership.
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SOURCE: Sue, D. W. (2010). Microaggressions: More than just race. Psychology Today, 17,
Retrieved from http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/microaggressions-in-everydaylife/201011/microaggressions-more-just-race

People of Color (a.k.a. PoC): Often the preferred collective term for referring to non-White
racial groups. Racial justice advocates have been using the term “people of color” (not to be
confused with the pejorative “colored people”) since the late 1970s as an inclusive and unifying
frame across different racial groups that are not White, to address racial inequities. While
“people of color” can be a politically useful term, and describes people with their own attributes
(as opposed to what they are not, e.g., “non-White”), it is also important whenever possible to
identify people through their own racial/ethnic group, as each has its own distinct experience and
meaning and may be more appropriate. In this dissertation you will see use of ToC (Teachers of
Color), WoC (Women of Color), SoC (Students of Color), Friends of Color (FoC).
SOURCE: Race Forward, “Race Reporting Guide”

Power: Access to resources and to decision makers to get what you want done, the ability to
influence others, the ability to define reality for yourself and potentially for others. Power can be
visible, hidden, or invisible. Power can show up as power over others, power with others, and/or
power within.
SOURCE: Adapted by OpenSource Leadership Strategies, Inc., from varied sources.
www.opensourceleadership.com
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Privilege: Unearned benefits conferred upon members of mainstream or dominant groups (in the
US, these include male, white, heterosexual, affluent, young, able-bodied, and/or Christian) at
the expenses of others. Privilege exists when one group has something of value that is denied to
others simply because of the groups they belong to, rather than because of anything they’ve done
or failed to do (Peggy McIntosh). Privilege can manifest through visible advantages such as
access to wealth, professional opportunities, and social status, as well as more subtly through, for
example, freedom of behavior and setting the standard of normality against which others are
judged. Dominant group members may be unaware of their privilege or take it for granted.

We need to be clear that there is no such thing as giving up one’s privilege to be “outside” the
system. One is always in the system. The only question is whether one is part of the system in a
way that challenges or strengthens the status quo. Privilege is not something I take and which I
therefore have the option of not taking. It is something that society gives me, and unless I change
the institutions that give it to me, they will continue to give it, and I will continue to have it,
however noble and egalitarian my intentions.
SOURCE: Adapted by OpenSource Leadership Strategies, Inc., from varied sources.
www.opensourceleadership.com

Oppression = Prejudice + Power: The systematic targeting or marginalization of one social
group by a more powerful social group for the social, economic, and political benefit of the more
powerful social group. Oppression can manifest through racism, classism, sexism, heterosexism,
and other isms. Only the dominant group can be oppressive (i.e., racist, classist, etc.) because
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only the dominant group has the power. Oppression is the losing end of privilege (Allen
Johnson).
SOURCE: Adapted by OpenSource Leadership Strategies, Inc., from varied sources.
www.opensourceleadership.com

Race: For many people, it comes as a surprise that racial categorization schemes were invented
by scientists to support worldviews that viewed some groups of people as superior and some as
inferior. There are three important concepts linked to this fact:
•

Race is a made-up social construct, and not an actual biological fact

•

Race designations have changed over time. Some groups that are considered “white”
in the United States today were considered “non-white” in previous eras, in U.S.
Census data and in mass media and popular culture (for example, Irish, Italian and
Jewish people).

•

The way in which racial categorizations are enforced (the shape of racism) has also
changed over time. For example, the racial designation of Asian American and
Pacific Islander changed four times in the 19th century. That is, they were defined at
times as white and at other times as not white. Asian Americans and Pacific
Islanders, as designated groups, have been used by whites at different times in
history to compete with African American labor.

SOURCES: PBS, Race: Power of an Illusion; Kivel, P. (2017). Uprooting racism-: How white
people can work for racial justice. New Society Publishers, p. 141.
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Racial and Ethnic Identity: An individual's awareness and experience of being a member of a
racial and ethnic group; the racial and ethnic categories that an individual chooses to describe
him or herself based on such factors as biological heritage, physical appearance, cultural
affiliation, early socialization, and personal experience.
SOURCE: Adams, M. E., Bell, L. A. E., & Griffin, P. E. (2007). Teaching for diversity and
social justice. Routledge/Taylor & Francis Group.

Racial Identity Development Theory: Discusses how people in various racial groups and with
multiracial identities form their particular self-concept. It also describes some typical phases in
remaking that identity based on learning and awareness of systems of privilege and structural
racism, cultural and historical meanings attached to racial categories, and factors operating in the
larger socio-historical level (e.g. globalization, technology, immigration, and increasing
multiracial population).
SOURCE: Wijeyesinghe, C., & Jackson, B. W. (Eds.). (2012). New perspectives on racial
identity development: Integrating emerging frameworks. NYU Press.

White Fragility: Per Robin DiAngelo, white fragility is “a state in which even a minimum
amount of racial stress becomes intolerable [for white people], triggering a range of defensive
moves. These moves include the outward display of emotions such as anger, fear, and guilt, and
behaviors such as argumentation, silence, and leaving the stress-inducing situation. These
behaviors, in turn, function to reinstate white racial equilibrium.”
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SOURCE: DiAngelo, R. (2018). White fragility: Why it's so hard for white people to talk about
racism. Beacon Press.

White Privilege:
1. Refers to the unquestioned and unearned set of advantages, entitlements, benefits
and choices bestowed on people solely because they are white. Generally white
people who experience such privilege do so without being conscious of it.
2. Structural White Privilege: A system of white domination that creates and maintains
belief systems that make current racial advantages and disadvantages seem normal.
The system includes powerful incentives for maintaining white privilege and its
consequences, and powerful negative consequences for trying to interrupt white
privilege or reduce its consequences in meaningful ways. The system includes
internal and external manifestations at the individual, interpersonal, cultural and
institutional levels.
•

The accumulated and interrelated advantages and disadvantages of white privilege
that are reflected in racial/ethnic inequities in life-expectancy and other health
outcomes, income and wealth and other outcomes, in part through different access to
opportunities and resources. These differences are maintained in part by denying that
these advantages and disadvantages exist at the structural, institutional, cultural,
interpersonal and individual levels and by refusing to redress them or eliminate the
systems, policies, practices, cultural norms and other behaviors and assumptions that
maintain them.
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•

Interpersonal White Privilege: Behavior between people that consciously or
unconsciously reflects white superiority or entitlement.

•

Cultural White Privilege: A set of dominant cultural assumptions about what is
good, normal or appropriate that reflects Western European white world views and
dismisses or demonizes other world views.

•

Institutional White Privilege: Policies, practices and behaviors of institutions -- such
as schools, banks, non-profits or the Supreme Court -- that have the effect of
maintaining or increasing accumulated advantages for those groups currently defined
as white and maintaining or increasing disadvantages for those racial or ethnic
groups not defined as white. The ability of institutions to survive and thrive even
when their policies, practices and behaviors maintain, expand or fail to redress
accumulated disadvantages and/or inequitable outcomes for people of color.

SOURCES: McIntosh, P. (1988). White privilege and male privilege: A personal account of
coming to see correspondences through work in women's studies (Vol. 189). Wellesley, MA:
Wellesley College, Center for Research on Women; Leiderman, S., Potapchuk, M., & Butler, S.
(2009). Transforming white privilege, a 21st century leadership capacity. Center for Assessment
and Policy Development.

White Space: What whites see as “diverse,” blacks may perceive as homogenously white and
relatively privileged (see Jackson, 1999). While the respective white and black spaces may
appear to be racially homogenous, typically they can be subclassified in terms of ethnicity and
social class. White spaces, for instance, often include not only traditional Americans of European
descent but also recently arrived European immigrants and visitors as well as others who may be
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perceived as phenotypically “white.” While white people usually avoid black space, black people
are required to navigate the white space as a condition of their existence.
SOURCE: Anderson, E. (2018). This is what it feels like to be black in white spaces. The
Guardian.

White Supremacy Culture
1. White Supremacy Culture refers to the dominant, unquestioned standards of behavior and
ways of functioning embodied by the vast majority of institutions in the United States.
These standards may be seen as mainstream, dominant cultural practices; they have
evolved from the United States’ history of white supremacy. Because it is so normalized
it can be hard to see, which only adds to its powerful hold. In many ways, it is
indistinguishable from what we might call U.S. culture or norms – a focus on individuals
over groups, for example, or an emphasis on the written word as a form of professional
communication. But it operates in even more subtle ways, by actually defining what
“normal” is – and likewise, what “professional,” “effective,” or even “good” is. In turn,
white culture also defines what is not good, “at risk,” or “unsustainable.” White culture
values some ways – ways that are more familiar and come more naturally to those from a
white, western tradition – of thinking, behaving, deciding, and knowing, while devaluing
or rendering invisible other ways.
2. White supremacy culture is an artificial, historically constructed culture which expresses,
justifies and binds together the United States white supremacy system. It is the glue that
binds together white-controlled institutions into systems and white-controlled systems
into the global white supremacy system.
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SOURCES: Gulati-Partee, G., & Potapchuk, M. (2014). Paying attention to white culture and
privilege: A missing link to advancing racial equity. The Foundation Review, 6(1), 4; Sharon
Martinas and the Challenging White Supremacy Workshop
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”Without the ability to think about yourself, to reflect on your life, there’s really no
awareness, no consciousness. Consciousness doesn’t come automatically; it comes through
being alive, awake, curious, and often furious.”
-Maxine Greene
“Why am I compelled to write?... Because the world I create in the writing compensates for
what the real world does not give me. By writing I put order in the world, give it a handle
so I can grasp it. I write because life does not appease my appetites and anger... To become
more intimate with myself and you. To discover myself, to preserve myself, to make myself,
to achieve self-autonomy. To dispell the myths that I am a mad prophet or a poor suffering
soul. To convince myself that I am worthy and that what I have to say is not a pile of shit...
Finally I write because I'm scared of writing, but I'm more scared of not writing.”
-Gloria Anzaldúa
“What they did was incredibly courageous. I don’t know how they did it day in and day
out.”
-Hill Martin, white alum, Westminster Class of 1972

“But all our phrasing – race relations, racial chasm, racial justice, racial profiling, white
privilege, even white supremacy – serves to obscure that racism is a visceral experience,
that it dislodges brains, blocks airways, rips muscle, extracts organs, cracks bones, breaks
teeth… You must always remember that the sociology, the history, the economics, the
graphs, the charts, the regressions all land, with great violence, upon the body.”
-Ta-Nehisi Coates
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
This dissertation is a space where I explore, through narratives and art-ifacts (artifacts of
art), the experiences of Black and Brown women and my own, in an educational space organized
in whiteness. The dissertation is a qualitative research project which arrives at its findings
through personal interviews, transcribed narratives, poetry and art. The framework serving this
project is Critical Race Feminist Theory which, within the umbrella of Critical Race Theory
(CRT) encompasses, “the intercentricity of race and racism with other forms of subordination,
the challenge to dominant ideology, the commitment to social justice, the centrality of
experiential knowledge and a transdisciplinary perspective” (Solorzano & Yosso, 2002, p. 26).
The design of this dissertation is in alignment with my strengths as an educator, theater artist and
researcher. I am uninterested in being a researcher who has no contact or engagement with
participants. I believe research should be symbiotic, relational – both people involved should be
affected, inspired, transformed. Process is as important as product. This work depicts stories of
students and the story of a staff person, me, in the white space of an elite co-ed school. You will
learn about the experiences of the women, their power and resiliency. You will obtain an
expanded understanding about the significance and influence of whiteness in spaces producing
high academic achievement and access to an elite social and cultural network. You will
understand that in the work of racial justice, the voices of few are potent and continue to
experience a distinctly different schooling experience. You will see the narrative of my own
work in the white space as a staff person. This dissertation is a portrait of experiences of Black
and Brown female students, situated with the narrative as a staff member and my reflections of
my own personal journey as a woman who grew up in her own white space. The
autobiographical aspect of this dissertation positions me as researcher now and validates the

1

positionality of what I bring to this study which, in the doing, is a contextualizing, restoration
and a re-membering of the ignorance of what it meant to be Brown growing up in white space as
the child of immigrants.
There is literature about the racialized experiences of youth in independent schools; but
the narrative of adults in the space are rare. I sought to disrupt the taboo around sharing
professional experiences and to create a more expansive reality for the field and for the Black
and Brown bodies in white space. I hope this work serves as evidence of experience, a mirror
that validates “No, you aren’t crazy.” Ubiquitous whiteness in spaces that claim advancements
and data on diversity, equity and inclusion impact all in the school building creating a culture of
complacency and comfort rather than safety. In revealing a snapshot of my professional
experience, despite an age difference, our experiences affirmed each other and speak to the
persistence and perdurance of unexamined whiteness. Our age didn’t determine the instances of
micro-aggressions, the ways we sought self-care or the manner in which we claimed our power.
We all shared a collective experience in our internalized understandings and external exchanges
between the Black and Brown minority in the white educational space.
This research calls for a cohesive, re-examining, restructuring, accountability and
reimagining of these spaces for the white majority for an interrogation of their own racialized
unquestioned privilege. This research questions the cultural value and significance of “safe”
white spaces for all when some are surviving the singular experience of their solitary presence.
This work invites inspection and introspection of privilege and power in spaces where identities
are outnumbered demanding not just policies, but actionable protocols and expectations that
create change for those in smaller numbers and for those who are in the powerful majority.

2

Frankenberg (1993) defines whiteness as: “a location of structural advantage, of race
privilege. Second, it is a ‘standpoint,’ a place from which White people look at society. Third,
‘Whiteness’ refers to a set of cultural practices that are usually unmarked and unnamed” (p. 1).
The white space is a “set of locations that are historically, socially, politically, and culturally
produced, and which are intrinsically linked to dynamic relations of domination. Whiteness
(Fine, 1997; Dyer, 1997; Sleeter, 1993; Van Dijk, 1993) is thus conceptualized as a constellation
of processes and practices than a discrete entity (i.e. skin color alone). “Whiteness is dynamic,
relational, and operating at all times and on myriad levels…. processes, practices, experiences
purported to be commonly shared by all but which are actually only consistently afforded to
white people” (DiAngelo, 2011, p. 56). In this dissertation, the white space describes a space
absent of equity in the number of Black and Brown people. The place of whiteness, and its
organization in whiteness, is the space where Black and Brown women are outnumbered by
white people and where their performance is a nuanced micro navigation of moments and
interactions that are small and mighty clashes of culture and power that Anzaldùa (2004) calls
“choques.”
The examination of power, within the white space is an element that drives the situational
conflicts and exchanges for all the participants in this work. Power here is contextual thus you
will see that what power is enacted, experienced by participants, and how power shape-shifts and
influences agency. There are a few ways power is evidenced in the context of this dissertation.
There is the power of adult and child – in a school setting this power dynamic is the hierarchy of
students and adults in school. There is gender dynamic power – the power of a woman in a space
of men, the power of gender influence and perceived gender beauty in the interaction, favorable
and not, between a female and male. There is the power of culture, race, the norms, language
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cadence, physical language, clothing, presentation of those who are part of and those who are
not. There is power of the minority and majority which in the space of this dissertation is focused
on the visible Black and Brown body in a space with a majority of white people. Within this
power dynamic, included is the exercising the power of freedom to express, emote, challenge,
question and how this kind of power is manifested in the body. Concluding with power agency
and how disempowerment is restored, reclaimed and reimagined into power literacies that enable
Black and Brown bodies to thrive, be agentic and succeed. Power will be entwined within the
context of scenes depicted in the narratives and poetry.
While I recognize that there are many types of white spaces and contexts, I ask you to
situate yourself in the world of this dissertation, an elite private school space in New York City
where the majority racial representation is white and outnumbers the participants who are Black
and Brown. Whiteness and white space is the location where this work is rooted; the narratives
of experience play out in what I call the white space which is their school space where the
whiteness is all encompassing, and whiteness culture happens at times overtly and at all times
ubiquitous. I chose the elite school space because it is an important site historically, as spaces of
knowledge production where Black and Brown people were excluded; culturally, the school site
holds great stakes for the women who were students, as they represent access to elite education
which provides access to a particular track to social and cultural capital.
It was intentional to focus on women because of the particular complexity of their
gendered identity performance of which I have experience. My Brown racial identity was the
source of rejection by, and absence from, seeing myself reflected in my world, though my world,
perceived me through the color of my skin. I choose Black and Brown women because in this
particular white space, we are unable to blend in or hide our race and the power and presence of
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being seen at all times, holds a unique experience and a specific gendered positionality. I choose
the independent school site because these spaces are the elite intellectual sites of a track into the
highest level of education in the United States. An achievement that is extraordinary and coveted
by communities historically outside of the network of access into these institutions. Becoming
part of these schools has a deeper cultural significance for historically disenfranchised people
who become part of them. The experience is life changing and influences the life and
professional trajectory which reverses the course had they remained in the public school systems
they were ascribed to.
I am explicit here to ensure that you stay with me and surrender to a day in the life of
Black and Brown women in a space they competed to become part of, and a space that requires
emotional labor (Hochschild, 1983) which is labor that requires “one to induce or suppress
feeling in order to sustain the outward countenance that produces the proper state of mind in
others – in this case, the sense of being cared for in a convivial and safe place…a coordination of
mind and feeling, and it sometimes draws on a source of self that we honor as deep and integral
to our individuality” (p. 7). More deeply is the nuance of the day-to-day preparation and impact
of being in the space described as “the possible cost of doing the work: the worker can become
estranged or alienated from an aspect of self” (p.7). In this dissertation, the worker parallel is in
the experiences of the participants and you will see that it isn’t so much that we became
estranged from ourselves, but that in particular moments the dissonance created a hollow and
loud doubt connected to the lack of validation and singularity of our experiences which made an
internal disconnect which required healing.
In Arlie Hochschild’s chapter in The Managed Heart she illustrates the difference
between the labor of a service worker like a flight attendant and a manual laborer like a factory
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worker in both having to manage and use their emotions to do their jobs. I repurpose
Hochschild’s definition of emotional labor within the performance of being a student who
produces knowledge and the diversity worker who is professional producing efficacy in support
of those students. The invisible facet exacerbating the experience of the worker and the student
in this dissertation is their gendered, raced identities with the privilege, class and power of the
space in which they are in the minority. The labor Hoschild describes then becomes part of the
experience of being a Black and Brown student and worker in the white space. The Black and
Brown body is working harder and more deeply to manage its singular experience within a space
where they have to demonstrate competency academically and professionally. I show that our
labor is a burden of the intersectional raced identity which is not the same for the white majority.
The labor also yields a wisdom and resiliency which emerges as a power literacy. The space
where their endurance will yield access to educational privilege that will distinguish and make of
them examples of pride and social success. Concurrent with their experience as participants in
this study, is the narrative of my own experience as a Brown woman in the independent school
space during a time when my own racial literacy was emerging and the urgency to put my
education to work was also an urgency and responsibility which fueled my purpose in the white
space. Our stories together will join the narratives of experience of Black and Brown women in
the white spaces of independent schools. Spaces that have to be negotiated, managed and
labored; spaces where endurance is distilled into triumphant resiliency. The writing of this
dissertation is an exemplified resilience practice: An act of critical studies in education. In this
study, I am interested in how the white educational space informs our understandings of
ourselves, voices, literally and figuratively, our confidence and sense of agency, and how we
restore, resist and/or enact practices/literacies/rituals of resilience.
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The design of this research is multi-modal which aligns to the ways the research
questions can be explored and illustrated. As a researcher working with people younger than I, I
was particularly sensitive to creating engagement that was relevant, resonant and interesting. My
research thus: elicits the story of experience, uses a method that takes that experience and distills
it into a poem and engages participation through the creation of an artistic rendering reflecting
personal journey. How the questions are designed, the interviewing style, the use of poetry and
an open art-ifact rendering, are all intentional in creating connection to the purpose and
participation/co-creation with participants in order to produce a transformational evidence of
experience. The same is true for the interview protocol of the Listening Guide and the
implementation of the I Poem as a way to represent the narrative.
I wondered about the influence and impact of the power dynamic in a school space where
there is control on behavior and intellectual performance as well as a culture one has to comply
with. The weaving together of the experiences of the women in this study and mine catalyzed the
wondering and questioning for me about how I grew up in a white space unaware of my own
racialized identity. I thought about the systems of oppression and white supremacist framework
which undergirded the worlds of the past and the present in this work. In defining oppression, I
use Harvey’s civilized oppression which ‘refers to the vast and deep injustices some groups

suffer as a consequence of often unconscious assumptions and reactions of well-meaning
people in ordinary interactions which are supported by the media and cultural stereotypes
as well as by the structural features of bureaucratic hierarchies and market mechanisms”
(pp. 3-4). Because of the emotional labor represented in this work, as well as the exposure I was
having to learning about the need for People of Color to have their own spaces, I thought about
the experiences the women were having and noticing connections I was having as an adult in the
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white spaces. Our similarities were intersecting. While we were having a completely different
experience than our white counterparts, me as adult and them as students, we were all doing
something with the pain and “choques” (Anzaldúa, 2004) we were experiencing. We sought
restoration, taking those experiences to friends and family to unpack, seeking out affinity groups
to share, repurposing them into hobbies, style, poems, artwork. The creation of restorative
literacies of resilience sustained how we made sense of our experiences, through the creation of
intentional sanctuaries.
It is through these wonderings that I emerged with the four questions guiding this
research which guide the touchstone, weighted moments depicted here:
How do the lived experiences of Black and Brown women, in white learning
institutions manifest in the development of self, identity and efficacy?
After noticing how we all were affected in different ways I wanted to explore if the experiences
we were having were influencing our growth in our roles in the school, the building up of our
identities and the manner in which we exercised efficacy in our navigation and management of
our lives in the space.
What gendered performances do Black and Brown women engage in as part of
the experiences in white learning institutions?
I was curious about the female body and how much it was interrogated and questioned along
with how it performed as a singular racialized identity. The emotional labor we carried as women
in the space and how we performed, confidence, rage, elation was critically important to
understanding wholeness and full experience as members of the white space.
How do these performances (practices and rituals) manifest in the development of
self, identity, resiliency and efficacy?
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In what ways do practices and rituals serve as restorative literacies of resilience?
I noticed the community building by people of color in the independent schools of racial affinity
groups which served to mitigate the minoritized racial experience. Many of us sought the counsel
and support of friends and turned to arts-based practices to release and process those
experiences. I wanted to know what those were and if they influenced how we restored
ourselves. In the title of this work are the words “Being and Becoming.” It is here where it is
crystallized for me that “being and becoming” are simultaneous experiences in a space where
you are expected to perform as a successful student and as a staff professional. Being, is the state
of the moment, the day to day, the self-awareness, inner-consciousness, the way we, the women
in this work and I, show up, manage and present ourselves. Being is what we sit with, and what
is known only to us, and how we navigate and make sense of the space of what we know, our
strategy and what we carry. Becoming, is the evolution of ourselves in the space. How we grow,
change, resolve, reimagine, reinvent, recharge, recompose and create resiliency for ourselves in
the space. This performance of Being and Becoming along with the articulation of voice, both
spoken and enacted, with the body in the space organized in whiteness, is what will be unfolded
and illustrated.
In this dissertation, you will read about “the white space.” in the world of this work, there
are three white spaces: (1) The white space at large which are those spaces in the world where
Black and Brown people are outsiders and circumspect. This white space doesn’t have to be full
of white people, it can be a space known to be white or a space that historically doesn’t have or
have had Black and Brown bodies comfortably living and doing habitus (Bourdieu, 1977). (2)
The white space I grew up in absent any reflections of who I was and am. A space ubiquitous
and invisible. There were Black people on television, but my Dominican upbringing didn’t claim
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Blackness in that context, so I was, as they say in Spanish “Ni de aqui, ni de allá.” Neither from
here or nor from there. I was raised with pronounced anti-Black sensibilities in race, hair, speech
and had two identities to claim, “being Dominican” and “being American.” My alignment with
the Black and Brown experience and situating myself in reclaiming what I am now, which is a
“woman of color/a Brown woman of color” comes much later in my life when I understand the
history, who I am as a woman of color and more recently my maternal DNA which positions
with ancestry of the Bantu people from Africa in the Congo and Nigerian regions. My selfdefinition also comes with immense pain and anger about the realization of my Brown
development in the educational and social spaces of my life, which were white and ensconced
within a white supremacist framework. These realizations culminate in the space #3. Which is
the space organized in whiteness. This space is the educational space of a school and the
professional spaces, where I go to school, where I have worked, and where I come to know some
of the participants featured in this dissertation. The year I work in the educational space
organized in whiteness is also the year I come to understand white scholarship and can name the
white impact and white framework, fragility, supremacy and system of oppression that in my
development was invisible to me and in the present, becomes the place where I perform
professionally the work of supporting a school in its inaugural diversity program. The
convergence of my knowledge, with my professional practice, in an institutional white space
where I put the theories and scholarship to work as well as performing the emotional labor of
facilitating racialized trauma, mitigating pedagogical mishaps and unpacking microaggressions
in the day-to-day of the experience of the “other” in the space which included the students and I.
My research contributes to discourse about exceptional Black and Brown women in white
spaces, focusing in on “what it takes” to survive in that same space and my work also calls to
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disrupt a “status quo” of white uninterrogated, unquestioned, whiteness. I am identifying that a
white space, a school for which the racial representation presents a significant imbalance, in
teachers in and students, is a school experience which will have a different and deleterious
influence in the identity making and validness of the Black and Brown students and staff in that
space. Elite White organizational spaces hold great opportunity, privilege, access and capacity
for people who work and perform in those spaces. In the white, elite school space, some will
sacrifice and succeed in order to gain access or obtain professional credit that evidences success
in the space. For the school space, this academic elite space is important touchstone for those
who are intellectually gifted. The white space, be it school or a professional space, will proclaim
its value and competitiveness among other schools.
Through this study, I name that Elite white schools must have a school culture which
anticipates the experience of Black and Brown students and staff with a profound recognition
that the support for Black and Brown people in these spaces is an ethical responsibility: different
and required. I say that to be a school exceptional for all, that whiteness needs to be named,
recognized and managed. The white space must be interrogated, challenged and recomposed by
the brilliance, power and resiliency of Black, Brown and the “other” (Said, 1978). The school
space community must institute platforms, spaces, alliances, ways in which the “other” and the
racialized minority can convene and restore themselves.
The white space, its members, and the power hierarchy makes for a daily managing of
moments and micro/macro aggressive impasses to move through. When the white space is
mitigated through representation of students, for example, Black and Brown faculty, women;
when the curriculum represent the full balanced representation of minoritized groups; when the
walls of the white space illustrate the voices of these same populations and affirm the identities
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in the building and when there is a lived and practiced critical anti-racist, commitment from the
majority (gender, race, et. al.) to check in on their own privilege, be it whiteness, maleness, only
then does this ecology of factors in disrupting the white space, begin to make an impact. My
work foregrounds that Black and Brown women have a particular positioning in U.S. society and
exercise survival strategies, which are unique to their life experience.
I stand at this crossroads: the place where Black and Brown identities and histories of
place converge and inform self and voice. This dissertation expands upon the literature that
exists about the critical value of the experience of Brown and Black bodies in white space of
independent schooling – both the price it exacts and the strategies of resilience that it takes to
navigate.
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Positionality – Who I am and what I bring to this Work

Fig. 1. AnaMaria Correa, P.S. 89 Queens, Age 7
In the middle of my life’s journey, I find myself in sobering recognition of life as a
Brown girl in a white world. Armed with lived experience, privilege and scholarly intelligence, I
am able to name the absence of myself to myself. This recognizing feels like a finger running
over a scar you don’t remember getting. Looking back, I am able to name and claim the impact
of being in a system where I was an exception, the “one of” and survived. A space and system
not built to serve me. My interest in the experience of being a Brown person of color in a white
space, comes from the realization that in my life, while my race was named, whiteness was not.
It was rude to say “white” and name it. As a Brown, Latina I developed my sense of self, agency,
voice and in a space organized in a white identity framework (Helms, 1990). Thus, the goal of
my work in this dissertation is two-fold: to present an exploration of how being and becoming in
a white space influences self-perception, agency with how at the same time there emerges a
practice of survivance and resilience. Two: the work serves as a counter and undoing and
reimagining of my personal experience in white space as a child and an adult. This dissertation is
a restorative resiliency practice; a counter narrative and reimagining/repurposing of what I didn’t
know, now known and what I have experienced which I can now change and impact through the
privilege of education. Girlhood, stories, Black and Brown identity, schooling, systemic
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oppression are all parts of my story and what drive this research inquiry. The doing of this
scholarship is activism and breaking a cycle of ignorance, invisibility and silence.
It is important to explain the context of my emergence as researcher. My white space was
unknown to me until I became a doctoral student. What brought me to doctoral work was a
curiosity about the dynamics of power in children’s classroom lives and an observed experiences
of the most marginalized which influenced those dynamics. Although I was interested in this, I
wasn’t aware or connected myself as one of those children. My lack of awareness is as a result of
me being absent to myself. I didn’t connect that the child in the classroom I was looking at was a
reflection of me; of what I had lived and had no words for. I didn’t know that the powerlessness I
was noticing was my own experience. I didn’t see myself growing up and had no mirrors or
criticality so how would I be able to name and claim myself with words to illustrate what had
affected me. I didn’t know I was looking for the me I never saw: the Brown child, now Brown
woman, in the white space.
As my knowledge expanded, so did my understanding about my experience. The white
space is that space I grew up “became” in, where none of my teachers, books, television or
environment reflected me to myself or served as mirrors of possibility. There were a few
imprinted exceptions: Rita in “West Side Story,” Maria in “Sesame Street” and a few friends
from elementary school who provided a social identity network, but who were not important
reflections for my emerging identity development. All of my identity making, I created from a
white cultural standard and benchmark. My world reflected on television and books were all
normalized white stories with white characters. Representations of myself were archetypes of
powerless subservient, compromised characters in society or history, like in Alex Haley’s Roots
which was vastly disconnected to my reality as a woman of color or my own history as a first
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generation daughter of Dominican immigrants who emigrated from a sugar cane, tobacco and
rum economy fueled by enslavement and colonialism to the United States which was the
economic system established by enslavement and conquering.
My world was intentionally constructed by my immigrant mother. We lived in a working
class “good” white neighborhood. A childhood there, complicated by my gender, skin color,
cultural difference and place. My mother choosing to place me in Catholic school and in a
bilingual Public School, positioning me for success in America by possessing the two languages.
As the parentified, translanguaging (Garcia, 2012; Garcia & Wei, 2014; Canagarajah, 2011),
Latchkey, daughter of Dominican immigrants who came here in the 50s, growing up on
television, it took a while for me to link my identity as “other” (Said, 1978). It took time to
notice that my upbringing was training and discipline for success and survival in America; a way
to ensure my Brown female body complied and was resilient in the world. The moment when my
body straightened a little more, and when my mother would reprimand me to act a certain way,
speak a certain way and comport myself. When the youth in my neighborhood, where I was the
only Brown face, treated me at a distance, raised their middle finger at me, mocked and called
me “N--”; a word which was unfamiliar to my family, I navigated these moments with combined
surprise, fear and persistence to continue trying to make friends. Later as a young adult, being
assaulted by a car of white young men who were frustrated that my friend would not respond to
their attention, they threw food through my car window. My friend, Latina, but white-passing,
sat in the passenger seat in shock unscathed. The plate of food hitting the side of my face and
falling all over me. I received the rage that was intended for my friend and continued to
experience the rejection of an environment that seethed with rage at my being. The messages of
welcome, “this land is your land,” melting pot were acutely disparate from my experience.
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I wanted friends, but they didn’t want me. They called me names, but also wanted to play
with my stuff. The words they called me, I couldn’t repeat to my parents and the incidents were
never discussed between my sister and me. They were mine to carry. In my schooling, there were
other Brown faces and although I learned Spanish at my elementary Public School, all of my
teachers were white, except for one who was Filipina. In performances and special events: I was
a donkey, an American Indian and “Anita” lip-syncing the words to “I want to live in America”
from West Side Story. Reflections of me, were flashes, inconsistent. In the rest of my schooling,
there was nothing I could recognize or connect to my life. I was growing up and developing a
racialized identity in a white cultural framework. A white space named as such because I existed
within a majority of white people, white power and white leadership systems undergirded by
white values in white supremacy. Robin DiAngelo (2016) whiteness scholar describes white
supremacy as
…the all-encompassing centrality and assumed superiority of people defined and
perceived as white, and the practices based on this assumption….White supremacy
does not refer to individual white people per se and their individual intentions, but
to a political-economic social system of domination. This system is based on the
historical and current accumulation of structural power that privileges, centralizes,
and elevates white people as a group…I do not use it to refer to extreme hate groups.
I use the term to capture the pervasiveness, magnitude, and normalcy of white
dominance and assumed superiority (p.146).
A close up look at my life then: all the teachers in my education were white, the books I
read were white. The history I learned reflected conquering white settlers and Black and Brown
people who were grateful, subservient, “slaves” or “Indians.” My doctors, police officers, the
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church I belonged to, the media I consumed, and the neighborhood I lived in where white. My
family were the only Brown people in the building where I grew up.
My identity and culture, sporadic celebrations and moments, but primarily novelties,
disconnected and inauthentic. The Spanish I was learning in school taught by white Latina
women was different from my accented Dominican Spanish. My second language was already
being molded into the “acceptable” Spanish. My white Colombian babysitter revising my speech
with her proper Colombian “Spanish with the S.” In Catholic school, religion and whiteness took
center stage: God was white, the teachers were white and the texts were white narratives. At the
time, while my color and difference where things to be fixed and molded, the whiteness that
surrounded me directed my schooling, my life performance, complicity, social cues and the
mirrors I aspired to become. What surrounded me would be what I would learn and understand. I
have no idea if I was tracked or if I received the best education, I know that I proceeded on that
journey, making sense of my world, year in and year out, surviving, following rules, passing
grades to avoid Fs and summer school.
I made it to college, by choosing the nearest and most obvious opportunity we could
afford, the City University of New York, and there I chose my major by the thing I could do
well: read and write. I met with my white guidance counselor one time in all of my high school
years. Our academic curricula all white, authors and professors. Any representation of people of
color, was unusual, exotic and an exception. In college, I didn’t think to connect with classes
connected to my culture or history -- the department of Black and Puerto Rican studies was not
applicable to me as I was neither Black nor Puerto Rican, so I hung out with my high school
friend who was part of the Italian Club and thus I became a member of that club. This snapshot
of my education through college, chronicles a Brown child in white spaces. When I undertook
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the doctoral journey, I discovered the language to identify this experience and claim its impact.
Experiences where although the whiteness wasn’t named, because of the hegemonic presence of
its power and normativity, my journey within the system was invisible, a non-issue. As bell
hooks (1990) writes “… the dominant race that can make it seem their experience is
representative…it would be interesting for all those white folks who are giving Blacks their take
on Blackness to let them know what’s going with whiteness” (p. 54).
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CHAPTER 2: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS
Critical Race Theory
This project centers the voice of educational narratives which reflect the experiences of
Black and Brown women illustrating the intersectionality (Crenshaw, 1999) of their textured and
interfacing gendered identities within the white space. The framework for this work, centers the
“multiple consciousness” of experiences where they, while being racialized also engage varied
negotiations of survival, and in doing so, counter prevailing narratives about Black and Brown
women being undone or victimized by the white space. While the narratives share evidence of
daily oppressive experiences, these don’t stand alone without the embodied power of their
resistance and resilience. The layering of identities and oppressions is best described by Wing as
“the multiplier effect [which] claims that the experiences of Black women are layered in a
multiplicative rather than summative manner.”
Critical Race Theory (CRT) framework, as a schema, has five tenets which support the
purpose and design of this dissertation: (1) that race and racism are central, endemic, permanent
and fundamental in defining and explaining how U.S. society functions; (2) challenges dominant
ideologies and claims of race neutrality, objectivity, meritocracy, color-blindness and equal
opportunity, (3) is activist in nature and propogates a commitment to social justice, (4) centers
the experiences and voices of the marginalized and oppressed, and (5) is necessarily
interdisciplinarily in scope and function” (Evans-Winters & Esposito, 2010, p. 16; Delgado
Bernal, 2002; Delgado & Stefancic, 2000; Solorzano & Yosso, 2000). My design and focus in
centering the voices of minoritized Black and Brown women in a white space, the way in which
my guiding questions support criticality and challenge dominant ideologies; how my modalities
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are arts based and personal story are textured portraits of experience and a powerful critique fit
appropriately within this theoretical framework.
CRT supports the research design as it “a. foregrounds race and racism in all aspects of
the research process. It challenges the separate discourses on race, gender, and class by showing
how these three elements intersect to affect the experiences of students of color; b. challenges the
traditional research paradigms, texts and theories used to explain the experiences of students of
color; c. offers a liberatory or transformative solution to racialized, gendered and classed
experiences of students of color; d. views these experiences as sources of strength; and e. uses
the interdisciplinary knowledge base of ethnic studies, women’s studies, sociology, history,
humanities, and the law to better understand the experiences of students of color” (Solorzano and
Yosso, 2002, p. 23). The importance of narrative as a means of validating and legitimizing
women’s voices are affirmed by what Hernandez-Truyol's LatCrit (a branch of CRT) theory
which (like the women in this project) highlights multidimensional identities and can address the
intersectionality of racism, sexism, classism, and other forms of oppression. It is a theory that has
already developed a tradition of offering a strong gender analysis so that it can address the
concerns of Latinas in light of both our internal and external relationships in and with the worlds
that have marginalized us” (1997, p. 885). CRF “functions as a framework to understand the
experiences of adolescent girls of color, who possess a different social location than women of
color based on their age and cognitive psychological development” (Clonan-Roy, et. al. p. 4).
Embedded within the CRT framework is an important distinction which I draw from and
it is the inclusion of the Critical Race Feminist (CRF) perspective. Because I privilege women’s
stories of experience, especially their gendered performance of voice and agency, this distinction
is a powerful detail in support of the kind of theoretical framework supporting this work which is
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derived of Critical Legal Studies (CLS), Critical Race Theory (CRT) and feminist jurisprudence
(Wing, 1997). If CRT is the skeleton holding it all together, CRF is the fingerprint of
convergence for the rationale of women’s stories, intersecting oppressions, identity and gender as
part of this work. Like CRT, CRF “holds that racism is a fundamental part of U.S. society and
that people of color have a ‘distinctive voice’ when it comes to describing their experiences of
their own oppression” (Wing, 1996). “An awareness of oppression they face based on
simultaneously on their race, ethnicity and gender. A ‘multiple consciousness’ (Wing, 1996).
I introduce the feminist lens powerfully brings in the focus on the gendered experience of
Black and Brown women. This scholarship will respond to what Critical Race Feminism calls for
“theories and practices that simultaneously study and combat gender and racial oppression.”
(Evans-Winters & Esposito, 2010, p. 20). I examine and “look at the individual environment of
their participants, but also critically examine the interaction of the individual in the larger
cultural and historical context” (Clonan-Roy, et. al., 2016, p. 4). The design of this project
through its centering of narratives, its multidisciplinary use of collage and poetry as an
expression of resistance and power all is undergirded by CRT and CRF. CRF in education is
beneficial to the investigation and theory building around educational issues impacting Black
girls in the following ways:
Critical Race Feminism as a theoretical lens and movement purports that women
of color’s experiences, thus perspectives, are different from the experiences of
men of color and those of White women;
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Critical Race Feminism focuses on the lives of women of color who face multiple
forms of discrimination, due to the intersections of race, class, and gender within
a system of White male patriarchy and racist oppression;

Critical Race Feminism asserts the multiple identities and consciousness of
women of color (i.e., anti-essentialist);

Critical Race Feminism is multidisciplinary in scope and breadth; and

“theories and practices that simultaneously study and combat gender and racial
oppression.” (Evans-Winters & Esposito, 2010, p. 20).

Through an exploration of the literature that converges in the study of race, white space,
narratives and CRT, my contribution serves the student experience of Brown and Black women
in white space of independent schools and is distinct in expanding the lens when sharing the
professional narrative of those working in the same space. Critical Race Theory provides a clear
structure which privileges the voices and performative resilience of women of color, through
narrative and the recognition of intersectionality: that each of us are not one part of our identity,
but many working together (Crenshaw, 1990). I present a full rendering of the nuanced,
intersectional identities, experiences and inner life of the participants in an effort to serve as a
catalyst for a deeper understanding, responsible pedagogy of reflexivity and criticality in support
of Black and Brown members of white educational spaces in order to elevate what Wing (1990)
describes as “a multiplicity of strength, love, joy…and transcendence that flourishes despite
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adversity” (Clonan-Roy, et. al., 2016, p. 4). “Contributing to a vision of WoC that aligns with the
work of scholars such as Gaunt, 2006; Evans-Winters, 2011; Brown, 2009; and Love, 2012) that
emphasizes their power, potential and resilience” (p. 22).
Gender & Positive Youth Development Model
Though the women here, who have earned a coveted position in a high achieving
educational space, seem to be equipped to cope with their stressors, it is clear from their
narratives depicting a different experience than others who are not Black, Brown or Female in
the white space. Their stories denote racialized interactions, coping restorative practices and
repurposing of trauma into resilience. A resilience evidenced in how they make sense of their
experiences, their resistance and power taking practices and the evolution of their identities and
becoming. This study is gender specific as a result a deeper thinking and consideration of the
female experience. In a co-ed school, females are treated differently. The patriarchal and power
dynamics exhibited combined with the surveillance and ubiquitous sexualization of the female
body, results in the female experience being acute and unique. Females are managed overtly and
covertly in a school space where the written rules and the gaze of power and race dynamics
influence: where they go, what they do, how they are perceived and in what ways they enact
their own agency and resistance. The literature indicates a persistence of how Black female
bodies are interrogated:
… young Black women’s bodies are simultaneously policed, controlled, and
heckled, while at the same time a site of spectacle (Roberts, 1997; Collins, 2005).
Such beliefs and practices about Black women’s bodies, spills over into the
school system, with young women reporting strict dress codes and negative
remarks about their presumed sexual innuendos (Evans-Winters, 2005). In
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addition, coping with stereotypical beliefs about their attitudes and behaviors
from teachers and peers, Black girls also face harsh disciplinary actions in schools
(Evans-Winters & Esposito, 2010, p. 20).
The gendered experience for the women here is intersectional (Crenshaw, 1999) as the
convergence of factors will play together to create the nuanced rendering of that experience. A
performance of being and becoming in an educational space complicated by the cultural rules
that govern bodies, behavior, presentation. In the case of the women, the surveillance of the
uniform, the maintenance of beauty, hair (especially Black, course and curly, hair), physical
changes (i.e., brawearing, breast and buttock development, age, weight, clothing fit: short skirt,
tightness of pants, perceived cleavage), the interpretation of body language combined with the
complexity of their identity evolution in the critical years of college bound adolescence justifies
my focus.
An important part of this project is naming where the women were in their experiences.
Identifying the cognitive stage of development as an important location for their emotional
development in the same manner that I locate my adulthood. I draw on positive youth
development model (PYD) an asset-based framework which is context based: “ecological in
nature, in that the continual development and application of certain competencies are dependent
upon context” (Clonan-Roy, et. al., 2016, p. 5; Brofenbrenner, 1993). The context here being the
white space of the school, the PYD offers a guide for positive identity development evidenced by
a set competencies which help support productive interactive experiences in the environments
where youth are positioned (Lerner, Almerigi, Theockas et. al., 2005).
I include the Positive Youth Model Competencies to demonstrate cognitive benchmarks
which are performed, and whose understanding are manifested by the women in this study.
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Although they share memories of experience when they were girls, it is valuable for us to be
situated in their social-emotional capacities at the time of their adolescence. This framework
validates a strengths-based impression and guide for socio-emotional touchstones of their
emergence as young adults and affirms the manner in which they understand and process their
experiences not just as exceptional expressions of who they were then, but as nuanced, cogent
and deeply personalized and reflective contemplation of their lived experiences and their own
development now.
PYD Competencies
Competence: A positive view of one’s actions in social, academic, cognitive,
vocational

Confidence: An internal sense of overall positive self-worth and self-efficacy;
one’s global self-regard

Character: A respect for societal and cultural rules, process of standards for
correct behaviors, a sense of right and wrong and integrity

Connection: Positive bonds with people and institutions that are reflected in
bidirectional exchanges between the individual and peers, family, school and
community in which both parties contribute to the relationship

Caring: A sense of sympathy and empathy for others
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Contribution: Once in possession of the 5 competencies they are giving back to
their communities and societies
(Lerner, Almerigi, Theokas, et. al., 2005, p. 23).
PYD reflects cognitive thresholds which directly connect to the ability to discern and
reflect on themes across the experiences of the women. These help frame the ways that validate
their personal journeys, and influence “…strengths in a manner which encourages the
development of girls of color who can make positive changes in society for themselves and
others” (Clonan-Roy, et. al., p. 6).
It is my hope for you to see that this dissertation shows experience manifested in multiple
ways with the goal of illustrating an ecology of elements working together to evoke the place,
location, internal and external performances which evidence the lived experiences of the women
and also crystallize the testimony and practices of their survivance.
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CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE REVIEW
Independent Schools
The independent school is a privileged elite educational space priding itself on education
excellence and a progressive mission. In an article by Greg Blackburn, a Head of School and
Tim Wise, a parent and author, both white people, write about privilege and the history of the
schools: “Independent schools are often rooted in a history of racism and white privilege. Some
were not only formed after public school integration began, specifically by those who didn’t
want their children going to school with African Americans. Other schools have been around
much longer, and as reflected in their mission statements, for wealthy, Christian and explicitly
white children” (2009, p. 2).
A brief history of elite school spaces brings attention to a history of a system that was not
dedicated for, or inclusive of, people of color in the United States. I believe this is important to
the context of my project and serves it in two ways: to provide historical background on the
purpose of these school spaces, their culture and meaning in being members of these institutions;
and to validate that the spaces are intentionally white because of a long history of educational
inequality whose roots are in the apartheid of the U.S. and the laws and policies that entrenched a
system of inequality.
The U.S. system of education began with the wealth and privilege of white people, in an
economic system built on enslavement, colonialism and Manifest Destiny. The wealth and
success of the U.S. is bloodied with the decimation, relocation and trafficking of enslaved and
conquered populations. All systems in the U.S. housing, education, banking, science, medical
care, real estate emerged from the atrocity and inequality that created this nation. Thus,
education for people of color, was a system which was fought for and claimed; literacy, for
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example, was punishable by death. Into the struggle and educational entrepreneurship of Black
communities in creating educational systems of their own. “Nevertheless, African Americans are
enrolling in predominantly white, elite, independent schools in growing numbers for various
reasons, including more educational resources, smaller class sizes, and better teachers than
public schools” (DeCuir-Gunby, 2007, p. 26, Jones-Willson, Arnez, & Asbury, 1992).
Grounded in John Dewey’s “progressive education,” the schools are a stark difference to
public school education which depending on where you live, the taxes of the region contribute to
the schooling quality. The campus, location, list of school placement, network, the difference in
class size, the attention students receive from teachers and the value families experience when in
an independent school is important to many who choose these schools. However, for the
minoritized student whose identity is not the majority in the student body, faculty, staff, the
experience while beneficial because of the network and quality, is detrimental because of the
experience of survivance the student must undergo to succeed in the space. “As obvious as it
may be, however, there seems a certain reluctance in independent schools to acknowledge the
basic fact that schools with a white majority – even those schools strongly committed to diversity
– often are psychologically complicated and painful places for students of color in ways these
schools are not painful for white students. This is true regardless of class, but it’s particularly
true for students of color from poor, urban environments” (Thompson & Schulz, 2003, p.1). In
Michelle Purdy’s book, Transforming the Elite, which documents the early desegregation of the
first Black students to enter the Westminster Schools in Atlanta and describes the codified
institutional and interpersonal racism of being in the independent schools of the time:
Such institutional racism was codified through ‘laws, policies, practices, and
norms’ which are ‘intentionally and unintentionally maintained and enforced.’
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Combined with interpersonal racism, which is ‘oppression maintained at the
individual level by attitudes or behaviors of individual persons,’ institutional and
interpersonal racism informed a complex and contradictory school culture.”
(Purdy, 2018, p. 3; Hardiman, Jackson & Griffin, 2013, pp. 27-28).
Regardless of whether youth are there with the capacity to pay full tuition or they receive
financial support, the experience of being in, and preparing for, these spaces requires Black and
Brown families to not only support their child’s educational trajectory, but their social and
emotional resiliency in navigating being the minority. Kalah Brown, a Senior at The
Lawrenceville School describes her survivance strategy when she writes that “to combat
microaggressions and feign a sense of belonging, students of color regularly practice codeswitching – the practice of shifting the language you use or the way you express yourself. This
tactic, which Black people have used over the last century for basic survival when interacting
with whites, continues today as young people of color navigate and assimilate in mixed or
predominantly white spaces” (Brown, 2018, p. 2). One of the participants in this study, Melidi,
talks about the complex implications of the education she’s received and the sacrifices:
I want to make it big so I can help students so that it doesn’t have to be all white
spaces. It is selfish in the end goals that you have and what resources can help you
get there. Especially as a parent, my mother sacrificed a lot, doesn’t want to see
her kids do that hard work or go through same thing they went thru. These elite
schools are one way to be successful, it isn’t the only way. The privilege of these
schools is that they offer the resources other spaces don’t. Sometimes we tend to
forget where we came from when we go into these white spaces and then we
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aren’t actually helping...we become selfish. Ask ourselves what we are doing and
why we are doing it for.
Independent schools are managed as independent governing boards, with their own
tuition, curriculum, values, mission, hiring practices, protocols, strong parental engagement and
accountability. The schools are “non-profit private schools” that are determine their mission and
program. They are governed by independent boards and are funded primarily through tuition,
charitable contribution and endowment income” (National Association of independent Schools,
2013). The schools founded on values of progressive education, civic and ethical values where
mission, vision, curriculum are purposeful and independent of governmental oversight like a
Department, City or town Board of Education. From my experience in these independent school
spaces, while the public school student to teacher ratio is 32:1, in the independent schools, this
ratio is less than 15:1. With the tuition comes academic supports like tutors, learning coaches,
deans of student life, parents, leaders and teachers are all invested and connected to student
success. An established school will have a legacy of alumni which become a network in college
and professional spheres. These spheres are elite interconnections where members of these
school groups hold executive level positions in corporations and belong to particular lifestyles
and have access to elite cultural and social capital.
The National Association for Independent Schools (NAIS) is the governing body for the
independent school system and serves as the place of governance for schools who ascribe to its
membership. The NAIS aligns the goals of progressive education with the responsibility an
education has to all members of its community. A branch of NAIS is the governing body of
equity and inclusion which leads best practice and support for schools in their institutional
commitment to diversity and inclusion. It is an urgency and goal of schools to continually
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improve their diversity statistics, but the need transcends having more bodies of color in the
schools. The urgency is a change in the ecology of the schooling experience, which is envisioned
as diversity in all its forms, a curriculum that reflects the lived experiences of the youth a
commitment to ethical education, an institutional commitment to equity, inclusion, an embodied
practice of anti-racist pedagogy and professional performance. While some schools have evolved
in this “ecology” in ways that create exceptional school spaces, because racism is at the heart of
what it is like to be in a white space, there is still and always so much work to do. The
demographics of independent schools indicates that “... that approximately 82 percent of students
are white, 5 percent are Black, and 12 percent are other students of color” (Arrington, Hall, &
Stevenson, 2003, p. 2).
Gatzambide-Fernandez describes how elite schools produce elite status: “Elite status is
continually produced through cultural practices that yield particular ways of being in and
understanding the world” (2009, p. 1). “Developing a model of the interrelated processes that
contribute to how students come to see themselves – a model called the Five E’s of elite
schooling: exclusion, engagement, excellence, entitlement, and envisioning (ibid, p. 6). In the
time I have spent working in the elite independent school system, in what is called a primarily
white institution (PWI), I had already experienced myriad educational spaces nationally and
abroad in private, charter and public schools. My experiences were surface compared to what I
learned in my time as an employee in an independent school space. I thought the difference of
these schools was only about economic capacity, but the experience is a complicated, rich,
textured and depending on who you are, and what you are doing the experience is immensely
different for anyone inside the system or school. Hierarchies, cultural norms, the culture of white
elite governs the spaces and in many moments, a minoritized person definitely will feel like an
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outsider if they don’t grasp the cultural norms and expectations of the space. By cultural
modalities in a white space, McLaren (1998) describes this as a “particular social and historical
formation that is reproduced through specific discursive and material processes and circuits of
desire and power” (ibid, p. 66). One example of the navigation and survivance of these “circuits,
as described by Kalah Brown, high school student in Lawrenceville School, is the way in which
‘self-compartmentalization’ can be painful and isolating, even when it achieves successful
assimilation within the dominant group throughout my day, in class, in the dorm, and in the
dining hall, I read the room and the people surrounding me. I invest in additional effort in
filtering my thoughts on their way to my mouth” (2018, p. 2). Another coping and social
accommodation is code-switching (DeBose, 1992), which is a way of speaking and acting that
changes according to the person or context you are in or the person/people you are speaking
with. Code-switching in white spaces is part of the coping and resiliency performance in
navigating the space. Codes-switching happens in particular spaces of comfort among racial
affinity, friends, and where there is trust. The codes-switch is a way of communicating that
indicates authenticity and connection as well as the opposite which can be a change of cadence
and language use to illustrate compliance with the dominant culture. While code-switching
(Blom & Gumperz, 1972) and translanguaging (Garcia, 2012; Garcia & Wei, 2014; Canagarajah,
2011) can be tracked in the narratives, this quality is not highlighted in this work, but it is named
here because as it is a communication style that is informed by interpersonal and social contexts
that indicate performance with the body and is a literacy of resilience. The Black and Brown
women perform this as they are part of two worlds and are communicating in varied ways within
a social structure where power and retaliation for resistance are part of the survivance
experience.
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Becoming part of these privileged educational communities, regardless of the price or
sacrifice, is a coveted desire of many families: “To be accepted into a private school is to be
accepted into a social club, or more generally speaking a status group that is defined as a group
of people who feel a sense of social similarity. The higher the social status of the students
attending a school, the more elite the school is perceived” (Cookson, 1985, p. 23). This social
club is a metaphor for becoming part of a class, an elite network of membership which
“constitute 10 percent of all U.S. schools, but independent schools, a subset of private schools,
enroll only slightly more than 1 percent of the U.S. school-age population” (Purdy, 2018, p. 5).
Described as “bastions of privilege and prestige, historically white elite private schools,
or independent schools, are catalysts for the creation and maintenance of social and cultural
capital and are the harbingers of middle- and upper-class white ethos. Former presidents Franklin
D. Roosevelt, John F. Kennedy, George W. Bush, and Barack H. Obama have attended these
schools that are loci of leadership development for the United States and the World” (p. 5). The
participants in this dissertation have a complicated positionality: they stand alone by their Black
and Brown skin in these spaces, but they are also exceptional in their communities because of
their ability to gain access to these spaces. For Black and Brown members of the independent
elite school community whether they gain access through academic exceptionality with
economic need or academic exceptionality with economic privilege there is an additional,
layered, tension of complexity created by their racial identity regardless of how they gained
access, complicated by how their identities are perceived and/or performed in the white school
space. The complication and navigation of self and voice evolves in macro and micro ways: from
being the “one of” in a classroom, in being accepted into a particular university, in being the
percentage of “people of color” to how gender, social status, culture, hair, clothing and social
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media presence play out in the lives of the women. The student experience and sacrifice as
explained by alumni who returned to their school to discuss their reflection in Dr. Michael
Thompson and Kathy Schultz piece, “The Psychological Experiences of Students of Color”:
This past year, Richard Melvoin, the headmaster of Belmont Hill, invited four
alumni to the school to come back from college and describe their high school
experiences to their old faculty. The teachers were spellbound by the honest,
articulate testimony they heard from their former students about their years at the
school. At moments, many in the room must have thought, ‘This is too painful. It
cannot have been worth it for these boys to come to school here.’ At one point,
however, one of the students, after making some powerfully critical remarks,
looked around the room at the faculty and said, ‘You know, eight of the most
important people in my life are in this room. My life was changed for the better
because I came here.’ At the end of the meeting, the faculty must have looked
stunned and quite serious, because he added, ‘Don't worry, we talk like this at
Brown all the time.’ If students talk like this in college, we can encourage them to
speak of their experiences while they are in our care - so that we, too, may learn
and grow and challenge both ourselves and the broader culture in which we work
and live (2003, p. 48).
Robin DiAngelo, whiteness scholar (2011) describes the all-encompassing “white
dominant context which affirms representation, centrality in history, media, visual, heroes,
heroines…while one may explicitly reject the notion that one is inherently better than the other,
one cannot avoid internalizing the message of white superiority, as it is ubiquitous in mainstream
culture” (p. 63; Tatum, 1997; Doane, 1997). In the white space -- the Black and Brown female
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body performance: her voicing, how she presents, moves and manifests are observed and subject
to evaluation at any moment. She is unable to blend in or pass and surveilled at all times, even by
those who are her friends and allies. As Black and Brown women, our raced and gendered
performance is circumspect. We can be perceived as too strong, too quiet, too sexual, too timid,
or conversely, too aggressive, a threat or insolent because of a decision not to engage. Even
when we as women are still and silent, our performance is being evaluated and conclusions are
being made about us. Conversely, we are unable to divulge our feelings of anger, grief or the
usual human emotions granted to the majority in the space. Our choice of clothing and hair style
invites the attention of, and handling by, curious people around us who touch and comment.
Our intellectual performance can render us exceptional -- “not like the others” -- or an
underperforming, struggling “statistic” or “not the right fit.” Dr. Michael Thompson describes
his experiences from work as psychologist in independent schools, “…as I listen to a lonely
student of color describe his life, I sometimes have a dramatically different view. For the
individual students on the frontline of change, the psychological price for being a minority
student in a majority white school is often heavy. I often come close to asking, ‘Is this worth it
for you? I know this is a great education, and I know your parents think this is the most
important thing you can do with your life, but can you bear it?’” (Thompson and Schultz, 2003,
p. 1).
As shared by Anais, participant, who describes her own conflict in this reflection about
her education:
Once you’re in these spaces you start to wonder if it is worth it. If like this
emotional burden and the experience of being a person of color in this white
institution worth it. I really don’t know. I continue to internalize these ideas of
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excellence, of ‘being the top’…...the ‘talented tenth’ thing, when we were reading
DuBois, it is so elitist, but look at me here trying to get to a top school. It makes
you become conflicted. The standards don’t matter but I want to make myself
more successful. I think that’s his idea of the Double Consciousness, it creates a
conflicting consciousness. How can I challenge an institution that I am benefiting
from? What role do I play in still being one of those exceptional students of color
as white people see us. It is conflicting. It is weird. (Anais, personal
communication, July 30, 2019).
White Space
Performativity in this dissertation has three meanings: performance for survival – what is
enacted in order to interact and move through the space. Performance we don’t see – what is
happening on the inside that may not be revealed in the moment. And the performance of
resiliency, which can be either immediate engagement, advocacy or later response to restore the
self. I define performativity and performance in the way we perform our lives in the white space:
the intentional investment and preparation, the coping performance and our performances are
judged/assessed by the white space. It is a performance reflecting power regained, resistance,
agency for strategic survival by the body.
In the elite white space, performance is evidenced in your talk, walk, style, indicative of
pedigree and grooming. Evidence that one is worthy, evolved, well parented and belongs. In the
culture of white space, performance affirms validation, safety and legitimization. As described
by two school leaders who examined their own school culture:
Whites in independent schools typically have the privilege of feeling as though
they belong. They can feel confident that their presence won’t be questioned or
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presumed to be the result of someone rigging the game on their behalf. Rarely, do
legacies have to worry about people thinking they don’t belong in a prestigious
school, or that standards were lowered for them. On the other hand, students of
color often confront the assumption that they were only admitted to a selective
school because standards were lowered to foster diversity. White students also
have the privilege of not having to overcome racial stereotypes in the classroom,
while students of color often feel as though they have to work especially hard to
disprove negative assumptions made about members of their group. Among the
stereotypes that students of color often feel the need to disprove are beliefs that
they are less intelligent and less hard working than white students, or only good at
certain things - like sports for Black kids or math for the Asian students. Research
has found that students of color in mostly white schools, regardless of their
family’s economic status, experience a ‘burden of representation’ (Blackburn &
Wise, 2009, p. 3).
As my personal experience is parallel to what is shared in the above quote and with the
experiences of the participants, In, the white space I inhabited at the school, my boss leadership,
majority of faculty, the art on the walls, the cultural norms, where white. The external facing
marketing materials and collateral reflected whiteness in aspirational global sense. In this white
educational space, the people of color who are students and staff were less than 5%, not
including the custodial and cafeteria teams. In an educational space that is a primarily white
institution, the experience of being Black and Brown, particularly for any student or staff
professional, is a series of simultaneous performances and coping mechanisms happening all at
once. Blackburn and Wise write about the experience of being in a white educational space:
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“This burden refers to the way in which Black and Brown students feel the need to succeed. Such
students feel as though a failure or underperformance on their part may reinforce stigmatizing
group stereotypes” (Blackburn & Wise, 2009, p. 3).
When Yancy writes about the “technology of docility,” I think about docility being the
domination of the body, the way that we are made to be docile, complicit, surrender, the
“breaking of spirit” in the face of power. The resiliency art-ifacts -- the poetry, collages and other
restorative practices of resiliency -- are enacted to “counter-frame” (Feagin, 2010) undo, break
and not be broken by, the invisibility and invalidation of the white space aggression, power and
culture. Yancy’s “technology of docility” describes the form used to dominate the Black body:
To get a sense of the blackbody as undergoing processes of white racist
disciplinary control, I discuss how the blackbody was subjected to what I call a
‘technology of docility’ during the Middle Passage, a modality of shaping the
dark body to internalize its being as fixed. Of course, this technology of docility
was inextricably linked to the American slave system’s bourgeois material
interests and investment in methods of material productivity. The blackbody
became marked and mapped by various ‘authoritative’ voices (philosophical and
scientific) that functioned to discipline the blackbody even further” (Yancy, 2008,
p. 141).
In her work with Black Law School students, Wendy Moore describes that students “...coping
with everyday racism in the law school frequently produces frustration, anger, or sadness, but the
institutional logic of the law school does not recognize expressions of these emotions as
legitimate. Students are thus forced to manage their emotions in order to avoid further
marginalization. This is all emotional labor that is required of Black and Brown law school
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students, but not required experience of white students which is another manifestation of racism
and inequality reproduction. Students are forced to become student-educators as they attempt to
bring the histories and experiences of people of color into their [legal] education” (Moore, p. 30).
Blackburn and Wise describe the experience of students who “have the pressure of trying to fit in
within two different worlds: forced into an emotional and psychological tug-of-war between the
need to fit in and succeed in the dominant culture, on the one hand (which independent schools
are often very good at preparing them to do), and maintaining a feeling of connection to their
racial or cultural group, the other (something to which our schools have often given little
thought” (Blackburn and Wise, p. 4). Scholars like “Amanda Lewis (2003) have discussed the
racialization of space in grammar school settings, noting that racial segregation in education has
led to white and nonwhite educational spaces” (Moore, 2008, p. 26). It is curious for me to read
this research knowing that I experience similar sensibilities in the same white space. A sense that
someone how I don’t belong, that I don’t have the intelligence to be in the job. In my job, what
would be a usual oversight or mistake, is taken magnified in ways that my counterparts wouldn’t
experience creating a veiled threat and sense that the gravity would result in being fired. I was
never comfortable, secure or trusting as there was no leadership cultivation or evidence that the
purpose of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) work was understood and affirmed. Being
outnumbered, by gender or race, my expertise and confidence was eroded by doubt, or the sense
that when I spoke my words went into a vacuum. In moments of enacting my purpose I would
establish preambles and provide an over explanation of context, so that my thought was
supported by scholarship or so that I wouldn’t come across as offensive, too strong or my
feedback wouldn’t confirm the tropes of women of color as aggressive, separatist, emotional or
uncollaborative. As illustrated by Moore’s analysis of student experience: “One mechanism of
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color-blind racism utilized to render people of color simultaneously invisible and hypervisible
was the dismissal of the perspectives of people of color based upon the assertion that they were
either too emotional about issues of race or ‘biased’” (Moore, p. 139).
The skills and expertise, in the absence of any support, was thwarted by ongoing worry or
“Imposter Syndrome” (Clance & Imes, 1978) that I am not as skilled as I thought or not as expert
they hired to do the job. The lack of affirmation and mirrors, a sort of, Kryptonite; like Superman
appearing, once he sees the Kryptonite, he becomes weak and loses his superpower. In the same
manner being in white-work-space unfolds similarly for Black and Brown youth. Both of us are
unable to, or need to work really hard, to embody the fullness of ourselves, of what we know and
what we bring to the space. Our selves are fractured, blurred, confused and unstable in these
white spaces or as they are now known as the “Sunken Place” a space where what you know, and
yourself, is floating in a dark, space, and what you see is a small square spot of reality in the
distance and somehow you feel like you are the only person experiencing this. In film director,
Jordan Peele’s film “Get Out,” the “Sunken Place” is a metaphor for the experience of Black and
Brown people in systemic oppression. He explains that: “We’re all in the Sunken Place. We’re
marginalized. No matter how hard we scream, the system silences us. The ‘sunken place’ has
become an expression of frustration for people who feel more marginalized than ever.” (Jordan
Peele [@JordanPeele], March 17, 2017).
My arrival on my first day at the school I felt in my body like a tension similar to when as
a little girl I was in church, a visitor in someone’s house or at an upper class store – I drew a
breath, walked straighter and smiled, but observed everything and every behavior. In my day to
day in the white space, my physical performance legitimized my presence, currency that
communicated I was safe, and I belonged. I quickly had to unlearn the physical conditioning I
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had been conditioned to perform in spaces that were not elite like this one was: I had to walk
with ease and not stand in lines and I had to smile at everyone. I had to answer all questions
including responding to the microaggressions related to my qualifications, ethnicity, age, gender
and where I had come from prior to this job.
In the white space, a Black and Brown body is circumspect, both welcomed, but a site of
engaged curiosity: the white people are delighted to see you, but so are the few Black and Brown
people who make contact with you. You begin, in the white space, to learn the culture so that
you don’t stand out, but can blend in. Soon after, you are so inside that what begins to feel like
microinvalidations, aggressions, dissonances begin to feel like pathology, like something is
wrong with you and since you don’t see yourself, you wonder if what you are feeling and
thinking are real – a kind of dissociative moment, a distortion of reality, of “Did that just
happen?”
Legal scholar, Patricia Williams’s, personal narrative experience at Harvard Law echoes
this experience:
My abiding recollection of being a student at Harvard Law School is the sense of
being invisible. I spent three years wandering in a mark of unreality. I stood my
ground amid them, watching them deflect me, unconsciously, politely, as if I were
a pillar in a crowded corridor. Law school for me was like being in another planet,
full of alienated creatures with whom I could make little connection. The school
created a dense atmosphere that muted my voice to inaudibility. All I could do to
communicate my existence was to posit carefully worded messages into
hermetically sealed, vacuum-packed blue books, place them on the waves of that
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foreign sea, and pray they would be plucked up by some curious seeker and
understood (Williams, 1987, p. 55).
Wendy Leo-Moore’s study of the experience of college students of color in Law school, a
predominantly white space, references Bourdieu’s (1990) idea of symbolic violence to explain
that his “conception of symbolic violence is useful, and in the context of law schools, the
symbolic violence of imposing meaning while concealing power relations occurs in a particularly
coercive manner” (Moore, p. 20). Her analysis, as featured in Feagin’s text, of the experience of
racialized students in elite white law schools, explains that:
…white students and students of color live in different worlds, even within the
same law school walls. Students of color must regularly endure the great pain of
racist events at the law schools, and thus are often very uncomfortable in these
white normed spaces. Students of color must do much emotional work,
individually and collectively, just to survive these settings. Students of color must
daily decide whether and how to reject the white racial framing of everyday
events (Feagin, 2008, p. xvi).
Edith Arrington, Diane M. Hall and Howard C. Stevenson, in their study “The Success of
African American Students in Independent Schools” identified three main findings about the
experience of Black students in independent schools: “Promoting Black students’ connection to
the school community and their emotional health is key to their academic success. Schools not
only socialize students academically; they also socialize students racially. The experience of
racism is a reality for Black youth that can compromise the quality of their school experience and
tax their emotional resources” (Arrington, Hall and Stevenson, 2003, p. 1).
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The independent school space was built through a historical legacy of racism and a white
racial frame described by Feagin as: “The White institutional space of [elite law] schools has as
its foundation a history and legacy of white racist exclusion of people of color. Not only did this
result in the white accumulation of economic and political power reaped from these institutions,
but it also permitted an exclusively white construction of the norms, values and ideological
frameworks that organize these institutions. Feagin defines the white frame as “an organized set
of racialized ideas, emotions and inclinations, as well as recurring or habitual discriminatory
actions, that are consciously or unconsciously expressed in and constitutive of, the routine
operation and racist institutions of U.S. society” (Feagin, 2006, p. 23). The power holders in the
school space don’t include or recognize the influence of a racially homogenous space.
Embracing color blindness and a global perspective that “we are all different” and “all lives
matter” these beliefs permeate throughout and ensure the safety and comfort of whites in the
school. Any perspectives explaining otherwise are deemed extreme, polarizing or too focused on
race. Which “to allow whiteness the power to go unnamed is to reinforce its status as given, as
natural, as simply a site of being human. As Moon describes: “In the evasion of whiteness,
whites experience a disconnection with issues of race and, indeed, do not ‘see’….issues of race,
racism, racial formation, or the power relations surrounding race as related to their lives. On the
other hand, white solipsism configures the world as a white space wherein ‘whiteness’ is
perceived as normative and universal condition” (1999. p. 178). Moreover, whites often
effectively engage in power evasion and color evasion through the deployment of various
discursive strategies, such as “I don’t see color, I just see people,” or “after all, we are all
human.” Through such strategies, “the stability of whiteness-as location of privilege, as
culturally normative space is secured and reproduced” (Frankenberg, 1993, p. 242). Feagin and
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McKinny (2003) present the Historical Development of White Institutional Space and below I
show this along with my connections to the experience of the white space of this inquiry.
§

Racist exclusion of people of color from elite [law schools] and positions of
power in [legal] institutions.

[In the white space, this is evidenced by the fact that there are no Black or Brown
people in positions of leadership.]

§

Development of white frame that organizes the logic of the institution

[While not outwardly stated and due to the majority that exists in the space of the
school, the cultural norms and expectations are unquestioned and remain
uninterrogated. Any questioning would indicate that there is something “wrong”
with naming whiteness as an issue. Arguments around colorblindness and the idea
that naming whiteness as a problem would mean there is a problem, does not
occur.]

§

Historical construction of curricular model based upon the thinking of elite
whites.

[The curricula, practices, inquiries are designed by white men and rooted in a
canon and American culture. They are not developed with the intention of
broadening the canon to include underrepresented perspectives, voices or
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experiences. The curricula is a Eurocentric, male canon. In the white school
space, all the images on the walls are of white artists or contemporary
representations that don’t depict any reflections of diversity of artistic
representation especially from historically underrepresented artistic traditions.]

§

Assertion of [law] educational experience as a neutral and impartial body of
doctrine unconnected to power relations

[The refusal to limit or disallow the experience of minoritized identities to
influence or join the governance and impact policies of the independent school.]

In the uninterrogated white educational space – that is, the space that has not engaged in a deep
critical institutional consideration of bias, power and privilege three beliefs prevail: that we are
all human beings and therefore already diverse; that we are all colorblind, that “what we do is for
the kids” and therefore “we are not racists.” These are some of the ways that power in the white
space fractures the perspectives and testimony of Black and Brown people; the tropes of
meritocracy “work harder and one will succeed” and “pull yourself by the bootstraps” “because I
am a white person, I don’t have privilege, because I was a poor white person” are ways that
white fragility (DiAngelo, 2011) persists as a result of an underdeveloped and unacknowledged
White Racial Identity Frame (Feagin, 2010).
According to Robin DiAngelo, “White people enjoy a deeply internalized, largely
unconscious sense of racial belonging in the U.S. society” (DiAngelo, 2011, p. 62; DiAngelo,
2006; McIntosh, 1988). It is a racial belonging that permeates our culture. Furthered by Otto and
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Perkins as “a frame that shapes our thinking and action in everyday life situations. Where and
when whites find it appropriate, they consciously or unconsciously use this frame in accenting
the privileges and virtues of whiteness and evaluating and relating to Americans of color” (2011,
p. 1). I provide here an excerpted part of some of Feagin’s book, The White Racial Frame:
Centuries of Racial Framing and Counter Framing (2010), which illustrates the experience more
fully:
Virtuous Whiteness: White’s accented view of white virtue overrides the actual
reality of racist performances (p. 126). Assumption that the white worldview is
the ‘natural order’ of our society and that people of color should accommodate
and assimilate to it (p. 120-121). In the dominant frame, notions of human beauty
are developed by whites; the frame ‘beautifies’ the white form and features, to the
detriment of all others (p. 107). Denial of racism’s impact (p. 130). The dominant
racial frame not only provides the fodder for whites’ racist performances, but also
the means of excusing those performances. Such actions interpreted as harmless
and ‘no big deal’ (p. 129). The white racial frame gives meaning and power to
experience (p. 127).
Education administrators in white spaces “…fail to understand that many students of color
segregated themselves as a form of resistance to the emotional challenge of coping with a white
racist discourse” (see Tatum, 1997). As George Yancy describes in the simple experience of
riding an elevator as a Black man, “The space in the elevator becomes a microcosm of some of
the dynamic processes of a larger, systemic form of colonial invasion within which its undesired
incursions, pernicious acts of usurpation, and regulatory processes of white normativity are
played out in the lived body of the colonized. Just as the colonial presence attempts to deplete the
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power of the colonized to lay claim to their own subjectivity, I feel as if my power to
communicate my own scripted identity and my agency to invalidate the constellations of
meaning imposed from without are ineffective. My agency to act in the world, to assert how I
understand/narrate my own identity, appears reduced to a form of knowledge regarding my
actions of which I am restricted to having privileged, epistemic access only. Her [the person in
the elevator] racist metanarrative chips away at my intended meanings” (Yancy, 2008, p. 16).
This structural violence is what Shawn Ginwright (2015) describes as being “a socially
toxic ecosystem” (p. 3). While some systemic violence is overt, the impact is invisible. It is a
violence that Johan Galtung (1975) illustrates as systemic, planned oppressive policies which
result in divergent and disparate outcomes of agency. A distortion of the self in white space
describes in Malcolm X’s experience in school, “Felt invisibility is a form of ontological and
epistemic violence, a form of violence initiated through white spectatorship, a generative gazing
that attempts to violate the integrity of the blackbody” (Yancy, 2016, p. 73). The result of all I
describe is a multilayered experience happening between the lived moment (i.e.,
microaggression) and the cognitive moment: (i.e., Did that just happen?) with the outward
performance (i.e., laughter, ignoring or naming it with gentility and grace). The distortion
happens when the voice is outnumbered with such frequency that it tires and begins to become
muted. While the participants and I demonstrate evidence of resiliency through our management
of the white space, we are also exhausted by how much the space exacts from us, our psyche and
the work of undoing the experiences we have undergone. This is what I mean by the difference
and labor of membership in the space which is contrary to the experience of our white
counterparts. Because there are no reflections of voice, affirmations of perspective or healthy and
respectful disagreements in the school space, the self begins to change into a questioning,
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uncertain, insecure, vulnerable body. This distortion and erosion is evidenced through the artifacts and poetry which serve as a recomposition of our experiences into regenerative, powerful
wisdom.
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CHAPTER 4: OJOS QUE NO VEN, CORAZÓN QUE NO SIENTE/EYES THAT ARE
BLIND, HEART THAT DOESN’T FEEL: THE JOURNEY OF MY BROWN BODY IN
WHITE SPACE
The experience of the white space lives in the body, lives in my body and is nuanced by
my gender performance, its complicity, coping and comfort, described by Judith Butler as “an
identity instituted through a stylized repetition of acts...instituted through the stylization of the
body and hence, must be understood as the mundane way in which the bodily gestures,
movements and enactments constitute the illusion of an abiding gendered self” (Butler, 1988, p.
519). The context of the white space identifies me first by my Brown color, then by my gender,
soon followed by my status which is by disclosure, when asked or identified by the ring on my
finger. My Latina identity emerges in my interactions with fellow Latinx who claim me through
our linguistic connection our currency of familiarity and comfort. As a Brown child growing up
in the white space, I blossomed into an exotic, beautiful representation of the Latinx woman a
portrayed in a media that exoticized me, but absent otherwise. This exotic woman created a new
kind of attention that rendered me “hot” and “not serious or smart” because of my beauty and
“sensual sexuality.” The gaze was on me, and access to and rights of touching, soon followed.
I learned early on where I was welcome and when I needed to be careful. I knew that in a
white space I couldn’t fully participate, and I could be hurt or surprised by something like a slur
or being ganged up on. As a child developing, the absence of reflections of myself, my story, and
my experience influenced my own identity-making and aspirational sense of becoming. Instead
of working toward something I had an example of, I was working toward something that didn’t
exist or nothing at all. The environment I grew up in wasn’t designed to support and elevate
people like me, it was built as an obstacle course for me to master. I always was aware that as an
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“other” (Said, 1995) I was unwelcome and unsafe. This guarded lack of comfort developed in me
a discomfort and assimilation coping strategy where I’d perform expectations until it was safe to
emerge as my true self. In how I presented, I’d wear symbols of legitimacy: my perfect English,
proper etiquette, good clothes or hair straightened. Proving my worth “not being like other
Latinx” -- I would validate earning my place in that moment by how I looked, how I worked,
what I said and how I said it.
During my young adult life as a woman, I had many instances of being touched, grabbed,
chased and when I didn’t entertain or rejected, assaults in one way or another in the form of
things being thrown or being cursed at or called “spic” or “bitch.” From code-switching with my
English language (Vogt, 1954; Glom, Gumperz, 1971) which meant perfect enunciation, yes
instead of “yeah,” and the cadence or vocabulary I used, to how I styled my hair [straight never
curly], my walk [a steady pace, no sway to indicate any sexual anything], my stance [straight up,
not hunched or to the side, no fidgeting], to how I responded to disagreement [agreeable, no
facial indication of discomfort, a sustained tonal quality which was soothing and surrender,
acceptance regardless of what was being said], my lack of safety and/or the “performance” when
“on and off” -- the racialized, female groomed inside the white space feels the “white gaze”
(Morrison, 1998) and is prepared for any intervention, questioning or handling from anyone in
the white environment.
I knew that at any moment I could be interrogated, touched, confined, challenged,
examined, doubted and outnumbered. Yancy and DuBois further this idea of the “white gaze”
(Morrison, 1998) and the sense of experiencing the self in the white space through a dual seeing.
“The white gaze is capable of seeping into my consciousness, skewing the way I see myself. But
the gaze does not ‘see’ me, it ‘sees’ itself” (Yancy, 2016, p. 79). The body is a site of
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intersectional activity: the external navigating, the inside coping, and the survivance, with the
outcome being resilience. The raced and “othered” (Said, 1995) girl in the white space will
experience a heightened celebration of her presence, deep invisibility and profound dissonance to
her sense of self. “The body becomes its gender through a series of acts which are renewed,
revised and consolidated over time…the gendered body as the legacy of sedimented acts rather
than a predetermined or foreclosed structure, essence or fact, whether natural, cultural or
linguistic” (Butler, 1988, p. 523). While experiencing emotions of hurt or confusion, you doubt
and question the legitimacy of experience -- the gaze and her aggressor outnumber and invalidate
her experience. Being one in the white space there is no majority to affirm her lived experience. I
reimagine this experience in what DuBois describes as “Double Consciousness” - “a peculiar
sensation…this sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring
one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his
twoness – An American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two
warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder”
(DuBois, 2008, p. 45). The performativity chronicled in this dissertation is the awareness of
being seen, the performance for the gaze and the resiliency practices of resistance engaged in
moving through the white space.
This account of growing up in the white space is important context for understanding my
racial identity development during my adult time in the white space and how the convergence of
my work in support of the women was significant inflexion point in my personal journey.
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CHAPTER 5: RESEARCH DESIGN
In this study, there are four college age women and me. I name the privilege I have as a
Brown educated, English speaking, employed adult woman. I acknowledge my positionality as
an adult and as a person of power in the lives of the participants, now women, of this study.
While all of us are looking back into our lives, I recognize the influence I bring to this as the
adult looking back into her own life and as the researcher looking into their lives as students.
This positioning is complex for me to work through, because I was an insider in the school space
as well as an outsider alongside with them.
The design of this dissertation is in alignment with Critical Race Feminist Theory
framework, which centers the narrative of Black and Brown women through their own voiced
stories, accepts that racism is part of our world, examines experiences through an intersectional
lens and is transdisciplinary in design. Drawing on narrative theorist Bruner (1990) who helped
us understand about “narrative modes of knowing” which privilege the lived experience, I am
interested in the linkages between my own experiences, understandings, and interpretations with
those of the participants (Josselson 1990, p. 225).
As the Listening Guide (Brown & Gilligan, 1992) was designed to support the voicing of
women’s experiences, it was a tool I felt comfortable using. As a relational method, my
interpersonal skill, close listening, empathy and intuition were natural skills for this way of
working that was generative enough to support the re/living experience of narrative telling and
interviewing. My decision to extract the I Poem (Debold, 1990), as a standalone tool, from Carol
Gilligan’s Listening Guide was due to the way that I saw the I Poems. They were a distilled part
from the narrative that was powerful without being as revelatory as the narrative itself. The I
Poem stands on its own and became not a direct map recounting every moment, but snapshots of
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moments powerful in their integrity. The meaning and power of the voice was magnified by the
simplicity of truths the words represented. The questions, interviews, narratives, poems and artifact production appropriately align to form a project framed by Critical Race Feminist theory.
Three of the participants occupied the same school space. One of them attended a
different school. All of us were in the New York City elite independent school community; they
were students and I was an adult. During the time of the dissertation, we were all adults. The
women are college students now. Their accounts are valuable and have important implications
for the field of educational spaces which claim educational excellence and have important life
trajectory impact for those who enter these schools. In my experience through conversations with
parents and students, the elite white space provides extraordinary resources and a network of
access which would not be gained in another school environment - i.e., public
education. Families are working hard to place their children in these schools, with the re
recognition that they will need to work harder than their counterparts to mitigate the experience
of the white space.
The purposeful sampling (Patton, 1990; LeCompte and Preissle, 1994; Weiss, 1994) is
intentional in that the group of young women being invited to participate can speak specifically
to particular educational experiences in a white space where we were all in the racial minority.
The development of my research questions emerged from what I want to accomplish: a detailed
narrative of the journey, an illustration of the emotional burden, and a celebration of the power of
restorative literacies of resilience that emerge from the individuals in this group. As women of
color, Black and/or Brown, all of us have “become” in different ways in the white space. By
becoming, I mean that we have spent a period of important development, either educational (for
them) and professional (for me), with stakes connected to our success and efficacy for the
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community we were a part of. Our experience is nuanced by our gender as cis women. ClonanRoy, Jacobs and Nakkula identify the distinction of the experience of girls of color:
We made the decision to use the term ‘girls of color’ to reflect how the possession
of non-White racial and ethnic identities marginalizes girls in the U.S. in a way
that is different from the marginalization that White girls experience due to their
gender. Our intention is not to view girls of color and their experiences as falling
under one homogenous umbrella, but rather to acknowledge the commonality of
experiences that girls and women of color in the U.S. experience such as being
targets of harsher disciplinary policies in schools, being disproportionately
involved with the juvenile justice system compared to White girls, and
experiencing gender-based violence at greater rates…our focus is on how society
largely positions them due to the intersection of their racial and ethnic and gender
identities (2016, p. 2).
The participants and I have all occupied the white space embodying important positions: for
them it was their role as students; for me it was my role as a professional staff person. The five
of us are in this dissertation because despite the generational difference, the experiences, themes
of struggle and resilience in the white space are consistent with our identity development as
women of color. The four women definitely needed to be women who were Black or Brown – it
was important for race to be pronounced in the white space as the passing experience is
something else with its own set of circumstances that was outside of what I hoped to explore.
Although as students, the women had a variety of student experiences and academic success, all
were driven to perform and excel; all were expected to attain a higher level of education than
those of their immediate family. For all, their placement in the independent school system as
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about opportunity and resources this school provided in comparison to the public system. All the
families understood the sacrifice of attending and the additional support the students themselves
would need to navigate being Black and Brown in the space of the school. The four women
graduate successfully and are in college.
I designed this research with methods that would be accessible, easily understood and
interesting to the women. Knowing that all of them have a sense of social justice I believed that
they would welcome an opportunity to share their stories and to make an artifact to evidence
their journey. The I Poem method was also a tool that I believed would resonate with the women.
No one in the group had ever shared their stories in the way they did through the interview
process, however all of them did appreciate poetry, song and literature in different ways. I
thought the I Poem was a place where we could stand together and examine the truths that
emerged without being overwhelmed by the narrative in full. Consistent for all the women was a
sense of accomplishment and pride, the I Poem itself, became powerful evidence of their voice,
which they hadn’t ever revealed or read in this format.
Having tested the interviewing and I Poem experience, I trusted in my relational skill and
comfort to create rapport, to be respectful, to demonstrate safety in the formality of the process
and with the ethic of respect ensure they felt my care with their story and the vulnerability that
would arise. I also felt that the sharing of the narrative was a generous gift to me that I could
reciprocate with their own I Poem, which was something I could give back to them. A new way
of seeing and understanding their own story.
Titled “Voice and the performance of self,” I explore a spectrum of voice and agency
performance. From the embodied performed voice of raising our hands to enacting power with
the voice in the form of questioning rules, responding to slights or grabbing the mic and stating
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critique. I examine voice within the context of the performance of power. In the way we enact
ourselves and use our power to resist, interrogate or surrender and/or hold back. As voice works
in relation to whiteness, I draw on what DiAngelo (2011) describes as “who speaks, who doesn’t
speak, when, for how long, and with what emotional valence are all keys to understanding the
relational patterns that hold oppression in place” (p. 67; Gee, 1999; Powell, 1997). The price of
freedom – who is free to express and emote -- in white spaces is seen through what is said
outright and what is kept inside. How participants respond and navigate to the context of a
particular moment and how they weigh the risk of speaking, reacting, truth-telling. Freedom
inside the experience of power is different in the space where you are outnumbered. As Darder
explains, the space and the way voice emerges is connected to “....the struggle for equality in the
classroom, particularly as it relates to the development of voice in the students of color. It is
connected to the control of power and the legitimation of specific student discourses…and
consequently determines who speaks and who is silenced” (Darder, 2011, p. 34).
As introduced earlier, it is intentional that the narratives of experience are joined and by
the experience of an adult in the same space. The dissertation itself is a resiliency practice which
memorializes and validates all our stories. This connection, and my experience being part of the
white school space, invokes theoretical sensitivity by Strauss and Corbin (1990) which: “refers to
the attribute of having insight, the ability to give meaning to data, the capacity to understand, and
capability to separate the pertinent from that which isn’t” (pp. 41-42). By combining both their
and my experiences, I intend to harness Bernal’s idea of “cultural intuition” which “extends
one’s personal experience to include collective experience and community memory, and points
to the importance of participants engaging in the analysis of the data” (pp. 563-564). The women
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featured here are in college now and they are Black and Brown women, with diversified personal
journeys, unique privilege and positioning in the world of this project.
In the context of the white space, how whiteness responds to the power of Black and
Brown agency and resistance is also made evident through the narratives of experience. White
fragility (DiAngelo, 2011), silencing, policing, critiquing and invalidating are facets of the
navigating of whiteness as a Black and Brown person in the white space. And in the performance
and navigation, I examine voice: agency, spoken, physical expression. How I look at voice
includes the use of voice in a learning space, the exercising of agency, embodied voice – how the
body and voice work together to be fully expressed; surveilled voice: what can be said and left
unsaid, what cannot be said; what free voice feels like in the body and in one’s sense of self. I
engage the relationship of voice and self, in a white space, to hone in on narratives of survivance,
resiliency and performance. As I include myself in this research through autobiographical poetry
paralleling my own experience as an adult in the white space. Drawing on narrative theorist
Bruner (1990) “narrative modes of knowing” which privilege the lived experience, I will connect
my own experiences, understandings, and interpretations with those of the participants (Josselson
1990: 225) as a way to connect us intergenerationally and affirm the contextual nature of the
impact of homogeneity and hegemony of these lives in these spaces.
Essentially, for Black and Brown individual where there is a power relationship, the
fluidity and safety of voice claiming a position will always be a fragile and fraught experience.
For me, where it becomes urgent then is that if in the white space, for, let’s say, 8 years, we have
a handful of Black and Brown women navigating their education while managing these realities,
there is an inordinate amount of strategy, coping and vying that women will need to enact as well
as creating the supports for them to fully thrive in this world of their school.
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Myself as an Adult Professional in this Research
In 2016, I transitioned from working in the non-profit community to returning to the
school community environment. The change came at a time when I wanted to actively apply my
doctoral knowledge, academic and self, in support of students, teaching and learning. I enjoyed
working in the schools and have always thrived contributing to the learning experience of
children and teachers. At the time of this transition, I was growing into my own racial identity
awareness as a woman of color and my understanding of power, privilege and whiteness. Until
this time, I was restoring the impact of the absence of race awareness, coming to terms with my
complicity in privilege and power and understanding the purpose of my life and my work as an
antiracist practitioner. I was integrating a fractured self who had made intuitive choices informed
by her life experience, but who, until now, didn’t comprehend why I made the choices and what
was the need fueling my purpose. I was coming into a deeper understanding of how this
knowledge was put into practice. I come into to this new job, in the independent school space,
with the elation of having earned it, to do what I know is the work I was meant to do. I wasn’t
prepared however, for how my body felt in what I knew now to be a white the space. Before it
was a given, unquestioned, now, I was aware. It was then that I also notice, and became acutely
aware of my own performance in that white space. I noticed how my body changed. I recognized
the code-switching, the physical difference in my tone, stance, physical engagement and how
loose or comfortable I was when I talked and with whom. I fielded ongoing questions, which in
years past would have been interpreted as curiousity, now were invasive; questions about my
history, “where I was really from and where I had studied and what my job was.” In this white
space, it wasn’t legitimate enough to be hired, I soon learned that I would have to prove my
worth and confirm the value of my hire, again and again. In this white space, I was part of the
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less than 5% Black and Brown bodies in the whole school building. Although the school had a
global vision and mission, its elite status attracted a majority of economically privileged families
as well as those families with students who were academically gifted, who had economic need,
and would benefit from financial aid support to attend the school. The school provided all who
attended, the chance for an exceptional education and lifelong network of alliances that would
influence their academic trajectory and life journey through and past college. For me, the
opportunity to work here was like being a student in the school itself, it was a different class of
professional space. Being there legitimized my desire to work in school communities, support
pedagogical practice and student life.
I was not prepared for the confluence of lived understandings I would experience. On the
one hand, I felt like I was exactly where I needed to be and had worked very hard to win the
placement. I brought with me years of community experience and now the knowledge of
programmatic implementation with my newly acquired knowledge in social justice, equity and
inclusion. I believed in my interpersonal skills and positional authority to engage across the
school building everyone who needed to be part of the work I set out to do. I also felt affirmed in
my engagement with the students, leaders and teachers. On the other hand, what was also
happening was that my nascent criticality, race, gender, colonized, female identity had the
language and agency for naming and identifying its experience. Thus, being in my new job, was
also being in the white space and being a community service and inclusion worker, also was
about practicing ethical ways of working which became about best practices required of the
work, but also it was about honoring the privilege I had in my responsibility to this community
and to myself. It was about anti-racist work, interrogating, educating, unveiling and illuminating
with knowledge and the affirmation of my presence as another body of color voicing the call for
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justice and responsible, ethical action. It was about speaking truth to power and it was about
honoring what I thought to be a global mission of inclusion. This role was about being the most
authentic version of myself. An undoing of the past.
In white elite spaces the membership by Black and Brown individuals can be circumspect
and interrogated. From wondering “why you are there” to repeated questions about “how you got
there” and, in my case as a professional in the white space, being invited to explain repeatedly
“what my function, value, and relevance is.” Illegitimacy is a potent, eroding microaggression in
the white space. The experience that although one is validated in being in the space, the
consistent questioning, wondering, interrogating elicits a feeling of illegitimacy and weakens
confidence, efficacy and earnestness in the space. In the work I was doing in the white space, the
persistent rejection and ambivalence, manifested in a lack of cohesion and community building
partnerships that I needed to successfully impact policy and practice in the space was tough. The
legitimacy question, commingled with my own doubts and discomfort in the white space, and my
own lack of support and community, rendered a feeling of solitude in my experience while I still
had to demonstrate competence and proficiency. I had to perform, in a majority of white faces,
and demonstrate that I was worthy of being there and legitimate in my expertise. As a diversity
practitioner in a white space, the experiences shared by Kailas, Melidi, Nicole and Anais are also
reproduced in the adult experience even with the privilege of adult power and staff positional
authority.
My work in the school could no longer be without seeing color or naming and holding an
accounting of privilege, patriarchy, colonization, supremacist, violent, appropriating and without
bringing all of who I was as a Brown, bilingual, Latina, educated and ready to do the work of
helping this space be the best version of what it had intended. I was not going to
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compartmentalize myself. I had a dual pressure: I had to continually prove I could name and
strategize best practice, but I also had to be careful with the danger that came with an all-white
administration when you are the person to advise and embody best practice and leadership in
DEI work and the people with power have an underdeveloped or non-existent understanding of
DEI strategy, the leadership competencies needed to partner in this work and the compromised
competency when you add in, white fragility, rage, guilt and a fundamental commitment to being
good educators who don’t see color, which inherently becomes the white supremacist framework
and awareness (DiAngelo, 2011). I was doing my professional duty, but also undoing my life’s
conditioning. My commitment to the school, the teachers and the students, PoC and white was
deep. It was work, and it was personal. I couldn’t participate in disregarding the organizational
racialized trauma I was learning about. I had to disrupt and problematize the white curriculum,
the unexamined pedagogical practices, the “colorblind” hiring and listen to, legitimize and be a
place, both physical and metaphorical, all who needed understanding and support. This meant
also that I could not be my most authentic me. Meaning that in this job, I could not code switch
and parse out what I knew in ways would make people always comfortable, I knew that in order
to support this community, I had to be full in my power, voice, intellect and strategy. I had to
own my voice, power, my race, my gender, my intellect, my questioning, my calling out and
calling in. And yes, at this point you are right in thinking that my job was complex and hard. I
matured into my understanding of the significance of my doctoral work and what was early on a
“curiosity about minority kids in a white community” grew into what I am presenting here: an
autobiographical narrative montage of the experiences of women of color whose important years
of development occurred in the white space. My experience, here is what I will call my own
“awakening,” an advanced a narrative of myself in the white elite space which uncannily
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paralleled the experiences of the women. I came to understand that although I grew and matured
as a person, the experiences of racialized micro-aggressions and the struggle for legitimacy in the
white space, and their influence, were potent and powerful in undermining and eroding my sense
of efficacy, agency and reality. Simultaneously, the experience also developed a resilience and
power that I hadn’t known before. I was broken open, but emerged more whole, than how I went
in. It is from this chapter in my life that I move into this sisterhood of women whose stories,
perceptions and power will serve as a testimony, and a call, for required actionable criticality in
anti-racist white aware and cultural competence. It is a call from the resounding few voices of
experience of the few, in white spaces, as an alarm for the need of systemic change and
institutional accountability practices for all who work to serve, students, governance and
colleagues in these spaces. It is critical and it is evidence that requires reflection, re-examination,
naming and humility for a new organizational ethos that recognizes white supremacy culture and
accounts for collateral damage for the “other” who are Black and Brown. The following
infographic exemplifies the journey I have described.
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Fig. 2. Infographic: The “Problem” Woman of Colour in the Workplace
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Methodology
My interest in narrative inquiry is rooted in my commitment to stories. It is stories which
reveal, heal and bear witness to difficult experiences and triumph over them. Narrative inquiry
and interviews worked well for me because it aligned my strengths and relational connection to
the women. Since the interview process was conducted over two sessions, it was helpful to sit
with the narratives and then come back to revisit and reflect on further questions or a moment we
needed to explore further. I also believed that the telling of the narrative was a countering of the
silence and suppression of voice; the women did not get a chance to ever reveal these truths in
this way. Their analysis lived with them; their attendance in the school as Black and Brown
women and their ascendancy to college memorialize and validate the school’s narrative: we
support diversity and we place our students in leading colleges. Centering the voices of, both
literal and metaphorical through the body, these minoritized identities, who have been
overlooked and invisible, are the only people who can tell their story like they’d tell it. In the
creation of the I Poem, there too, as mentioned earlier was a simple, accessible, way of looking
and noticing the narrative landscape that could be something we did together. My
methodological design is connected to the importance of voice and the power counter-narrative
performance, which disrupts the stories that have been told, that we believe, or have been absent.
As an actor and now researcher, the experience of telling stories and how the doing of the telling
infuses one’s sense of self with positive power. It is as if by telling the story, you are reclaiming
and recomposing the fractured self. There was no other method for me to choose which I would
have felt comfortable doing. A quantitative survey was too impersonal as was a questionnaire.
Both of those methods felt cold, distanced and harsher in their way of obtaining information. I
believe the interview creates a shared responsibility and safety of the space together, managed by
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the interviewer and interviewee. I also wanted a shared experience, something that we could live
together, A conversation, a dialogue informed by the two of us.
As Black and Brown women who are in a different positionality next to my adult
research identity, I wanted to privilege and empower the participants. Their stories into this
exploration is a powerful invitation and validation. I intentionally chose Carol Gilligan’s
Listening Guide (1982) because of its relational structure. The method requires close listening,
but it is a thoughtful narrative protocol where interviewer and interviewee can work together and
co-create meaning. The participation piece for my design is a requirement of the narrative
process. I don’t want to be alone in my interpretation or engagement. The methodology,
framework and design complement each other and support the commitment to voice, self and the
research questions leading this inquiry. Who was the self in the space, how did the self
experience the space, in what ways did the self engage in restorative practice, how would the self
have voiced resistance in an open forum if it had the chance to say what it wanted. All these
questions speak to the external and internal self in an ongoing discursive interaction and growth.
The “Listening Guide” (Gilligan & Brown, 1992; Gilligan, et. al. 2003; Debold, 1997)
method created a deep, personal and collaborative experience between the researcher and the
participant. I piloted this method of analysis for a class project in a class where I was introduced
to this method. Through my experience, I found the voice recording to be a less invasive form
that assures more privacy. The construction of the “I Poem” was created from excerpts from all
transcribed interviews. The value of this tool is that the “I Poem provides a means by which we
can say something about the narrated worlds of our participants. The structure of the I Poem
allows for the reader to enter the text at an emotional level, and thus to increase understanding of
the lived experiences of the participants. This, however, should not be understood as a Truthful
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interpretation of the participant’s self; it is a poetic truth” (Koelsch, 2015, p. 104). I think this is
an important revelation of the I Poem; the narrative which it comes from is truth, but the
rendering itself of the poem is a poetic truth. In understanding this, I know that the I Poem
though stark by the sparsity of words, protected and kept safe the full revelation that was the
narrative itself. The I Poem powerful distillation of poetic truth open to interpretation, not a
direct account.
The Listening Guide has three parts after the interviewing process: a series of listening
sessions, the listening and creation of the “I Poem” (Debold, 1990) which is brought out from the
actual narrative. This tool “offers a way of illuminating the complex and multilayered nature of
the expression of human experience and the interplay between self and relationship, psyche and
culture” (Gilligan et. al, 2003, p. 169). I implemented the I Poem as a standalone representation
of the narrative and achieving a kind of triangulation by the inclusion of an artistic rendering,
created by the participants, which reflected the thematic journey from their student life to the
present.
The Listening Guide is a tool which focuses on nuances of the spoken narrative. The
narrative is “listened to” three times, with reflective notes after every listening and
transcribed. After the interview questions are designed to engage and elicit the participant’s
experience and you record the interview, you conduct a series of “listenings.” Gilligan
distinguishes “‘listening’ instead of ‘reading’ because the process of listening requires the active
participation on the part of both the teller and the listener” (p. 159). I personally, did both
because of my own physical processing of the narratives; I felt them in my body and this
experience is due to my training as an actor. In the protocol for “listenings” you are listening for
what is called “contrapuntual” voices. The “voices” are in the cadence, sound, uttering, word
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choice of the participants – the emotionality and performance of the voice in the story. Gilligan
describes that “the voices may be in tension with one another, with the self, with the voices of
others with whom the person is in relationship, and the culture or context within which the
person lives. Voices are fluid and we register the continuous changes in our own and other’s
voices” (Gilligan, 2003, p. 159). In the protocol, there are two listening sessions: one for plot
where you examine the transcribed text and step 2: when you listen to the transcribed text
hearing for the stories (Gilligan, 2003). The third step of the protocol is the interpretive
community (Taylor, Gilligan & Sullivan, 1995) where you listen with multiple listeners. This is
where I say that there’s a built in triangulation in that the listeners here engage with the narrative
with the goal of “exploration” of different connections, resonances and interpretations that each
listener naturally brings to the analysis. Each person follows the listening session with a
listener’s response which is a short paragraph written in response to what listener noticed and
felt.
The “I Poem” created by Elizabeth Debold (1990) is “intended to press the researcher to
listen to the participant’s first-person voice – to pick up its distinctive cadences and rhythms –
and to hear how this person speaks about him or herself. This step is a crucial component of the
relational method in that tuning into another person’s voice and listening to what this person
knows of her- or himself before talking about him or her is a way of coming into relationship that
works against distancing ourselves from that person in an objectifying way” (Brown & Gilligan,
1992). The last phase of the Listening Guide is the listening for contrapuntual voices. This “third
step in the Listening Guide method offers a way to listen for the counterpoint in the text we are
analyzing, or the multiple facets of every story being told…In this third step we begin to identify,
specify and sort out the different strands in the interview that may speak to our research question.
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Once the contrapuntual voice listenings have been completed, with each voice underlined in a
different color, the transcript provides a visual way of examining how these voices move in
relation to one another and the Is” (Gilligan, et. al, 2003, pp. 166-167).
I decided on 7 interview questions, which I conducted over video conference and
telephone. I didn’t want them to be too long or complicated, but open enough to allow for full
and expansive answers and with flexibility to go any directions the participants wanted to take in
their answering.

Interview Questions:
1. Tell me where you are now in your life.
2. Describe your journey from school into where you are now.
3. Can you identify a particular experience where you felt like “other” or “one of.”
4. What are some victories you can share about your experience?
5. What are some challenges you can share about your experience?
6. If you could have said the truth of something out loud at your school, what would it
have been?
7. Where there any rituals or activities you did to celebrate and/or restore yourself?

The choice of methods and how I utilized them are in alignment with my own training and with
the principles which guide me and my work: an interest in the written word, the embodiment and
performing of truth, the claiming of platforms to voice, the use of power to influence change and
to represent a powerful mirror for emerging consciousness. A commitment to the heteroglossic
manifestation of knowledge and the critical multi-vocality (reinterpreting Lois Weis and
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Michelle Fine’s concept of critical bifocality) of experience. Weis and Fine present the idea that
as researchers “try to make visible the sinewy linkages and circuits through which structural
conditions are enacted in policy and reform institutions as well as the ways in which such
conditions come to be woven into community relationships and metabolized by individuals”
(2012, p. 174). My reimagining into a critical multi-vocality establishes the
researcher/participant role as one of resistance, countering, navigating, unearthing. How the
researcher/participant takes in the world and performs it via their voice and their self is a critical
multi-vocality: multi because of the myriad ways I see the voice performance manifested as a
result of existence in a system or inequality and oppression. Weis and Fine place the glasses on
the researcher to look in and I take those glasses and put them on the participant as they look,
engage and perform with their world looking out.
The way that I reached out to the participants was via email. I wanted my connection to
be formal enough, but in writing through a manner in which they would expect from someone
like me. My second try was through text, telling them to check their email. I also reached out in
this format through various social media platforms. Once I obtained their permission to email
them, I sent over the description of the project and the consent form. I was intentional in the
language I used, the way I cultivated their participation also helped their comfort and sense of
respect. The questions were organized intentionally as I was sensitive to the fact that in sharing
their stories they would be re-living some of the more negative experiences they had. With this
in mind the first two questions invite a general overview of their present life and more
specifically an accounting of their journey to now.

1. Tell me where you are now in your life.
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2. Describe your journey from school into where you are now.

The second question was open to their interpretation, but they were aware that we were
examining the experience within the time they were in high school. The transition into
question three brought the focus into a specific moment or sentiment.

3. Can you identify a particular experience where you felt like “other” or “one of.”

This was intentional in that I had hoped for one memory or moment to stand out. I was
trying to go with what emerged through how specific the question was designed. Interestingly, as
you will see, the question elucidates answers that include both moments and an overall sense of
being an outsider and not quite part of the community. Moving into the question about victories
felt like after talking about feeling like an “other,” a more positive exploration would be
appropriate. The question about “challenges” brought out clarifying questions from the
participants, as if they didn’t want to answer incorrectly, they wanted me to explain which “what
kind” of experiences. I shared that the question was about any challenges in being a Black or
Brown girl, large/significant and or small/granular, within the school space.

4. What are some victories you can share about your experience?
5. What are some challenges you can share about your experience?

The participants responded with both kinds of experiences: the feeling in the space, the
cohesive sense or feeling they got from certain teachers, systemic lack of understanding how to
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support them to pointed interactions in classroom lessons where race was a topic, or commenting
on hair, skin color or the absence of representations in their learning. Question 6. If you could
have said the truth of something out loud at your school, what would it have been? “Saying the
truth of something” was developed with my insider understanding of school culture. In the
independent schools, the school day sometimes involves assemblies where students lead
discussions. These are moments where, depending on what is happening in school life, the “mic”
can be a site of charged outspokenness or a place where, what is said, brings restoration,
understanding and togetherness. The “mic” like a Twitter “tweet” is a powerful place and
moment in the assembly. It is also a modality where voice and power are enacted. Because of my
understanding of the power of the mic, I designed a question that invited an imagined “what if”
“IF you could say the truth to that group of students about your experience, what would you have
said?” The question was received with a chuckle from all of the participants, followed by a keen
and pointed response which was a social critique either of the perceived privilege of the students
in the elite space as well as consistent call for policies and support for students of color. Question
6 was a way to invite the critique in a format that was more in line with their who they are as
young adults in a world of tweets, posts and social media banter and discourse. Essentially, a
“mic drop” moment. Question 7. Where there any rituals or activities you did to celebrate and/or
restore yourself? Invites the conversation about how they restored themselves, where they went
to for support, advocacy, affinity. Directly linked to questions 3 and 5, question 7 is the space
where I learn about their restorative literacies and the ways they make sense and debrief, the
emotional and social labor of being Black and Brown in white space.
As a new member of the independent school, with my own racial literacy emerging, it
was a life changing experience for me to attend the national People of Color conference and
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spend time in what is called the affinity group. I had never been in any space that was
intentionally comprised of only a racial or cultural group. To attend a conference and be invited
to go into a “Latinx” affinity group and see a room of hundreds of Latinx people who were
professional and there to support one another was an emotional and powerful experience which
profoundly impacted me. Thus, the development of the question of where one gets restored is
born in the experience of the affinity group. Knowing as an adult that I was having this
experience for the first time as someone who was just learning about her own white space
upbringing, I understood the power and intentional practice of securing sanctuary and being in
fellowship with your own racial or cultural group as a way of healing and restoring the self.
Before this experience, I thought we’d just go to friends and talk about what had happened to us
or go to family to commune together. It is only after my own affinity experience that I appreciate
and understand the important value of the affinity space for children and adults who are in the
minority. The affinity space serves as a place for the restoration. I thought if that is naturally
happening within the independent schools and it is also a natural occurrence by minoritized
identities, I wondered how they women created their own ecology of resilience practices in their
lives.
I enjoyed the process of transcribing narratives myself. It helped me understand their
meaning more closely, it helped me retain moments in the text and recall cadences of meaning. It
also helped me internalize the stories themselves; I knew their texture and the sounds of their
words and how they felt when they were said. The process brought me closer to the participant
experience and became a ritual honoring their stories. All the transcripts were shared with the
participants and we had a conversation about them, which involved initial feelings and responses
about what was written and said. All the participants were self-conscious about the many times
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they repeated words like “like,” “right,” “um,” “huh,” and “you know what I mean.” I shared that
reading their words would feel vulnerable, to not take it to heart because I had to honor their
story by writing everything they said including the “hums” and “huhs.” Melidi, was surprised
and felt pride by the power of her voice sharing that what she had to say was important. Anais
felt liked she’d want to perform her poem, out loud, in spoken word. Also hearing me read their
poem, was a particular experience which they appreciated. Like their words and perspectives
mattered enough to be read aloud and embodied. I personally believe they were surprised by
their power. While they knew that what they had to say was important, hearing it through the
voice of someone else made it significant what they were saying and the potency of those poetic,
truths.
After the first meeting, I decided to sit with the narratives and assemble the I Poems
myself. This was a change from the original plan which was to co-create the I Poems together.
There were two important factors that contributed to this decision: The timing of the interviews
happened during August, which was an ideal time, but for them was a tough time because of the
start of the Fall semester. The time it would take to dedicate in working through co-creating the I
Poem. I decided to do it first because it felt right for me to internalize that process and come to
the participants with something finished. Creating the I Poem together would not be a good use
of time but reading it and reflecting on its significance was where I wanted to focus our time
together. This worked as I felt secure and cohesive. By constructing the I Poem myself I found
that I had to change how I created the I Poem. The initial structure is the first “I” and the
following word, however I noticed that without a few more words, the poems lost their meaning
and I felt, as a researcher, that I had to make sure the poems were whole and honored the story,
so I decided to add more words until the meaning was met and then move on to the next stanza.
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This worked well for me. I also discovered that I would need to include the whole I Poem from
the original narrative instead of just a section. This also was important to my commitment to
these stories. I didn’t want to fracture or use my power to edit the narratives. I didn’t feel right
about that, so I left them in. Lastly, I thought that I would only use the I Poem, but I found that
certain parts of the transcribed narrative where important to include for particular themes and
moments. The I Poem was limited in conveying the full meaning. Overall, the women were
intrigued by their I Poems, noticing how different their voices sounded and the power of their
words; they valued how they represented their stories as well as how they would be used in the
dissertation.
The reflection back into the past is important to my research because as the women are
now college aged adults, I am interested in how their awareness of their past experiences
informed their own performance of voice and sense of self then and now. In reflecting on the
past, together with the participant, I will use Luttrell’s “Collaborative Seeing” method (Luttrell
& Lico 2011); a tool which engages looking back at an experience (in this case the narratives
they shared with me), the writing artifact created by the participant (written when they were in
high school) and the artistic collage. In this part of the process, they could choose which piece
we looked at more closely as “Collaborative Seers.” I shared the recording link of their
interviews with the transcription. Upon sharing the transcription, I invited them to choose a
section they think best supports the research questions and/or a section they would like me to
focus on. I made my own selection from their interviews to see how closely our choices aligned.
I also shared my work with them to mitigate equity in our power dynamic and to support shared
vulnerability.
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An important change happened for me with the art-ifact. Originally I thought that all the
participants would submit a collage, however, after working with the women, I noticed that each
of them would probably interpret the assignment in their own way. So, to honor voice and
freedom to express their experience as they wished, I invited them to submit their art-fact in
whatever format they wanted as long as it could be photographed and inserted into the
dissertation. I thought this was a good decision on my part because the works were organic and
authentically generated by the participants in a way they wanted.
Creating the art-ifacts served as a Third Space (Soja, 1996) that allowed for the
possibility to “look(ing) beyond the binary categories” of the protocol process. (Moje, et. al.,
2004, p. 33). Charging the participants with the invitation to create something on their own is a
third space. I see the first space as the space of interviewing and direct work with the participant;
the second space, the transcribing and interpretive sessions on my own. The third space is the
work the participant does on her own in the creation of her art-ifact. By foregrounding
participants’ own knowledge in a transdisciplinary manner, this third space yields nuance and
multilayered perspectives about their journeys.
This third space invites an agentic and creative performance of voice in what is described
as a “third, different or alternative space of knowledge and Discourses. It is critical to examine
not only knowledges and Discourses themselves but also the funds in which knowledges and
discourse are generated” (p. 41). I felt it necessary for the women to create their own third space
within this process. The reflection back into the past is important to my research because as the
women are now college aged adults, I sought to understand their awareness then and how this
informed their own performance of voice and sense in now. In reflecting on the past, together
with the participant, I draw from Luttrell’s “Collaborative Seeing” method (Luttrell & Lico,
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2011); a tool which engages looking back at an experience (in this case the narratives they shared
with me) and the writing artifact created by the participant. As “Collaborative Seers” we
examine transcripts, art-ifacts and I Poems together. I also share my work with them to mitigate
equity in our power dynamic and to support shared vulnerability.
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The Participants: The Women in this Project
Beautiful
Poignant
Agentic
Elegant
Delightful
Powerful
Fierce
Smart as hell
Leaders
Black and Brown
Women
Self-possessed and aware
Emerging and evolving

The joy I felt in receiving the agreement to participate in this study is hard to express in
words. I felt both deep responsibility and a buoyant enthusiasm for what we’d do together. I was
lucky to have met these women when I did. All influenced my work at the school, and it was a
privilege to have been in their midst supporting their lives as students. I will present each one
here in a sketch so that you have an idea of who they are.
Nicole is a Black cis-woman, whose family is from Jamaica, Queens. We share a
borough identity as both of us commuted and she remarked how her peers would express shock
at how long it would take her to come to school. She graduated from a globally focused
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independent school where she attended from middle to high school, in Manhattan. She was a
school leader involved in student initiatives that supported culture building and diversity equity
awareness. She is academically accomplished and attends an ivy league university in California.
Nicole is petite, warm, centered. She served her student body by being a vocal leader and role
model. Most times, she was the only Black girl in her peer group. Nicole and I worked together
as I served as faculty advisor for the social justice initiatives. She comes from a close knit Black
family and her younger sister was a student in the lower grades of the school. As well as being
excelling academically, her interests included visual art, poetry, creative writing, innovation and
design thinking. Nicole and I stood on the same side of issues we were moving forward in the
school. She was the student voice and I was the staff voice. In her advocacy role however, as the
only Black girl in the group, she was aware of how much she needed to explain her perspective,
naming for white students when they were not being allies and stand as the singular voice for
“all” Black people, which was recurring discomfort in her student experience. She also sought
my counsel especially when her white counselor and teachers were unable to understand her
experience, perspective and her needs as a Black student. In her leadership role, she was
trustworthy and reliable, often being invited to serve on committees or mentor, serving as role
model, for younger students. Despite having experience in the white space, she was surprised to
realize that in college, a similar experience would be unfolding; spaces of exception for gifted
students were not racially diverse and those environments, despite marketing claiming diversity,
and the welcome she received in attaining a spot at that university, actually were also similar
educational spaces organized in whiteness she had experienced.
Anais is an Afro-Latina, “first generation” college student, whose family is from the
Dominican Republic. She grew up in Washington Heights, attending public schools near her
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home. Her self-proclaimed, proud “uptown” identity was developed with her close circle of
friends and performed in her codeswitching and rituals which affirm where she comes from
which for her are both her Dominican and Uptown identities. The cadence of her voice is rich
with laughter, street savvy perceptions about the world and her responsibility to it. She attends an
ivy league college in Georgia. Her mother moved to Georgia to be near and provide her with
support. The role of family and identity are important elements of Anais’s life which she values
immensely. As a bilingual, academically strong student, she was groomed at her elementary
school in Washington Heights to receive additional academic enhancements in order to obtain an
opportunity within the private school community. She declined her acceptance to the renowned
pipeline Prep for Prep choosing to remain close to her family network and taking a test to try out
for a private high school in Greenwich Village. Anais would tell you that she never ventured past
34th Street. Macy’s was as far as she and her mom would go. Anais’s entry into the independent
school space was met with shock and surprise. Her first day in the school she observed the
feeling of being outnumbered – in Washington Heights this wasn’t the case and she noticed the
distinct cadence of a different English spoken. She very much identified as a “Latina from da
Heights” and in the new school space, found her best friend who was also a loud Dominican and
they could perform their identities by being “loud and proud” while moving between English,
Spanish and the neighborhood slang that united them and protected them from the white space.
In her school, she emerged as a leader toward Junior and Senior years. I met her when she
created a Latinx Affinity group for students of fellow independent school, and I hosted her group
at my school. Despite feeling outnumbered as being surrounded by white people, Anais strongly
believed, going in, that her school was there to support her. That belief changed during an
experience which brought into focus for her the stark inequity and realization that the school
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wasn’t there to serve her needs. These moments emerged during the college application
experience as it related to her hair. Her white coach, didn’t understand, and wouldn’t accept, why
it wasn’t simple to just putting the hair inside a helmet. The moments of cultural dissonance
catalyzed her to seek support from staff at the school who while they didn’t possess the
positional authority to advocate, represented for her a safe place where she was understood and
seen. As people of color, they understood and demonstrated cultural empathy for the issues her
identity was presenting in the white space. For Anais home is the center of her sense of safety
and wholeness of self; home being all the ways that she can recreate, honor and re-enact
Dominican-ness, Washington Heights and “repping uptown all day, every day.” As an AfroLatina in her Georgia college, she creates a sanctuary by a focus on self-care, making community
with Black and Brown people and doing studies focused in advocacy, leadership and social
justice which are all part the self she is nurturing in her becoming. Already she knows she hopes
to: serve students like herself, attend graduate school and maintain her friend group which
includes Latinx mentors from her community who are mirrors of possibility and “see” her.
Kailas is a Harlem-born and -bred woman who currently attends a historically Black
[college]/university (HBCU). Attending an HBCU was intentional. She was aware of the white
space and she knew she needed to be “surrounded by her people.” She attended independent
schools from elementary through high school in New York City. She is a gifted singer,
fashionista and a social activist interested in sharing her knowledge with people of color whether
it is a conversation in an Uber or in her own radio show. Kailas has a striking presence. She is
tall and her smile a powerful welcome. Kailas had a dual identity in the school we both were in.
She was lauded for her artistic gifts as a singer, poet, artist; sought after as an ambassador with
international and peer group programs for the school – she served as a spokesperson. As a
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student, Kailas had some academic struggles that reflected familiar tropes: white teachers
articulating that she wasn’t working hard enough or that she was undisciplined. This lack of
understanding of Kailas’s needs as well as the day-to-day dissonance of experience in the white
space, compounded the weight of challenges that Kailas had to manage on her own. As an
outspoken voice for equity and inclusion, Kailas was often outspoken about the difficult realities
in the school. She regularly led student assemblies by taking the mic. She was both applauded
and bore the criticism when she called out injustice, especially when it was related to race.
Kailas’s direct support did not reflect her racial identity. She was exceptional in most of her
spaces as the only girl of color, great artist, singer, tall, beautiful girl. Her main space of support
was from her Black and Brown friends, the few Black and Brown staff, and her mother, who at
home debriefed and analyzed for her, the day to day incidents, she was managing as well as
modeling strength and wisdom for her. Kailas’s mother intentionally prepared her for life
navigating the white space, like most Black parents in the United States, her support helped to
restore her sense of self, mitigating trauma and was her safe place. It is no surprise that Kailas
joined an HBCU, the need for solidarity in race representation for an outgoing, outspoken,
intelligent and perceptive leader was necessary for her becoming. In her narrative, you will read
about the impact of being around “her people” and the sense of responsibility she feels in sharing
the knowledge she is gaining. It is important too for her that she is studying Black history and
literature often talking about Geneva Gay, Audre Lorde and Malcolm X. She was missing these
powerful narratives which reproduced and represented struggles of experience which are
powerful for her development and affirm her own ideas of herself and her future.
Melidi is a Haitian-American student who attends an ivy league university in Manhattan.
She is gifted in the sciences and hopes to use her passion for impacting health care policy for
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communities of color. She attended a magnet middle school in Midwood, Brooklyn followed by
acceptance into an elite independent school in Manhattan. She is the daughter of HaitianDominicans and is a gifted photographer. Melidis presents as a quiet student. She is not
particularly vocal or the first person to raise her hand. We got to know each other at the school
community we shared. Melidis and I worked together to establish the Black Student Union of the
school. I provided advice and a space to vent when she needed it. My role extended into her
family as I was encouraged to connect with mom about the needs of her daughter. Her mother
and I became friendly and I came to understand the family in a fuller manner with the
opportunity to connect with her parents. Melidis’s comes from a family of health focused
workers. Her aspiration to become a doctor or someone who leads policy and practice in the
medical field is a dream she has shares with her family. Melidis had a small and close group of
friends. She emerges as a leader in her Junior and Senior years of school when she is selected to
attend the People of Color Conference Student Diversity Leadership Conference. This
nationwide gathering of people of color with a concurrent student focused leadership conference
is a life changing opportunity for students. For many it is their first experience with affinity
groups by race and sexual identity and it is the first time they understand and witness the shared
experience of “PoCs” in the independent school space. Melidis took a risk in her leadership
becoming. She learned that for her to be heard she need to take the mic. Her mother was
protective and linked the risk of leadership with threatening to impact the financial aid she was
receiving. Even though I assured mom that the two were not directly associated, her perception
that they were, made for moments of discomfort between mom and the growing daughter
becoming bolder, stronger and visible in the white space. Melidis was a gifted photographer and
solid leader of the group she created for Black students. In this too, we both felt a sense of risk as
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the club had been denied in years past, in my role as DEI director, I had the authority to advise
and establish support for the group which was met with consternation by the leadership as a
symbol of separatism rather than inclusivity. In Melidi’s account, I notice how there were few
pauses with how much she had to tell me about her perspective, experiences and moments of
victory. Like Nicole, her academic brilliance was the distinguishing lane where she outperformed
all of her peers. It had been her focus to do what she was good at when she discovered it was
Math and Science, however, she also recognized that by focusing on these disciplines so
strongly, she had overlooked development of herself, voice and own perspectives and points of
view about the world. The discovery of intellectual and physical voicing in the white space is the
place where Melidi’s experiences the most risk as her emergence was external facing – in her
grabbing the mic to speak and becoming a leader for a club – both served to create a strength and
newly found part of herself from which she could not turn back or retreat.
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CHAPTER 6: NARRATIVE ANALYSIS
In the process of transcribing, I used earphones to maximize my ability to hear breath,
pause and other small nuances which contribute to the richness of the narrative. Once all were
transcribed, I needed to begin note of themes that I identified and were connected to the
questions as well as seeing the I Poem and the themes in their words, so I devised a table (see
below) which held all of the information I needed in one place. This helped me to visually, in
real time, move left to right in how I organized my thoughts and helped keep all the information
together. Seeing it this way helped me to organize and categorize the themes more clearly.
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This is the chart I devised to organize the narratives and thematic analysis:
COLORS:
Orange: Self Awareness/Identifying
Yellow: White Space
Purple: Aggressions
Green: Experience on her identity
Red: Power, Literacies of resilience
Blue: Sanctuaries & restoration
Pink: Social critique

Figure 3. Snapshot of narrative analysis and coding chart
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I then extracted the I Poem out and on a separate sheet connected the text directly to the research
questions as you see below. This helped with guiding the dialogue with the participants about
how their answers directly supported the research questions and helped guide what I was
discovering about their experiences.
Research Questions
Q1. How do the narratives of the lived experiences of black and brown women in
white spaces illuminate their multiple voices and understandings of self?
Q2. How do black and brown women describe their experience in white spaces?
What performances do they narrate?
Q3. What practices and rituals are narrated by these women? How might their
narrations of these practices serve as restorative literacies of resilience and
resistance?

Nicole
I honestly don’t think
Q1 I would have done as well at that school
if
I were white
Q3 I kind of just told myself “you know
what?
I will just be better than all of them”
Q1 I felt like that wasn’t what was expected

Kailas
Q2 I change my hair
I feel like
I guess, white people do

Melidi
Q3 I think
I definitely tried to become the voice
I don’t like public speaking
I do go up to um speak
I’m always, you know really scared
I have intense stage fright
I try to hide it
I really try to make people see that I was um
reliable
I tried to do that
I was doing or becoming
I used kind of the mic
I hope
I tried to make the mic the place where
I would stand out or that they would see me
Anais
Q1 I was really burnt out
I felt more separated
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I would ask
I think
I sent the email
I had asked someone not to touch my hair
I was like this is something
I can’t even address
I am going to have to address it publicly
I sent the email out
I was like “Do not touch my hair.”
I am not a pet
I don’t like to be touched

I basically cut all my relationships with all my
friends
I didn’t have time anywhere else
I kind of felt more disconnected
I had to sort of keep codeswitching
I didn’t have that self care
I kind of integrated

What I was Discovering in their Experiences
When I think about the women together the word that comes to mind is “brave.” Even as
I use in the dissertation design the image of Ruby Bridges from Norman Rockwell’s painting, I
see the individual experiences in the multitude and how different and weighted they are for the
minority. As an adult sharing the space, I wouldn’t say that my performance in it is similarly
brave, the word that comes to mind for me is “unrelenting.” Both words do require emotional
preparation and labor to enact, a shoring up of reserves to face difficulty, however each, by way
of age and social milieu (teenager and adult/student and staff) the experiences were nuanced and
distinct.
Understandings of Self
In the development of the question of self, I was eager to understand how the women
were becoming, evolving, learning about who they were and their own emerging perspectives
about themselves. The school space was an environment with high stakes for them and I. They
had to achieve success and demonstrate content mastery and competency; I had to perform
professionally and demonstrate my own success in my job. I sought to understand how, if at all,
their experience in the white space was propelling them forward with power or deflating and
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dissolving. Going into this I thought this was a binary either/or. I learned that both were
happening simultaneously and in a recurring manner. The women understood who they were in
the space. They knew already when it was safe and when it was not. They had developed keen
understanding of when to enact their agency and when they needed to retreat. They also had deep
perception about when the space failed them which included their peers and the adults.
Conversely, their sense of pride about their power, how they took it and when they were
victorious over a moment or as a vindication of a larger sense of self – i.e., they didn’t think I
could be the best, or the smartest, or get into x college. Lastly, I was affirmed in learning that the
women sought and valued the adults who were important racial mirrors for them. Representation
on the school level was less about visual diversity and a deeper sense of safety for those with
singular identities. Representation mattered in ways that represented lifelines for these students.
With no one in power to understand their experience, even in the traumas, they had to both
facilitate their own situation and teach the adult about what they needed. This understanding was
also a surprise to know they knew this as children. Interestingly as an adult in the space, I faced
the similar issue with the need for support which was absent due to the lack of my racialized
experience in the school.
Performances in White Space
As Black and Brown women in the white space, we stood out and were conspicuous,
exceptional and always visible to the majority. There was no blending in or hiding in plain sight.
In the world of the students, in classrooms which were set up as community circles, the Black
and Brown identity was singularly present and vulnerable especially if the discourse was race
related. The white space of the school while it claimed a global mission, it lacked the cultural
infrastructure support or pedagogical practice to consistently create spaces of safety and
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responsible teaching of privilege, power and racialized topics. Two things happened: they were
absent, avoided or instructed without the proper guidance. The white space overwhelmingly used
DEI on an as needed basis rather than seeing the work as a responsibility of working in a school.
The white school did not identify their whiteness as something that needed to be worked on or as
an issue as they believed that their global mission supported everyone. In working with the
women, I learned how they laughed at the global mission idea naming themselves as one of the
only Black or Brown people in their classes and grades. They mitigated the holes in their
learning experience either by using their agency to choose and bring in a representation of their
race or critiquing how this was overlooked or executed poorly. In their analysis of the larger
picture, their astute connection between the need for numbers of Black and Brown people in the
school to allay the solitary experience in the classroom, for example, is an expansive and pointed
analysis of the white space. Their analysis also indicates the blind spots of school environments
when, in the case of Anais, for example, an organized workshop on financial aid, turns out to be
an opportunity for those who have economic support to figure out loopholes, which enraged her,
but also profoundly indicated to her that the space of her school was not serving her as a student.
Practices and Rituals
It was interesting for the women to learn that all the way they restored themselves were
what I was calling “restorative literacies of resilience.” They didn’t realize it was a thing we
were all doing in varied ways in and outside of the school space. One discovery I made was that
a literacy included the creating of sanctuaries with others who were our race; another was the
performance of something we enjoyed doing and were good at, which included: Kailas’s, music
and signing; Anais’s listening to Merengue music and code-switching real loud; Nicole’s time
with her family, academic focus and success and Melidi’s challenging her self to be more
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outgoing in “grabbing the mic” to reflect to her peers her power and her voice. Similarly, I
sought refuge in the sanctuary of Black and Brown peers in the school space who affirmed my
presence, but also the creation of collages and poetry helped me process my experience and
restore my power.
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CHAPTER 7: THEMATIC ANALYSIS
In this section, I illustrate the connection between the themes, the narratives and the
analyses. It is laid out this way as wanted the themes to lead the discussion with the voices of the
women in order to situate us inside the thematic renderings. You will see here the way each
woman communicates her experience and interprets her presence in the white space.
Self-Awareness
The participants possess awareness that they are Black girls in white space able to
identify interactions from white space and self-perceptions of themselves, in and from, the
environment. They are aware of their white teachers and peers (Good and Nichols, 2001). They
are aware of their intersectional (Crenshaw, 1999) identities in the space: an identity informed by
their class, gender and race. They express their awareness of the white space, the power
influence of the school space and their own sense of belonging in this community. Their selfperception includes awareness about:
Black cultural representation is missing from their curriculum (Ladson-Billings,
2000).
Treatment of white teachers based on their race, abilities and gender (Good &
Nichols, 2001)
Failure of schools to retain and recruite Black teachers (Grantham & Ford, 1998).
Perception of lower expectations for them (Marcus, Gross, & Seefeldt, 1991).
Teachers consistently lack competency at being able to respond to the needs of
Black students (Gay, 1999).
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Nicole
I go to an Ivy league school
I went to before, it was very white and wealthy
I was the only Black girl in my grade
I found that it was difficult to even try or what to integrate myself more
I was in an all Black space
I tried but in a way
I am still figuring it out
Nicole understands that race makes her exceptional (singular identity) in the school space
and she perceives the demands by teachers, for her performance, are not going to be as rigorous
as they would be for the white students, thus her actionable challenge to herself is to outperform
everyone because she understands she is “one of” and a token.

I honestly don’t think
I would have done as well at that school if
I were white
I kind of just told myself “you know what?
I will just be better than all of them”
I felt like that wasn’t what was expected

I understand
I am the one being tokenized
I am the only one
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A token “involves the symbolic involvement of a person in an organization due only to a
specified or salient characteristic (e.g., gender, race/ethnicity, disability, age). It refers to a policy
or practice of limited inclusion of members of a minority, underrepresented, or disadvantaged
group” (psychology.iresearchnet.com, n.d.) As a token, Nicole is the singular racial identity in
her peer group and she embodies both a prescribed representation by group, she is claimed by,
and its stereotype, what they imagine her potential or threat to be. In Lumumba Seegers,
reflection titled “Being the Token” he describes the token as someone who is the perfect Black
person who isn’t a threat to white people, someone who represents the whole race, they are the
exceptional Barack Obama, but they carry undue pressure. The “token has to make sure that he
doesn’t slip up in front of white people. He feels as if he can’t make certain mistakes because he
represents the entire race. One mistake will set Black people back 100 years—and no one wants
to be “that negro” (Seegers, 2007).
Anais
In Anais’ experience she recounts being groomed from her elementary school in the
Heights to joining the prestigious EHS. In her neighborhood, she is valued and feels supported
by her teachers. Her local public school identifies her academic strength and places her in the
prep school track by giving her access to extra classes. As a child, she knows that there is a
difference with the children who are provided the enrichment classes and practice tests and those
that don’t.

I wasn’t just like a shy kid
I had a lot of potential
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I kept going
I got into this little school
I was terrified
I had never seen so many white people
I think about it

Upon acceptance into EHS, she recounts the feeling the shock of “so many white people in one
space,” to the progressive slow separation from The Heights. She is aware that in this community
outside of The Heights --the English is different, topics of conversation are unfamiliar, and
conversational cultural touchpoints are not shared in this new community; which makes her
connect more deeply with her friend D who comes from her home community. Despite the
privileges her intellect has garnered for her, the experience of being singular in the white space is
a pain point which each time it emerges as a slight, it reaffirms the difficulty and sacrifice of
having left The Heights.

I got into EHS
I was really excited
I was like
I am gonna
I was really excited
I got there and I was like “Oh my god!”
I was trying to talk to people
I’d never had conversations like that
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I felt really isolated
I was just a Dominican girl from the heights
I was like completely isolated
I found
I found a friend
I went to public school with
I had a great experience there
I could sort of deconstruct those moments

Anais’ analyzes her own identity being brought forth in full light. She didn’t know she was
different until she was in an environment where she didn’t see herself, but more importantly, is
her own discernment that this recognition and difference is revealed to her by people who were
not her own - the white space illuminates glaring difference and this creates the tension between
who we are and what the space believes us to be.

I think they should get used to
I think that having conversations really making space
I could feel seen

I didn’t realize
I was a Dominican kid from the Heights until
I got to a place
I was like OH so this is what my experience is
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I feel really isolated
I don’t know what to do
I felt like my identity
I was grappling with like who I am

As the singular identity in spaces, Kailas’s experience is not validated or affirmed – she stands
out and at the same time is invisible. For Kailas in the white space, when she shares that “I had to
educate people on stuff that was necessary for my growth” there is a recognition that as a Black
girl, she experiences life in a different way than the majority and thus requires a different kind of
support. In that space, Kailas does her own self-rescue and self-mitigation and advocacy all at
one time moving from child, to child-advisor, then advocate. It is like when you are wounded,
but no one recognizes the wound so you have to sew yourself up and also have to articulate and
prescribe your own medication to persons with different power than you have -- in this case the
adults.

I think I just needed to surround myself around people who looked like me
I wasn’t getting that
I felt like I had to create
I am surrounded by my people
I feel like that’s completely different

I felt like there’s constantly this idea of me
I do go to that school
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I was a student
I was part of that community
I wasn’t part of the overall majority

I am in this weird predicament
I guess
I mean
I had to educate people on stuff that was necessary for my growth
I would say thirteen
I told my mom
I felt demonized a lot
I would do

Melidi, the singular identity in her spaces, navigates interactions related to her hair,
colorblindness, economic status, concern over continuing her education all in the day to day
experience at school. Her pace is exhausting and the fears and pressures she carries are part of
her day, not unusual or exceptional. She has to prepare for the multi-layered experiences she sees
in her day as a Black teenage girl who is developmentally figuring things out for herself, but
already has to negotiate and decipher complex meanings. She doesn’t want to “stand out”
although she is the only Black girl. She endures a curriculum experience that “doesn’t account
for color” she walks on “eggshells” because she believes an implied threat of losing her financial
aid.
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Melidi
I think for me, my journey
I hadn’t even figured out yet
I think it was 80%
I was the only Black person

I did, I wanted to fit in
I found myself excelling in things I could do well
I was still kind of figuring out who
I am as a person

I went to class
I thought it would be different
I was the only Black girl
I think it was hard to navigate
“...I want to do my hair?”

I still had that mentality to keep my head down, graduate and not stick out

I didn’t want to lose my financial aid
I was on a constant, um, kind of worry
I would just have to walk on eggshells
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I think something else was when we talk in history
“I never see color”

I think also when you are the only Black girl

Microaggressions
Derald Wing Sue (2010) defines Microaggressions as “the everyday verbal, nonverbal,
and environmental slights, nubs or insults, whether intentional or unintentional, that
communicate hostile, derogatory, or negative messages to target persons based solely upon their
marginalized group membership” (Sue, et. Al. 2007, p. 3). The moments “invalidate the group
identity and suggest they do not belong with the majority group” He furthers the experience by
explaining that the “most detrimental forms of microaggressions are usually delivered by wellintentioned individuals who are unaware that they have engaged in harmful conduct” (p. 3).
In the narratives shared here, the consistency of microggressive interactions within the
school space was a quality of the day to day experience of the women. Although they all could
recognize and name the moment and that it was a microaggression, due to their minoritized
status and the nature of the way in which the incidents occurred, advocacy came from their own
voice and not by a teacher, ally or friend. There was no intervention in the moment, to support
the students. In essence one experiences the aggression and then has to self-advocate and selfrepair and seek support outside from someone of your peer group for validation.
“Racial microaggressions are subtle but powerful slights, insults, and demeaning
occurrences in social places that are experienced by people of color, but they can be as
challenging to voice and dialogue in the classroom for students and teachers” (Coleman &
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Stevenson, 2013, p. 549) These microaggressions included mistaken identity as one girl was
often confused with another Black girl; racially-tinged taunts; comments related to hair texture;
and being mischaracterized as an “angry Black girl.” These racialized themes that occur daily
can be confusing for Black girls and can cause various emotions from rejection and sadness to
anger and self-hatred” (Ricardo, 2015).
Elijah Anderson’s piece “What it feels like to be Black in white spaces” (2018) illustrates
the kind of furtive perception and solidarity building that happens in the absence of Black
identity:
As Black people move about the white space, often the first thing they note is the
number of Black people present. The presence of familiar faces, or simply other
Black faces, brings a measure of comfort. Being generally outnumbered by white
people, Black people feel a peculiar vulnerability and they assume that other
Black people understand the challenges of this space in ways that white people
cannot. Since the white space can turn hostile at any moment, the implicit promise
of support Black people sense from other Black people serves as a defense and it
is part of the reason that Black people acknowledge one another in this space,
with the racial nod – an informal greeting serving as a trigger that activates Black
solidarity in this space (p. 5).
Nicole
Nicole moves through her space with an external identity that is performed with corporal
language and interpersonal engagement that help her move through and integrate into the school
day in the community. She is tracking herself in the experience of being Black: the comments,
looks, verbal exchanges, silences all have a secondary meaning which are internalized and
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catalogued into her psychological/memory library of experiences. Howard Stevenson discusses
the managing of these as Racial Stress (Stevenson, 2013).
I understand that I am the one being tokenized because I am the only one. ...I’ve
noticed in history classes that when slavery is brought up everyone comes to me
to be the voice of my um whole race.

I just feel like it’s a lot of everyday things, so kind of like, ok, I am sitting in
class, I look around, and I am the only person in this room who isn’t white or East
Asian.
The microaggression (Wing, 1997) of being tokenized is an outcome of being racially
minoritized in the white space while being the exceptional Black student -- a model. On the
outside, Nicole is a celebrated exception in the white space which claims her as “one of us” or
the exceptional Black girl. On the inside, her awareness is acute as her critique speaks to the
impact of the experience: if the school had more Black and Brown students, she would not be the
token or the singular voice representing her race.

I just feel like it’s a lot of everyday things
I am sitting in class
I look around (and)
I am the only person in the room who isn’t white
I purposely try to choose topics
I feel like nobody is going to write about it
I hear something that’s said that’s a bit problematic
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I notice that I would be the one to speak up

I felt like I was the only one who actually had the place and identities
I was the only
I had to say something
I guess it was pretty tiring

In the narratives, it is shared that students are not seen as individuals in the space where they are
not in the majority. This is an irony. They are in small numbers and cannot be discerned as
individuals. The minoritized Black and Brown student is also not seen for who they are and
mixed up with the other students of the same race. It becomes a microaggression when names are
forgotten, confused, mispronounced; when whole persons are replaced and exchanged with other
people in the same space. The experience is even more marked when two Black girls in the high
school are exchanged/confused one for the other. Nicole’s observation critiques the educators in
not being able to understand the individuality of their students. There’s no mention that the
teachers’ inability to tell the students apart - is a deficit in their competency to recognize, it was
the students who continue to bear the impact of this experience.
um so that was a little bit upsetting to me because, it was sad to see how like all
these other students could be pulled apart but like the few Black kids were still
having a hard time.
How Nicole is acknowledged in the space is illustrated in a variety of ways: she’s exceptional,
she’s overlooked, she unexpectedly successful, she’s interchangeable, and she is a curiosity in
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one of the more impactful experiences of her school experience it is the moment when she is
questioned about why her hands look like a monkey’s.
My first friend in middle school, and we were playing a hand game and she
looked at my hand and she said ‘why does your hand look like a monkey?’ um,
and I got sooooo mad when she said that and it still bothers me today, um I would
say that is the instance that I remember most, out of anything that happened, cuz
that just brought up a lot for me personally.
This dehumanization in the innocent exchange between two students is a racist trope, called
zoomorphism, a literary technique which ascribes animal qualities to human beings. The
experience has a deep impact on Nicole which she uses the experience by creating a self-portrait
of ½ of her face and the other ½ of a monkey.
Being In/Visible
Minoritized identities in the white space talk of “the space not being built to serve us.” In
this instance Anais’s experience with the financial aid talk demonstrates a structural deficiency
in the school environment that the planning of a financial aid talk is organized to serve the
majority with means, not the minority without. In this case, she is upset by the fact that once she
arrives she realizes that the talk is for ways to get through the loopholes of the financial aid
process, not for those families who have no resources to jump any hoops. Her feelings of
invisibility coupled with the lack of support from staff when they tell her, “I don’t know how to
help you,” is a representation of the way systemically the mission to help all students falls short.
The irony of her identity in this school: invisible because she’s overlooked and not accounted for
in decisions; hypervisible because she is a Brown girl in a white space. The
invisible/hypervisible experience is one that repeats itself depending on the context and
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interaction. One can be invisible in a room full of people white or soc; one could be hypervisible
in a group as small as three. The experience of in/visibility can also be internalized – feeling
hypervisible, even if no one is watching and invisible, when all are focused on you.
Anais
I don’t know
I experienced it
I am the other.
I have specific memories of like being “yoooohhh”
I remember one time
I never felt so angry
I think that was the one time
I was really
I only felt a few times in my life
I was like this is not for me
I didn’t know anything about college
I didn’t know anything
I wouldn’t know anything
I saw financial aid talk
I was like all right
I came in there
I was so upset
I felt really invisible
I was like it doesn’t matter
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I ask for help
“I don’t know how to help you”

There are moments in the white space where ongoing interactions indicate that activities or rules
of the school are not for you or require you to become something that you are not. For Anais,
aside from the fact that she understands she’s in a white space where she is not wholly
comfortable, she experiences two moments that had were time sensitive, high stakes and
stressful. Both moments were resolved in the company of friends which helped process, validate
and affirm resolutions. However, for Anais, they were significant indicators of a lack of care by
the school she was in. She concludes, “Do y’all even care?” Both incidents brought forth the
realization that her school space was “not for her” but for someone else. This realization was
painful in that what she thought was an imperfect space with white folks, actually, for her, was a
space that she felt truly did not “see” her, claim her or were in a position to respond to her needs.
Ironically, she is aware that they claim her identity for their diversity quota, but they don’t’
design supports for her particular need. In the two examples below, illustrated is the incident of
the financial aid talk and the issue of her hair in the helmet. For her, these were pain points and a
moment of growth – a revelatory moment for her as a student of color that she had perceived but
didn’t know it was systemic in the bigger sense. A profound let down. Financial aid is already
not built to serve her needs, she doesn’t know the language and if she doesn’t succeed in
financial aid process she doesn’t get to go to college. It was an, “Ohhh, I get what this is about”
moment. As being wiser now and understanding more about the space she is in, she works to
become a leader and an advocate for other students of color in the space.
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At the writing of this dissertation, the issue of hair continues to occupy the discourse as
presently there is a young man in Austin, Texas who is being denied attendance to participate in
his graduation unless he cuts his dreadlocks. In this situation the issue is multilayered: his school
and community are majority white spaces, the rules exist to enforce only for males with longer
hair and complicated by his racialized, minoritized identity of color, his dreadlocks, which are
outside of the hair norm. Like Anais, his hair must comply with the rule of hair above the collar
and in Anais’ case, it needs to fit inside the helmet. Both situations elevate the experience of
othering for students of color who are culpable for not being able to comply with rules, but
invisible in the creation of these rules for all, which does not include them. In this environment
which is blind to who they are the fitting of hair into the helmet also reflects the performance of
the body as compliant and surveilled that I wrote about earlier.
Reception desk staff, two people at the welcome desk, who would meet here and
talk to them. Softball coach getting on my case about my hair in the helmet. The
women were fun and allowed me to let off steam. They let me use my anger.
‘Let’s do something about it.’ They showed photos of hair options to solve the
issue. It was important to have someone be compassionate.
Othering
Kailas describes experiences, which contribute to a facet of her identity as “other” in the
white space. Kailas senses and perceives the othering in the overt and covert ways it is
manifested. Similarly to Nicole, Kailas also has to take in the moment, resolve it with a
temporary response, seek support through a PoC, or if through white person, share, but outline a
strategy herself for the kind of support she needs. In her dissertation on the experiences of Black
middle school girls in white spaces, Dr. Tina Evans expresses that “Black women, and therefore
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Black girls, exist within the matrix of intersectionality; a specific location whereby multiple
systems of oppression work in tandem to subjugate, marginalize, and amplify their ‘otherness.'
This positionality not only influences how Black women have come to define their shared and
diverse experiences, but also creates a transformative space for Black women and girls to
develop both a gender and race consciousness” (2019, p. 20).
I was part of that community, I wasn’t part of the overall majority, so there was
that difference, in terms of race, in terms of socio-economic status, you know
what I mean, so I just so since that was so different, I always felt not necessarily
ostracized but at the end of the day I was always going to be different from them
you know what I mean, and um, I could say it affected me, I feel like I rose above
it, constantly, but that was something that was necessary in order to keep myself
happy, or like keep myself at peace, because it is easy to get lost in those spaces,
in those white spaces.
Evidenced by the experiences of the participants, othering happens regularly in spaces where one
is outnumbered. In that space, you perceive the feeling of outsider to be the other and the
environment others you in the absence of your reflection, the lack of acknowledgement and
conversely in its close circumspection of who you are. The experience is two-fold: indirectly felt
through the recognition (you are seen as the only), the lack of representation “There were a lot of
white people” “I was the only one” “I wasn’t part of the community” and “I know I am the
token.” Othering is engaged in another way through direct interaction that results in what feels
like rejection, naming, and circumspection. Another way we see Othering as a normalized
practice, is as Nurullah (2010) writes that “the othering process or ‘us’ vs. ‘them’ paradigm is
sharply reflected in the media discourse. One common method of creating the distinction
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between us and them is to emphasize differing characteristics such as race, ethnicity, and
religion” (p. 1).
Kailas
I was like this is something
I can’t even address
I am going to have to address it publicly
I sent the email out
I was like “Do not touch my hair.”
I am not a pet
I don’t like to be touched
I got like um
I guess praise
I am trying
I feel like
I love your hair
I guess there’s that comparison
I am trying to think like
I feel like
I looked like
I really got bamboozled
I had come to class
I had my hair in like two buns
I come into class
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I sit down and my teacher goes “Oh you look like the devil”
I was like hmmm
I emailed my mom

It is important to note that in moments of microaggressions, consistent among all participants, is
the inability to address the slight directly and in the moment. The suppression of anger and
physical processing either through silence, clenching of hands, breath held or crying in private is
invisible emotional labor that is part of the experience. In the moment when the aggression has
happened it is so incredulous that you have to hear it, and painstakingly process it, while you are
also being observed and you can’t have a reaction like you would like to or advocate for yourself
in that moment. If you do have a reaction, it could be perceived as hostile or aggressive. Elijah
Anderson’s piece in The Guardian (“This is what it feels like to be Black in white spaces”)
describes that “Black people tread lightly and exit from stressful situations as soon as they
can….The most easily tolerated Black person in the white space is often one who has been
vouched for by white people in good standing” (p. 4) Kailas illustrates this experience in the
following:
…and like the craziest thing is that when you are in the situation, you don’t think
about what is really going on, you’re just living through it, you know what I mean,
you’re not really trying to unpack everything that was happening, right then.
Although the othering moments become resolved and processed, once you feel othered, it is an
identity that you don’t forget or release from experiencing because another incident may occur to
bring back to affirm it. Thus, microaggressions are experiences which become sedimented in
one’s catalog of moments, relived and experienced again when they happen. Arrington, Hall and
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Stevenson (2003) illustrate this experience in that “there are some aspects of independent schools
that leave a number of students feeling at times as if they don’t fit into their schools. This is
because they encounter people and resources that affirm them within the school at the same time
that they confront challenges to their sense of self and community” (p.2).
Critiques & Power
One of the questions I asked the participants was: “If you could have said something out
loud in your school space what would you have said?” Across all of the answers, there was a
resounding need for increased presence of Black and Brown students and teachers. The reasons
varied along the spectrum of having someone to talk to who understood their experience, to
being outnumbered and needing teachers who could help them. More cogently were descriptions
of experiences like, when Nicole shared that no one shared an identity with her and then when
Melidi recognizes that in her history class, since she is outnumbered, no one is going to support
her idea to explore history from her culture. For Anais, the need for community is evidenced
when the school administration lacks sensitivity in planning a financial aid workshop for people
with means, when the students without are the ones who need resourcing. For Kailas, having
people in positions of authority who could support and understand the specific intervention for
her racialized experience. Conversely, as the critiques were being shared, conveyed is also a
pointed analysis of power expressed, enacted and performed. For some of the women, power was
personal success, it would be a public stance and for others an action that had impact on the
larger community. Still in all, the decisions to enact power were made with great personal,
academic risk and managed with a clear strategy. All the women, in their critiques articulated the
need for real, candid and uncomfortable conversations and discourse in the white school space.
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They recognized both the discomfort of what those conversations would mean and also their
value in furthering racial healing and healthy social justice practices for all students in the space.

“I don’t know - you’re not as great as you think you are.” - Kailas

I understand that I am the one being tokenized because I am the only one. So you guys should
work on, I guess, recruiting more students of color, because I’ve noticed in history classes that
when slavery is brought up everyone comes to me to be the voice of my um whole race.
- Nicole

It’s it’s very hollow um that they have a good shell but kind of good foundation with the message
that they send out but it’s just empty inside and you know there’s really nothing pushing it
except maybe money.
- Melidis

I think it can’t be relying on us to continuously do the work to educate you um and to
make you see me like, I am not doing this for you, I am doing this for me and if you don’t want
to tap into the legacy of sort of white supremacy that makes it, that allows you to fall asleep and
zone out, in these spaces, then I am not going to demand because I am sick of it like I reached
the point where...I am not doing this for white folks, I am not doing this for people who are more
privileged, that’s your job to tap in, because I am doing this for my community, I am doing this
so we can heal, and we can move forward progress, and whatever that means to us so I, I would
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just say straight up “This ain’t for you! But you need to do the work making it for you because I
am not doing it anymore. “I am real and you need to recognize that.”
- Anais

“We were whole when we came in!” Anais

The exchange between us about Latinidad being defined by the context of whiteness is
profound. In some ways she’s right about our identity being foregrounded by whiteness and also
the contradiction of also feeling isolated because of the lack of ourselves. The notion of identity
awareness emerging through the rejection and suffocation of the white space. The complexity of
feelings in her working through the identity surges and realizations when she says, “who am I
without everybody influencing me or without the spaces around me having like that effect on
me.” She later resists with: “wanna like make sure that people are whole and not feel like their
identity is only sort of talked about when they are in a white space.”
Anais reflects on her Latinx identity and asks pointed critical questions about the impact
of the what she names as the primarily white institution on the realization of Latinidad identity.
She comments that the white space should be the impetus for discovering or embracing our
Latinidad, in her case, that we should come in whole already owning the fullness of who we
are.
Although the women’s experiences illustrate a particular perspective that emerges from
being minoritized in the white space, they all possess powerful critiques with recommendations
for how the spaces and power within them need to be different. Nicole perceives that her promise
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for success is being assessed differently than the others. Here she questions the ethics of
pedagogical engagement of the faculty team in support of her development.
Nicole
I would have done as well at that school if
I were white
I kind of just told myself “you know what?
I will just be better than all of them”
I felt like that wasn’t what was expected
I did that to keep strong
I guess throughout high school

Kailas
Kailas’s critique is multifaceted and serves as a catalyst to move her into places of power
and presence. Recognition of the value of racial identity mirrors during a time when she is
constructing her own identity as part of the developmental process of adolescence. She is
incomplete without people who reflect her racial identity and in this realization the need for
communion with those individuals.

I think I just needed to surround myself around people who looked like me
I wasn’t getting that
I felt like I had to create
I am surrounded by my people
I feel like that’s completely different
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The imbalance of identities and a culture which has built into it a commitment and tangible
evidence of inclusion and social justice equity along with interpersonal race awareness protocols
to guide the way people work together especially when power and race inequity is at hand.

I don’t know if I am trying to
I am definitely not trying to erase it
I think in terms of my academics
I don’t know
I feel like I could have gotten more help
I didn’t have the resources

I always felt not necessarily ostracized
I was always going to be different
I could say it affected me

Melidi
The impact of the one Black teacher who introduced her to historical criticality and
questioning was an important experience for Melidi as it is in her company that she realizes how
much her absence is valuable to her. With a Black teacher she now has someone to go to for
support and affirmation as both of them are in the white space together. It is through this
teacher’s modeling of power and confidence that Melidi also sees her own possibility. In her
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class she discovers her voice and leadership identity. She also comes to understand that with
great privilege, like taking the mic and being visible, comes great responsibility.

I was actually losing my voice and
I didn’t know who to talk to (who could understand what)
I was going through
I didn’t want to seem like that one Black person

I...was trying to figure out
I wanted to represent the club

I think a journey through the club, but also with myself
I start to find myself
I think that was such a large part of my life

I see it continuing

Like Nicole, and Kailas, Melidi also expresses the need for representation in numbers, so that in
this case, becoming part of a Black Student Union is not something where you stand out, but part
of the culture of belonging and in the same vein as the rest of the students who join clubs at the
school. The need for teachers of color representation and support for those teachers in the white
space. Similarly, to Black and Brown students, “helping teachers stay” is about recognizing the
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deficit of support for these teachers and recognizing that a white space requires support of
minoritized identities outside of the invisible and normalized white cultural framework.
I think it’s the teacher retention it’s, or like, helping teachers stay and teachers of
color, stay, is terrible, um/they’re all gone. They’re all gone especially all
gone/Ms. X, Mr. X, Ms. X left, Ms. X left. I think just very terrible and just that
situation those teachers they were very involved with students especially inside
and outside the classrooms, so just to see all them leave to come back to EHS in
five years I wouldn’t expect to see teachers that I recognize or I don’t expect to
see teachers of color and I think that that’s very terrible once students lose that
support system in the classroom and outside of that and teachers that look like
them that can relate to them it’s just very hard.
Melidi critiques the school in their handling of a key position in the school designed to advocate
and serve students in equity, inclusion and diversity. This is the role I had in her school. I am
deeply moved by her analysis as it is what we both feel. I made a difference, but I was set up to
fail and was stretched too thin. Her insight is a pointed critique of what she perceives are tokened
roles in white spaces made to exemplify a commitment to supporting equity and inclusion, when
in fact, the role is set up to fail because what is actually needed is a deeper cultural-systemic
shift. Hers is a structural examination of the school’s design and what she sees as a facade of
activity created to appease, “smoke and mirrors” instead of the investment being something the
organization is aligned with and held accountable to. All had similar conclusions that the adults
in support roles were important, but they were spread too thin and thwarted in their efficacy. All
were able to interact and benefit, but recognized the limitations did not impact the culture of the
school in ways they needed and hoped for themselves and the future of others in the space.
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Melidis
They do things that seem like they’re making an effort, you know like hiring the
diversity director, you know, the assembly that we had to hire [the position] we
thought we actually made a difference, you know getting a position... but you
know, they set [it] up to fail with having too much to do without having focused
on what we were actually pushing [the] job to be and so I think that you know,
you think that you’re taking a step forward, but we’re taking two steps back, but it
all looks ok it’s like tied up in, you know, it’s neatly chaotic and it looks nice and
has a nice message but it has no substance to it
Melidi’s voice is clear and powerful in her statement about the industry of schools. I surmise that
her strength and clarity of purpose has roots in her experiences with her teacher and the
leadership skills that she developed when building and leading her club. The personal risks, and
tenuous development of her voice, point of view and self in the space. Her critique is a powerful
testimony of the experience of a student when policies and people lack the full capacity to
support the work they are there to do.
After the first transcription of narratives, I was challenged with going into a deeper
examination of the role of staff who are identified as support for DEI. I wanted candid feedback
and criticality about the role of adults. For three of the participants, I was part of that team of
support at their school. For all the women the roles ranged from being token representations to
roles that were set up to fail. All shared that the jobs were important and at moments fulfilled the
goal of supporting DEI within the school space, but they were singular and “spread thin.”
Melidi:
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Title of position Engagement and Inclusion -- already two separate jobs it is too
much and overwhelming for one person to support the entire school; The
engagement job diminished the inclusion job…At times it felt disconnected in
who to go to for different things; Sometimes you need support that is like finance
or connecting to other schools; Diversity Director does this…It was a set up to
fail for anyone. … We need support from all different types of areas.
Nicole:
Effective to the extent that there was a person that SoC could come to for support
and advocacy; but the role was two jobs community engagement and inclusion
director; white teachers were not really allies; students were not allies as they
were involved in their own circles; all ToC leave.
Anais:
My critique is that there were people at my school…Just one person and a few
ToC trying to get things to work….like we came back from SDLC and one of
these people took me in the cab….I realized how much work the diversity director
has to do….they have a lot of things on their plate...to work across the whole
school…I don’t know how they do it. … Running everywhere to make things
right. I felt empathy for her. My DD helped me find spaces. You can’t just have
one director. It tears you down if you are only one person.
Kailas:
I feel like I could have gotten more help, but I didn’t have the resources, that other
students would have, you know, so it was easy to get lost in the cracks,
ummmmm. With the diversity coordinator, there were literally letters sent to you,
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like ‘please, can you please come,’ because it was obvious that it was needed,
then you came, with the cycles of all of the problems, you know what I mean?
I share their analyses about student support roles because of the power of their perspectives and
the nuanced understanding of the organizational purpose, the intended meaning and value as well
as how the role is built to fail.
After transcribing the interviews, I wondered about the women’s interface with allies in
the white school space. I asked them, “How was allyship or support evidenced in the white space
of high school?” I wanted to know if they witnessed or benefitted from allyship or of white
adults or students. An Ally is “Someone who makes the commitment and effort to recognize
their privilege (based on gender, class, race, sexual identity, etc.) and work in solidarity with
oppressed groups in the struggle for justice. Allies understand that it is in their own interest to
end all forms of oppression, even those from which they may benefit in concrete ways. Allies
commit to reducing their own complicity or collusion in oppression of those groups and invest in
strengthening their own knowledge and awareness of oppression” (Racial Equity Tools, 2020).
The students understood the definition of allyship as they learned about this role in their
understanding of social justice work. Their responses are interestingly similar to my own
experiences in the school space. The community respected my work and perspectives, but no one
would stand in solidarity in a public manner for the affirmation that was needed to model
allyship. People of color stood up together, but having white allies stand up, voice or perform
resistance in partnership with you in the white space did not occur in my experience. They
would, however, reach out in person to commend what they saw a brave and courageous. They
would affirm the importance of my work and the value it brought to the community, but they
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would not perform the uncomfortable role of ally. The same is true for the women as you will
see in the snapshots below:
Nicole:
Allyship with PoC friends; noticed that teachers thought they were being allies
when in fact they weren’t. Noticed especially white teachers who had traveled to
countries (i.e., Peace Corps or had experiences with PoC) felt like they knew how
to be allies, but were unaware they were not effective. ToCs important for safe
spaces and mirrors, validation of experiences.
Anais:
Allyship did show up in very specific moments; Reception desk staff, two people
at the welcome desk, who would meet here and talk to them. Softball coach
getting on case about hair in the helmet. The women were fun and allowed me to
let off steam. Showed photos of hair options to solve the issue. It was important to
have someone be compassionate. This kind of allyship was present. I wouldn’t
say so with the students. The SoC held each other down, but the white students,
they lived their own life, and in their own worlds. It felt like they were having a
completely different experience than what we were having. We didn’t really
interact.
Kailas:
I was trying to think, I am trying to think about that at first and um, I am trying to
think, but I wouldn’t say flat outright that they didn’t support me, you know what
I mean, because to them I was the cool ‘Oh my god she’s so cool!’ like, you know
this is somebody who’s um, who’s like she’s feisty, you know, whatever, she’s
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going to do her mind regardless, so they appreciated that from me, but I also feel
like I was judged for that as well, so I don’t know if there is somebody that I can
say that was completely an ally to me um because I was trying to think like if i
have any friends now that or like teachers now that I am as cool as, that were
white, I am with people of color but I can’t think of any.
Resiliency Literacies

“No, you still use your voice, regardless of whatever is going on. You still have a voice” -Kailas

As we explored the experiences in the space, it was important to honor, examine and
validate, by sharing the ways of resiliency, restoration and sanctuary that the women enacted in
response to their daily experiences. The care and restoration was resistance. Resiliency being
“the ability to recover from -- elasticity” the supple ways that the students navigated, managed
and emerged from the difficulties they faced. By discussing resiliency, I am not trying to reengage the trauma, affirming the distinct experience Black and Brown women are having in
white space and the ways in which they are transforming traumas into triumph, wisdom and
knowledge. That said, this resiliency evokes the reality that in the white space there is trauma to
be had. Black and Brown experiences in the white space are not the same for the white majority.
With the research questions guiding the influence and practice of resiliency, I wanted to
understand the rituals they enacted -- of taking difficult experiences back to their sanctuaries of
friends, families or self, to work through and process. I found important value in understanding
how these practices supported their sense of self and strength during their time in school and how
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these served as rituals that were literacy practices for resilience as an outcome of their
experiences.
The women’s sense of overt and covert power is enacted in varied ways and at different
moments in their journey. As each of them is at different points in their own growth and selfawareness, the performance of their power is also a negotiated strategy as risk is always present
and depending on the issue, a bigger or lesser risk is taken. According to Carol Gilligan (1982)
and Brett Blake (1997), voice implies having power over the presentation of reality and meaning,
and the ability to construct, articulate, and therefore shape one’s experience as it is presented to
others. Just as persons exhibit multiple selves that are situated in different contexts, so too do
they exhibit multiple voices (e.g., the public voice versus the private voice, the voice used with
friends versus with teachers in school).
Anais emerges from her what she perceives as timidness to harness her own power as a
leader at her school in order to create spaces of safety for Latinx students. Through advocacy she
creates a space that is missing for students like herself. With this act she also enacts the metaphor
for the space she lacked in her time in the school. Like the other women, activism, and taking a
stand result in their validation and transformation into leaders and leadership power. In these
narratives and poems, we see those moments.
In her EHS, Anais experiences what she feels is a severing of identity from Washington
Heights to the space of her school in the Greenwich Village – uptown to downtown is a vast
distance. Holding on to that identity of place, culture of being Dominican and her code-switching
are literacies of resistance and restoration. For Anais, holding on to her home identity and
claiming her own power of herself was the sanctuary. She knows that this claiming is a self-care
practice which contributes to a healthy and sustainable life.
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I wanna do leadership
I wanna be a leader?
I was like “why not!”
I was like “Bruh, what if this fails”
I look like a clown?
I did it anyways
I really broke out of my shell
I knew what I wanted to do
I knew that I wanted to be a leader
I wanted to be an organizer

As the opportunity to aspire to attend college is the driving goal of the educational experience for
families in elite schools, Anais chooses a good college in Georgia, but the environment is
another white space. In this space, she lives in what she calls the “Black” version of her college.
Although she is now older and more mature, the ritual of creating spaces and practices which
nurture her success, and keep her connected to herself, home and her culture are still required for
the quality of her life and self-care. Here she boldly manifests the spirit and culture of the
Dominican Republic household of her family, in her dorm room. This self-created space of
safety and familiarity, within in the white space is a powerful recognition and resiliency practice
for survivance.

I am not gonna let it happen to me again
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I had my playlist
I am going to recreate what happens in my household
I had a white roommate
I am trying to recreate my rituals
I put on my merengue
I started cleaning
I was like we need to talk about like where we came from
I am very adamant about that the places you grow up in really shape you

In high school, Kailas already identifies that she needs to be in spaces which reflect her racial
identity. Her experiences illustrate the keen understanding of who she is, how she is perceived
and what she needs to thrive. And I think this section is summed up in the last thought “I am just
not allowing.” Kailas’ sense of self and purpose about how she claims her power and speaks to
power. Power in this context is complicated by “him” represented by the head of school and him
being a man.
Kailas
It’s just too much
I am way better than this institution
I just don’t understand
I spoke my mind
I didn’t let him talk over me
I am just not allowing
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Nicole restores herself in the sanctuary of her family as the space of restoration and
safety. DeCuir-Gunby (2007) affirms that “In addition to students, the family plays an important
role in strengthening the partnership. The family serves as the primary source of racial
socialization and identity” (Stevenson, 1994, p. 33).

I think, for the most part, being around my family
I was in that was all Black
I do know
I don’t think that a lot of them have experienced their families being the only Black space
I think that’s pretty interesting

Nicole channels processing the aggressions through artwork. In this moment, I focus in
on the power of recomposing the moment and perhaps, pain into a recognizable touchstone of
strength and courage evidenced in her words, “I would say that is a big thing I did” and “I wrote
an expose, I guess exposing this for what they were, felt really good.” The action of using her
power, the same power she has seen many of her peers use to achieve their desires, to pull a
video where she was depicted. In this situation, she experiences the moment, processes it and
recreates the moment in a different manner.

I also did a few self portraits
I used acrylic and oil paint
I guess exploratory for me to do
I kinda like took what the girl said
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I had half of it be my face and half of it be a monkey’s face
I thought
I did was me
I had my hand
I thought um was pretty powerful
I think back at it
I definitely did use art
I noticed
I did do a lot of self portraits
I didn’t really know what that says about the times
I haven’t really done any since
I don’t know if that’s because of time
I would say that’s a big thing I did
I was asked to be in that video
I didn’t realize how uncomfortable
I had felt
I realized
I was uncomfortable
I had my footage pulled (and then)
I kind of guess
I wrote an expose
I feel like a lot of people
I think that
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I guess exposing this for what they were, felt really good

The cultivation of important relationships and redefining what value and richness this
brings into her life are also literacies of power and restoration. This network building nurtures
connection and creates a network of people who affirm her and reflect her lived experience.
These are individuals who become powerful mirrors and guides for the emotional labor of
survivance in the white space. For Anais, the relationship with her teacher in New York City is a
self-care practice that wealth, trumps degrees and network opportunities. These, for her are nonwhite values. This validation by Anais rejects the white cultural norm of success being evidenced
by degrees, jobs and social capital. In the space of the independent school, Anais would have
been aware of wealth, class, social hierarchy, and the privilege of support – of having support to
figure things out – “resources.” Anais redefines her “wealth” by people that matter to her who
contribute to the emotional wholeness of her life, spirit, mental and social wellbeing.
Part of this wellbeing too is “taking up space” which is an idea that is a counter to being
hidden or being following rules. When you “take up space” you are in your full self, loud,
unedited, authentic. There is much emotional labor to “take up space” in the white space because
PoC are aware that this also brings risk. Anais recognizes the power of “taking up space” and the
safety that she has to be able to do so. Both as a community building and as a radical validation
of the self in the white space. Anais is loud, laughs and engages the cultural artifact of her
Dominican cultural roots as the power symbol inside her own environment. There are times
when instead of hiding and keeping your head low, you act into and perform the pride you feel
for yourself that you aren’t receiving from the environment. Instead of waiting for someone else
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to make the space, you bring your whole self to take up space and recreate what, in this case, is
home - The Heights.

I was always laughing
I was always trying to play music
I was like “yeah and whattabboutit?!”
I would always have a good time with them
I think laughter has been my number one
I’ma clown
I made it like a point

I had a white roommate
I am trying to recreate my rituals
I put on my merengue
I started cleaning
I was like we need to talk about like where we came from

The building of spaces of community emerges as a consistent theme in the women’s lives
- whether it be family or friends or clubs, making circles of people with things that are familiar
are practices of empowerment and in some cases, like Kailas, it was necessary medicine for
survivance and thriving. The self-awareness that she needs community, but more powerfully that
she needs to “surround herself with people who look like her” alludes to the vital importance of
racial identity communion as a mitigating element of being in white space.
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Kailas
I think I just needed to surround myself around people who looked like me
I wasn’t getting that
I felt like I had to create
I am surrounded by my people

Along with this is the notion of power as it relates to succeeding and “rising above” -- she
notes below “I always had to constantly rise above.” A rising meant that you had to “keep your
eyes on the prize”, but you also had to prevent things that were happening from keeping you
down or back. This emotional elasticity -- resiliency -- becomes a muscle developed in the white
space for Black and Brown women. Nicole talks about “I am going to be better than all of them”
-- Rising above is choosing to ignore, brush off, avoid, “pay no mind” to incident or interactions
that can cause you to not rise, but fall or be pulled under.

I always felt not necessarily ostracized
I was always going to be different
I could say it affected me
I feel like I rose above it
I always had to constantly rise above

The idea of rising above speaks to a strategy that kept one from becoming weighed down
by the instances in the white space. There are times when one chooses to rise higher than what is
pulling you in. This is a literacy of survivance. At times the determination and focus to fully be
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present and whole in the white space requires, what Sonya Renee Taylor (2018) describes as a
Radical Self Love -- a “demand that we see ourselves and others in the fullness of our complexities
and intersections and that we work to create space for those intersections...creating a world of
justice for all bodies demands that we be radical and intersectional” (p. 9). Rather than permitting
the internalization of oppression, the Kailas manifests her power with the determination to be in
her truth “frank,” to advocate “outgrown the nonsense”, to use her time in her pleasures like singing
to “make myself feel really good” and to bond with a powerful protector and mirror - her mom.

I am going to do me regardless
I am done with that
I am at this point where I am ok
I need in my life
I guess that’s what they struggle with
I’m here trying to grow
I really am
I am being honest
I feel like
I’ve outgrown the nonsense
I am being quite frank

I think just engaging in my hobbies
I went out
I would sing
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I would be in different groups
I think that was a way to make myself feel really good
I think also
I am tryin’ to think
I think going home to have conversations with my mom
I was in this white space
I’m from Harlem
I am going back to my people
Melidi
Melidi moves through school with the idea that she focus on her academic success, to try
not to make waves and essentially lay low because her Blackness isn’t an identity. She discovers,
in a class with one Black teacher, that she is losing her voice. The voice for her is both the
claiming of her identity in full, as well as being a voice in the white space. In her narrative she
shares that she had severe stage fright and that her mom did not want her to “ruffle feathers.” In
the class with Ms. R, she learns about how to look critically at history and whose story is being
told. At the same time, she also discovers that her teacher’s Blackness is an important reflection
of power and voice modeled during her voice emergence.

I am interested in
I didn’t really find something
I really loved
I love that class and
I love that teacher
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I really realized that
I was actually losing my voice and
I didn’t know who to talk to (who could understand what)
I was going through

Melidi decides to create the school’s first Black Student Union despite her own fear of
how the white space would react; the impact of being perceived as too Black, too militant — too
social justice-y or being perceived as that ‘Black person who was always being woke.’ At the
same time, she also understands that the club is necessary, for the students and for her own
emerging racial identity awareness. It was a risk for her to do the club. It was a risk for all in the
school given her concerns.

I wanted to represent the club
I think a journey through the club, but also with myself
I start to find myself
I think that was such a large part of my life
I see it continuing
I think
I definitely tried to become the voice

I think
I definitely tried to become the voice
I don’t like public speaking
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I do go up to um speak
I’m always, you know really scared
I have intense stage fright
I try to hide it
I really try to make people see that I was um reliable
I tried to do that
I was doing or becoming
I used kind of the mic
I hope
I tried to make the mic the place where
I would stand out or that they would see me
I wanted to bring in other students

I didn’t really feel that I was part of that, the entire EHS community, but the community I made
myself

Enacting her power as a leader, by establishing the club and owning the “mic” as a voice,
she was able to educate and create a learning space where people were challenged and moved
to understanding. The success of the experience was an important affirmation of her power and
efficacy in the space. I different identity of power that was different from what she came in with.
The joy she experienced from feeling successful at achieving this workshop impact, was also a
new feeling. Although she is a bright and academically gifted student, the opportunity to lead
and design an experiential workshop rooted in justice, a subject area which she was passionate
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about was a different platform that what she was used to. This was performative power and
claiming of space. Which also meant her need to establish herself in her power meant that she
also needed to present her full self, not a fractured one in parts or dictated by moments.

I am part of it too
I really was happy
I made for Black History
I think that was something that was very powerful
I was very happy that something like this that was very powerful
I think a lot of people were moved

I showed pictures
I could just see on their faces
I was able to do that for a group of people
I just loved that workshop
I think that was the proudest moment
I knew that I was making a difference
I could actually see that happening
I think that, you know, that’s where I also knew...something that puts them in their shoes
I also knew
I knew that needed to happen more often
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And in going to college, Melidi, brings with her a new purpose and use for her voice and power
in the space. She also imagines her college identity and future possibility, which is more than just
a doctor, but someone who impacts her community.

I looked into that and
I eventually chose
I think it is a place that has a lot of work
I really, really asked myself if
I went into a college
I knew I could make a difference
I didn’t want to become complacent
I already did before
I wanted to challenge myself
I am now
I am really looking into ethnic and race class
I grew up
I had to open my eyes
I am
“I just want to become a doctor”
I wanna become a doctor to really research

I wanna do this now
I think that’s where I am
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I am in a journey
I am definitely not finished
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CHAPTER 8: GALLERIES: RESTORATIVE ART-IFACTS OF RESILIENCE
In this chapter, our engagement with the research inquiry goes inward and the
participants create their own artistic reflections of their journey – also known as the “third space”
(Soja, 1999). You will see poetry, narrative, collage and the I Poems. Each participant chose to
express her rendering in her own way. In this space, you will see the ways that the lived
experiences, moments of past or present are reclaimed and recreated. For all, the action of
creating the artistic manifestation of a memory or forward thinking present are a performance of
power and resiliency. As you engage with the pieces, consider them as evidence of experience
and powerful statements of voice and identity. Be present with them and allow them to speak to
you on their terms. Dispel the noise in your head and if you can, read aloud what is written here.
The I Poems are included because they are the stories of the participants and an artistic rendering
of their narrative. I didn’t want to fracture the narrative by excerpting it instead honoring their
stories by including them all here. These resiliency art-ifacts can be “physically held” vs. having
to “hold” these in our bodies, heads and hearts. In one case, as you will see, the participant will
resist anonymity and invite a full disclosure of her identity through her collage. Telling our
stories, making something of them is survivance and resiliency.
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Nicole’s I Poem
I am going back to school
I am going to do a poetry class
I’ve never done poetry
I thought it would be a really cool exploration of myself
I am doing that and
I am gonna start my second year of college

I go to an Ivy league school
I went to before, it was very white and wealthy
I was the only Black girl in my grade

I tried to make sure my peers were people who were socially aware

I was there for six years
I thought there would be a drastic change
I kind of assume
I would feel like
I wasn’t in a place like EHS
I went to college
I realized that’s not true actually because for an Ivy it is a pretty white space
I’d say, just as, if not more privileged
I went to middle and high school with
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I wasn’t really expecting going to college and having come from a white environment

I found that it was difficult to even try or what to integrate myself more
I was in an all Black space
I tried but in a way
I am still figuring it out
I guess one of the moments that was really frustrating
I heard that um, uh different student, in a different grade, a different Black girl

I along
I...who
I don’t look anything like her
I’ve heard of where
I was involved
I kind of wonder how many other instances there were where teachers just have mixed up

I wrote my first short story
I was in my free period
I guess you could say she was my first friend

I got sooo mad
I would say that this is the instance that
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I remember most out of anything that happened

I honestly don’t think
I would have done as well at that school if
I were white
I kind of just told myself “you know what?
I will just be better than all of them”
I felt like that wasn’t what was expected

I did that to keep strong
I guess throughout high school

I was asked to be in that video
I didn’t realize how uncomfortable
I had felt
I realized
I was uncomfortable
I had my footage pulled (and then)
I kind of guess
I wrote an expose
I feel like a lot of people
I think that
I guess exposing this for what they were, felt really good
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I guess I would have said
I understand
I am the one being tokenized
I am the only one
I guess recruiting more students of color
I’ve noticed

I think that the school
I guess whole education

I just feel like it’s a lot of every day things
I am sitting in class
I look around (and)
I am the only person in the room who isn’t white
I purposely try to choose topics
I feel like nobody is going to write about it
I hear something that’s said that’s a bit problematic
I notice that I would be the one to speak up

I felt like I was the only one who actually had the place and identities
I was the only
I had to say something
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I guess it was pretty tiring

I think, for the most part, being around my family
I was in that was all Black
I do know
I don’t think that a lot of them have experienced their families being the only Black space
I think that’s pretty interesting

I’ve tried going to a few diversity conferences
I got to meet a lot of other people going through similar situations

I also did a few self portraits
I used acrylic and oil paint
I guess exploratory for me to do

I kinda like took what the girl said
I had half of it be my face and half of it be a monkey’s face

I thought
I did was me
I had my hand
I thought um was pretty powerful
I think back at it
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I definitely did use art
I noticed
I did do a lot of self portraits
I didn’t really know what that says about the times
I haven’t really done any since
I don’t know if that’s because of time
I would say that’s a big thing I did

I would say that’s where they need to start
I think that does a lot for a student
I don’t think people even think about that
I think just literally seeing more faces of color
I would say that actually putting more emphasis on diversity

I kind of think that that numbers is where they need to start
I think takes even more time
I guess for now, just numbers

Nicole Art-ifact 1
As you talk to Katie, your hand unwillingly finds its way into hers. You notice
that she’s examining your hand, but you ignore it and allow for the conversation
to go on. Out of nowhere, she says to you, “Why do your hands look like a
monkey’s?” You look at her, perplexed, wondering how this condescending
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statement about your skin color snuck its way into a conversation about
homework. After this realization, you instantaneously snatch your hand from hers.
Ironically, she’s offended by this, stands up, and repeats her terrible comment
about you to the entire table. “Nicole has monkey hands!” You look down at the
pair of hands, and see the contrast that she described. Rather than seeing this
contrast being between the front and palm of your hand, you see it between you
and Katie’s skin tones. You see your hand, a brown shade. You also see a pinkishwhite hue. You see and understand that skin your tone in comparison to hers is
drastic, sadly justifying her ignorance. You understand that she isn’t oftentimes
exposed to people that look like you – after all, she did make sure to let you know
that you’re her “first black friend” which is outlandish in itself. Even though this
is so, you stick to your initial belief: that it is out of line to compare anyone to
another species.

Everyone looks at her with the perplexed look that you gave her when she quietly
said it the first time around. When she doesn’t receive the reaction that she was
looking for, she attempts to snatch your hand back so that she can show everyone
how “bizarre” your skin tone is. How repulsive it is. You run to the point of now
return. You don’t think that this treatment is acceptable, especially considering
that she is not a three year old. Katie should know better. People are beckoning
for you to comeback, but you keep on running to the stairwell door. You’re fast,
you’re brisk, and you’re strong. You open the door, run to the corner of the
stairwell, and you cry. You look down at your hands and examine them,
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continuing what you did when Katie first spoke. Once again, you see the brown
and pinkish-white colors, but rather than tow makes you realize that people
shouldn’t’ be divided by race, but stand in unity. This might be too much to your
classmates to comprehend without having a racially charged comment directed
towards “They have it so easy,” you say to yourself, “so easy.”

You get up and go to your classroom after the period is over. You decide that you
won’t talk to Katie again.

This statement had a very profound effect on you, even to this day. Every day,
you think about yourself along with your actions, and how your skin color alone
can easily change the impression someone has of you. Unfortunately, you realize
that skin color is the first and most prominent physical feature that someone sees
when they look at your, and sadly, that automatically changes their perceptions of
you. You’re still trying to accept this.

Nicole Art-ifact 2

House Hunting at Home
Free-flowing are the unruly kinks
that each dance to their own beat,
returning to their original form after
wrestling with the comb.
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My mother’s knuckles touch
and fingers tug at my scalp,
my forehead tight and taut so
the braids can fully embrace me
and remind me that my identity,
my identity as a Black woman
is mine, even if I would not
know that I am a Black woman
besides looking at the rich,
chocolate tone of
my skin and the kinks of my
hair.

She creates rows of braids that would over
the course of a few days transform
into rows of Black cotton
just to be picked out and braided
again and again I am asked if I
am from Ghana-- I always smile widely and
reply “I don’t know” with pride because
the answer could be yes.
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My head is tender when my mother braids
from trying to comprehend
why my hair is growing
so long without roots to anchor it.

She knows this is a long withstanding question
and so she answers it with her hands,
bringing the hair back down to where it came from
by twisting and turning my life in all of its angst.

A whiff of the sweet, crisp smell of the finishing
spray is when I notice my scalp is pulsating;
I was gifted with a new life that
I can only wish was actually mine.

Melidi’s I Poem
I think for me, my journey
I hadn’t even figured out yet
I think it was 80%
I was the only Black person

I did, I wanted to fit in
I found myself excelling in things I could do well
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I was still kind of figuring out who
I am as a person

I am interested in
I didn’t really find something
I really loved
I love that class and
I love that teacher
I really realized that
I was actually losing my voice and
I didn’t know who to talk to (who could understand what)
I was going through

I didn’t want to seem like that one Black person
“I don’t see color” (and)
I didn’t realize that that wasn’t a problem (until that meant that if they didn’t see color then they
didn’t see me) and
I kind of took with me
I didn’t need to be a Black person
I just needed to be smart
I was Black, but that’s not an identity

I am
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I didn’t really realize that until
I went to high school
I kind of knew
I wanted to get away
I had taken the SHSAT
I realized that I would be putting myself in the almost exact same situation
I realized
I told my parents
I’slike

“I can’t”
“I can’t do this”
I got into the specialized HS
I had a choice
I knew
I was going to go with that

I went to class
I thought it would be different
I was the only Black girl
I think it was hard to navigate
“...I want to do my hair?”
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I still had that mentality to keep my head down, graduate and not stick out

I didn’t want to lose my financial aid
I was on a constant, um, kind of worry
I would just have to walk on eggshells

I had someone who looked like me
I didn’t know existed

I saw all these people who were in similar situations
I understood that I was not the only one
I wasn’t the only one

I even though
I could talk to him
I didn’t find that
“I should do it”
I didn’t know
Because I didn’t want to seem like that Black girl who you know, is always talking about social
justice
I guess now you could call it “woke people”

I graduated
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I...was trying to figure out
I wanted to represent the club

I think a journey through the club, but also with myself
I start to find myself
I think that was such a large part of my life
I see it continuing
I looked into that and
I eventually chose

I think it is a place that has a lot of work
I really, really asked myself if
I went into a college
I knew I could make a difference
I didn’t want to become complacent
I already did before
I wanted to challenge myself
I am now
I am really looking into ethnic and race class
I grew up
I had to open my eyes
I am
“I just want to become a doctor”
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I wanna become a doctor to really research

I wanna do this now
I think that’s where I am
I am in a journey
I am definitely not finished
I still have questions
I am still confused
I want to navigate just growing up
I think that’s going to be one of the hardest things now
I think that they journey
I’ve taken now has really set me up for some sort of success

It started with um you know
I think harsh
I think something else was when we talk in history
“I never see color”

I think also when you are the only Black girl
I wasn’t personally there
I think it’s like you know, people see that, especially when it’s a Black girl
I was connected with that character
I didn’t see a problem with it
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I think that you know, their mindset of like why I was that character

I remember
I was like “Ok this is something that I can definitely talk about”
I can definitely talk about
I think that was just very terrible, and really you know that’s part of my culture

I think you know, just looking back
I am appreciative
I was there
I didn’t really feel that I was part of that, the entire EHS community, but the community I made
myself

I think
I definitely tried to become the voice
I don’t like public speaking
I do go up to um speak
I’m always, you know really scared
I have intense stage fright
I try to hide it
I really try to make people see that I was um reliable

I tried to do that
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I was doing or becoming
I used kind of the mic
I hope
I tried to make the mic the place where
I would stand out or that they would see me

I wanted to bring in other students

I am part of it too
I really was happy
I made for Black History
I think that was something that was very powerful
I was very happy that something like this that was very powerful
I think a lot of people were moved

I showed pictures
I could just see on their faces

I was able to do that for a group of people
I just loved that workshop
I think that was the proudest moment
I knew that I was making a difference
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I could actually see that happening
I think that, you know, that’s were I also knew...something that puts them in their shoes
I also knew
I knew that needed to happen more often
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Melidi Art-ifact 1

Becoming the Evil

That of their nightmares
Is the darkness of my skin

See No Evil

the tales that make theirs boil.

Speak No Evil

I speak

Hear No Evil

but the words are swatted away

Am I evil?

as to not pollute the ideas of those not like

When I walk into the room, they avert their

me.

gaze.

I walk down the hall becoming the staff of

When the sweet seeds

Moses

of my vocal cords attempt to grow

Parting those that cannot look up.

They are cut short and buried.

My success is their terror

When they need to speak of my presence,

My boldness is their

They twist and turn the labels

So I will become that evil

that make me who I am.

and more

I am a Black woman

I will be that success they fear

yet their mouths

They will speak my name

never move to say such a thing.

They will hear me

Am I Evil?

They will see me

Is the darkness of my skin

I am here
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Kailas’s I Poem
I am a student
I am in my 3rd year
I’m living on campus
I’m looking for a job
I haven’t found one yet
I’m trying to figure out
I wanna do
I worked over the summer
I still have money saved
I want to get a job
I have a lot of free time
I am at home
I stay with my parents
I am here in my dorm

I feel like it was
I think I had applied
I had applied to majority
I think it was
I think I just needed to surround myself around people who looked like me
I wasn’t getting that
I felt like I had to create
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I am surrounded by my people
I feel like that’s completely different

I feel like
I am the same person
I have changed
I mean um
I am trying to think
I feel like
I felt like there’s constantly this idea of me
I do go to that school
I was a student
I was part of that community
I wasn’t part of the overall majority
I mean
I just so since that was so different
I always felt not necessarily ostracized
I was always going to be different
I could say it affected me
I feel like I rose above it
I always had to constantly rise above
I’m thriving
I am surrounded by my people
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I can see that we as Black people can succeed
I feel like there’s that difference
I guess

I have always been in predominantly white spaces
I was in a predominantly white space
I feel like actually
I had that
I got to 7th grade
I was there from
I guess he did some type of plug
I was kind of excited cuz
I needed a new experience
I don’t know if I was like fehhhd up
I just started to realize there were those differences
I was excited to leave
I went in the 8th grade
I stayed at EHS
I mean I always felt like I was a smart kid
I new what um was being discussed
I felt like um at EHS
I wouldn’t say like stuhhck
I knew I could do the information
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I knew I wasn’t performing to the best of my abilities
I don’t know if that combination just changed my thoughts
I wasn’t doing the best that I could
I came to HBU
I was immersed
I think I was really good
I kinda went through something in terms of my self awareness
I kind of did a stint on my academics
I feel way better
I came back with a more positive outlook
I wanna do
I am trying to make
I think it’s going to be
I’ve been doing a lot of classes
I’ve been reading a lot up on that
I guess at the most
I ‘ve gotten a better sense of my purpose
I guess at the most basic level
I am doing
I am at now
I am doing
I am feeling better with my work
I am really interested
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I can get lost in and work towards

I was in such a down
I wasn’t doing anything
I had a lot of free time
I been making sure
I work on my hobbies
I used to do music
I don’t really do that now
I am thinking in terms of
I am interested
I am actually
I’m thinking of starting
I am going to pitch
I’ve been learning
I mean
I am here
I mean
I’m gaining all this knowledge
I just supposed to keep this knowledge
I feel like some people don’t have that access
I can be that voice
I can be like listen
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I feel like in this country
I can put them on to access
I am not supposed to sit on this knowledge
I am not supposed to keep it internalized
I am trying to do
I look different
I change my hair
I feel like
I guess, white people do
I would ask
I think
I sent the email
I had asked someone not to touch my hair
I was like this is something
I can’t even address
I am going to have to address it publicly
I sent the email out
I was like “Do not touch my hair.”
I am not a pet
I don’t like to be touched
I got like um
I guess praise
I am trying
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I feel like
I love your hair
I guess there’s that comparison
I am trying to think like
I feel like
I looked like
I really got bamboozled
I had come to class
I had my hair in like two buns
I come into class
I sit down and my teacher goes “Oh you look like the devil”
I was like hmmm
I emailed my mom
I had to have that meeting
I am by myself as the child
I am sitting there
I am not the one
I am in this weird predicament
I guess
I mean
I had to educate people on stuff that was necessary for my growth

I was bullying
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I saw a lot of parents looking
I might say affects
I could have said it a different way

I would say thirteen
I told my mom
I felt demonized a lot
I would do

I guess that the idea of being like othered
I am trying to

I don’t know if I am trying to
I am definitely not trying to erase it
I think in terms of my academics
I don’t know
I feel like I could have gotten more help
I didn’t have the resources

I walked in
I was an other
I think there were like nine or ten in my graduating class
I identify with
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I was called the wrong name
I was the only other tall Black girl
I would definitely internalize
I mean
I feel like it definitely had an impact
I chose this HBU
I was like
I can no longer be in this space
I think I just knew that I needed more from myself
I knew that
I could thrive
I did so
I was tired of being that token
I was just over that
I decided to come here

I think
I have
I think
I was in high school
I did have friends
I did make some really good friends
I am still friends with
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I feel like here
I came
I was experiencing this heightened sense of awareness
I am
I fit in this world
I found a bigger group of friends
I’ve actually
I think that that’s so great
I wish I had this when I was in high school
I was always friends with boys
I just felt like I couldn’t make
I thought I could confide
I felt like one of my Black friends
I think that’s a big victory for me here too
I talk to a lot of people
I am able to get so many different perspectives

I think it definitely started in high school
I sat there
I was like oh
I would be really excited
I ‘d be like
I am doing this
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I’d be like in music
I would perform
I was really excited
I also did photography
I am part of this bigger group
I am in this situation
I at least have time
I can come and be part of this space
I am
I think I do that now
I love to switch
I am
What I like
I don’t like
I am going to do me regardless
I am done with that
I am at this point where I am ok
I need in my life
I guess that’s what they struggle with
I’m here trying to grow
I really am
I am being honest
I feel like
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I’ve outgrown the nonsense
I am being quite frank

I think know
I have like
I feel like
I would have been relentless
I feel like
I don’t know
I would have
I don’t know - you’re not as great as you think you are
It’s just too much
I am way better than this institution
I just don’t understand
I spoke my mind
I didn’t let him talk over me
I am just not allowing
I have a great article for you
I’ll send it to you
It’s like know
I am going to acknowledge
I am going to call you out on it
I think just engaging in my hobbies
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I went out
I would sing
I would be in different groups
I think that was a way to make myself feel really good
I think also
I am tryin’ to think
I think going home to have conversations with my mom
I was in this white space
I’m from Harlem
I am going back to my people

I can understand
I would like do constantly
I am not even think about
In that underlying tone

I think that’s also
I am trying to do

I can’t be mad
I can’t be mad at these spaces

I mean having representation
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I actually feel a certain way about this
I’m here and you’re disrespecting me
I would say um there needs to be representation
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Kailas Art-ifact 1

Figure 4. Kailas art-ifact, collage
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Anais’s I Poem
I think I am in the most
I don’t know how to say
I been really tryingta grow
I know I am going to be more mature
I feel like I have taken steps
I think I’ve been learning
I learnt a lot
I had a lot of lessons
I won’t be repeating
I’ve been
I think I am like at the most stable
I mean
I think my journey
I think I’ve had like
I’ve moved around a lot of different
I went to PS
I was a really shy kid
I often
I wouldn’t even talk
I think the professors
I just didn’t speak
I was chronically shy
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I didn’t speak
I didn’t participate
I had like one friend
I am not like that at all
I’ve like like really broken out
I think it was often because
I had to pushed
I grew up all of like elementary school
I don’t know
I was like
I hear you
I don’t really know how to do that
I kept going
I got into charter school
I really throughout those four years
I thought education
I was like
I remember a teacher
I wasn’t just like a shy kid
I had a lot of potential
I kept going
I got into this little school
I was terrified
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I had never seen so many white people
I think about it
I got into like Prep for Prep
I didn’t end up
I miss my mom
I was like “I don’t want to do it anymore”
I was like
I’m not going to sacrifice
I just don’t feel like this is good for me
I made a choice
I’m still gonna get in
I started applying
I applied to like public schools
I did like the list thing
I did
I got into EHS
I was really excited
I was like
I am gonna
I was really excited
I got there and I was like “Oh my god!”
I was trying to talk to people
I’d never had conversations like that
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I felt really isolated
I was just a dominican girl from the heights
I was like completely isolated
I found
I found a friend
I went to PS with
I had a great experience there
I could sort of deconstruct those moments
I found D
I thought this isn’t that bad
I sort of adjusted
I didn’t know what SOHO was
I didn’t go past 34 street
I really wanted to do
I was sort of pushed
I started doing that more
I was like
I wanna do leadership
I wanna be a leader?
I was like “why not!”
I was like “Bruh, what if this fails”
I look like a clown?
I did it anyways
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I really broke out of my shell
I knew what I wanted to do
I knew that I wanted to be a leader
I wanted to be an organizer
I still do
I completely broke out of my shell
I started building relationships
I did the Fellowship
I did interning
I was really trying to get connected
I would come home
I was like Yo that was so cool
I can’t believe
I was part of this program
I’m doing mah thing
I am just not organizing
I got into Emory
I was doing so well
I thought
I was gonna do good
I was going to get into my colleges
I thought I was going to be chillin
I was prepping for success
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I applied to like thirteen colleges
I got into two
I don’t care about it anymore
I got into this
I got into this
I’m not good enough
I didn’t enjoy that process
I chose Emory
I really wanna go here
I don’t know what it was
I had a feeling
I ended up getting into
I didn’t think too much about it
I just did it
I have been having a good time
I have been managing sort of those cons
I went to DR for like two years
I learned how to read and write in Spanish
I did not like it at first
I would cry every day
I thought that was traumatic
I saw the belt
I said Oh My God!
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I never seen that in a classroom.
In the DR it’s the worst
I was little

I was like
I mean
I know
I had a great time though
I think about it wasn’t that bad
I was just being spoiled
I had a good time
I think about it it wasn’t that bad
I was just being spoiled
I had a good time
I am kind of forgetting
I read something in Spanish
I am like uhhh
I have to like
I am really grateful
I am just tryna step
I think
I am going
I want to be a like an educator
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I’ve been doing
I’m president
I am trying to do service
I am like assistant to the director
I have been trying to do my thing
I am not listening
I am going to do my thing
I be repping uptown all and everywhere
I don’t know it’s just part of my identity
I think like the teachers knew me and D.
I went to for everything
I think most if it wasn’t even because of like personality
I think our identities grounded us so much

“I don’t know how to help you”
I don’t know we
I feel like it wasn’t like the space was there to experience my identity, you had to make it
I got sick
I’m gonna build a little Latinx club
I am leaving to college
I was like
I want to be so that was fun
I just like made the space
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I experienced the identity
I was running for student government
I was helping program
I’d be like let’s program

I don’t know
I experienced it
I am the other
I have specific memories of like being “yoooo”
I remember one time
I never felt so angry
I think that was the one time
I was really
I only felt a few times in my life
I was like this is not for me
I didn’t know anything about college
I didn’t know anything
I wouldn’t know anything
I saw financial aid talk
I was like all right
I came in there
I was so upset
I felt really invisible
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I was like it doesn’t matter
I ask for help
I do
I do
I was like
I built sort of a thing
I was seen as like a student leader
I was very involved
I was very sort of academically
I was like
I stormed out of that auditorium
I was like ranting for hours
I called my parents
I had to do that financial aid application
I didn’t know how to do it
I don’t even know if I did it correctly
I just did it cuz
I had to
I didn’t have any resources
I was fed up
I was really tired
I didn’t understand
I didn’t understand
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I just really felt like putting them on blast
I was too angry to do it
I think yeah
I think it was easy
I think PWIs like especially make it so easy
I’ve done the work of saying
I might have gotten this award
I might have gotten this recognition like at the end
I leave with
I think like
I think those are my victories
I remember
I came to New York City
I met up with my teacher
I don’t know
I think that’s a victory
I think that’s what keeps you going like
I don’t know sort of collaborations
I think that’s really important
I’ve really held strong to those relationships
I don’t know I just really value them
I had to learn how to do that
I think I’ve learned the most at college
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I burnt out really bad by the end of junior year
I was really burnt out
I felt more separated
I basically cut all my relationships with all my friends
I didn’t have time anywhere else
I kind of felt more disconnected
I had to sort of keep codeswitching
I didn’t have that self care
I kind of integrated
I was always laughing
I was always trying to play music
I was like “yeah and whattabboutit?!”
I would always have a good time with them
I think laughter has been my number one
I’ma clown
I made it like a point
I was like
I need to get it together because
I am not gonna let it happen to me again
I had my playlist
I am going to recreate what happens in my household
I had a white roommate
I am trying to recreate my rituals
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I put on my merengue
I started cleaning
I was like we need to talk about like where we came from
I am very adamant about that the places you grow up in really shape you
I am really curious about that
I just kept up keeping conversations
I kept calling my parents
I always played music
I sort of made space for that
I was like “What about Dominicans?”
I kept calling it out
I was just like
I didn’t care
I think
I have kept that up like
I have just been tryin’
I love these classes
I love when people ask me about where I came from
I am represented
I came from
I just think it is such a nice feeling to feel represented
I like always talk about myself
I grew up
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I just want to hear about your culture
I was saying “This is so New York”
I think they should get used to
I think that having conversations really making space
I could feel seen
I am still grappling
I think often times we make
I have my own project
I did that often times
I was in or like by the struggles
I faced
I don’t know, authenticity

I didn’t realize
I was a Dominican kid from the Heights
I got to a place
I was like OH so this is what my experience is
I feel really isolated
I don’t know what to do
I felt like my identity
I was grappling with like who I am
I think like navigating
I think that’s one thing
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I think critical conversations are really important
I feel like it’s easy to get comfortable
I feel like that requires a lot of work
I think those two things digging deep and being critical
I think that reminds me
I think it is always students of color
I wasn’t there
I heard about it
I’ma need all of you to stop sleeping
I didn’t see it
I felt it
I think it can’t be relying on us
I am not doing this for you
I am doing this for me
I am not going to demand
I am sick of it
I reached a point where
I am not doing this for white folks
I am not doing this for people who are more privileged
I am doing this for my community
I am doing this so we can heal
I would just say straight up
I am not doing it anymore
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I am doing it for my people
I am not gonna beg
I decided to step out of that
I am real and you need to recognize that
I would say
I sometimes forget
I don’t have any white friends
I forget sometimes
I like experience Black and Brown Emory
I experience
I don’t experience my college as a whole
I was like “if you were to ask me?”
I would go on and on
I have to find the resources to make sure that this is the space for me
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Anais Art-ifact 1

Fig. 5. Anais art-ifact, drawing
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AnaMaria’s Art-ifact 1
My art-ifacts reflect resiliency practices that were part of my experience in the white
space. They represent a talisman, in the form of a collage; and two poems which repurpose actual
experiences into a poetry of power and counter-narrative making for restoration. With the
objective to do as Anzaldua writes “…to discover myself, preserve myself, to achieve selfautonomy” These pieces are an autobiographical representation of my voicing in resistance to the
white space and disruption of silencing by power. My restorative resiliency practice is through
poetry and collage. By claiming space to voice my lived experience, I undo, reshape, reform and
counter the narrative of my experience in the moment. The act requires taking my pain and
making it powerful by naming my experience, in my own words, and shaping it with my own
hand. The act of expression also serves as a restorative healing as by getting the trauma out, I
excise the pain into something outside of myself. Pain transformed into talisman, evidence of
myself. Poetry serves as an autobiographical voice of my experience and because it is something
I created from the site of trauma.
Art-ifact 1 Collage

Fig. 6. AnaMaria art-ifact, collage
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AnaMaria Art-ifact 2
He: Um, I wanted to meet because we’re stuck.

Me: Who is the we? What is stuck?

He: We’re stuck. You and I. I am stuck.

Me: Ok. I am listening.

He: This is about Tuesday. The assembly. We’re stuck. You and I need to be aligned.

Me: Okay. He: I think you are great. You are doing important work. You are important to this
community. I have learned a lot from you in our short time together.

Me: Are you firing me?

He: No. No. Me: Okay.

He: .....the thing is that when you name Whiteness as it relates to the leadership team, you make
us feel like because of our whiteness we are incapable of making the right decisions….that we
are somehow incompetent in our jobs, like we are unable to do the work of leaders. When you
name whiteness, we are…well……hurt, we feel bad….when you name whiteness, we hear
contempt …….in your voice, you saying whiteness makes it seem like we are not doing our jobs.
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Me: I am sorry you feel what you feel. Those feelings are yours to feel. I assume that you are
also speaking for yourself as the we isn’t here. Naming whiteness, is actually a term in the field
of equity, inclusion, diversity and anti-racism. Your reaction to my naming whiteness is also a
thing, talked about by Dr. D’Angelo and it is called ‘White Fragility.’ I completely accept that
you are on a journey and I also recognize that I am speaking truth to power. You see, you are all
white, making decisions for a whole school. This is the truth. We definitely need to do this
better.”

He: I understand, but you need to be aligned with us.

Me: But how can I be aligned when I am not included in the ‘us,’ the leadership team? This job
isn’t a pr or damage control person. I am not Olivia Pope.

What I would like to have said………

Naming Whiteness??

It has taken me ½ a life to be able to name Whiteness
To claim whiteness
To identify whiteness
To connect whiteness to something real and
connected to me
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This white academic Who said it
“Whiteness”
And I almost yelled “Amen!”
You are upset
that I have named
Whiteness

Fragility
In
My
agility
And ability
To name
TuWhiteness….
Your gaze and perspective persecutes me.
Ahhh whiteness….I’ve named it
I’ve claimed it.

“I took your whitnehhhhhss I claimed your whitehhhhness”

You’ve named whiteness….
You were born with whiteness
You claim it everyday without claiming or naming
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Cuz your whiteness just is
It is, for us/me, to just deal with or
Make it about my race.
You are offended that I name whiteness
I own it
I use it
I claim it now as my shield and flashlight
My shield which protects me from an insane life of surviving whiteness
My flashlight where I can light and focus in on your whiteness, fragility, indignancy, ridiculacy

Your whiteness wants me to feel bad about what I know
Your whiteness is like monoxide being on – it is killing us both
I will name and own your whiteness
I have earned the right

I am a survivor of your whiteness
Your whiteness is now ours together
I claim it and it is my superpower
Cuz your whiteness gives you the power to deem my thoughts unreal
I name your whiteness to turn you on yourself
Like body odor, Um excuse me, It’s you.
I claim your whiteness to
survive
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It is a badge in my life’s journey
It is a talisman in my everyday dealing with whiteness
I own, claim and name your whiteness because
It is powerful to call you
Out
And name your whiteness
Like you called me out
Puta
Spic
Trigueña
Negra
Nigger
Colored
Nobody
Invisible
Everyday I am a Surprise
A one of
It has taken me ½ a life to own the word whiteness
To pronounce it fully
Stretching out the whiiiiiii
Landing on the crispy T and then
Sliding on the nnnessssssssss
It has taken me ½ a life to own the word whiteness
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And say it
and not in hushed side to side glances
To name it and show it to you
You who have claimed it
Used it
Played with it
For so long
In your world
Which I have inhabited
Your whiteness is so white
I am invisible and circumspect
in your whiteness
Since we’re all the same
and though you see my color
you’re colorblind
Why not keep things white and clean.
Man, I wasn’t even on the canvas
It was just white
A whiteness so bright
I didn’t see my self
My possibility
My value
My worth
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My outline
Not even a spec
In your whiteness, I didn’t even know I could
Do Anything
Or be Anyone
That wasn’t defined by Your whiteness
So yes, I claim your whiteness
I claim it like helping myself
To your treasured China and
Shattering it to pieces Because I can.
Because claiming it gives me power.
Your whiteness is out.
Anyone can claim it.
I claim and name your whiteness

En el nombre del padre, del hijo, del espiritu santo
I name and claim your whiteness
Because of my experience
With the capital of your Whiteness. Whiteness. Whiteness. Whiteness.

It is a thinnnng.
I have known about my color
And now about your color
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Now I name it
Claim it
Own it
Use it
And am circumspect
And spectator in
our Daily exchange
I see you all the time
In the Interactions
Invisibilities
Interruptions
Intrusions
Insinuations
Insubordinations
In a nation
In order
White, white, white, white
White characters
Books
Dolls
Mtv videos
Barbies
Beauty products
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TV shows
Magazines
Directors
Oscar winners
Teachers
Presidents
Values
Songs
Ideas
Aspirations
Foods
Histories …..so yeah, why should I not name something that is a part of who I am
my embodied claiming is a palimpsest of the trauma and histories etched scars
your whiteness becomes part of the story
I will continue to claim your whiteness in the same way that you
Claimed
Owned
Storied
Fashioned
Erased
Bought
Appropriated
Sold
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Tinted
Lightened
Straightened
Decimated
Colonized
Took
Nicknamed
Shortened
Eroticized
Objectified
Examined
Spit out
Ostracized
Penalized
Economized
Demonized
Dressed
Burned
Bound
Hung
Raped
Broke
Starved
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Infected
Tested
Farmed
Used My
Black and Brown
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CHAPTER 9: DILEMMAS AND DISCOVERIES OF MY JOURNEY
A product of my own emerging (self-identified) legitimacy in this scholarly endeavor are
the anxieties that circle around in my mind about this work. The voices of doubt and the worry
that somehow, lighting will strike down and do any of the following: invalidate all that has been
created here; devalue it; mis-recognize or nullify the work. I struggled with a few fundamental
dilemmas and questioning in creating this project. Conversely, there has been immense power
gained in seeing how this work evolved and also how it transformed me in the process of writing
it. I completed this dissertation at a time when the bold narratives of racialized experiences were
not a part of the social reckoning and accountable responsibility that our society is undergoing at
this time. My dilemmas of feeling vulnerable and invalidated have transformed into a sense of
strength and power. Where before I felt a little afraid, I now feel like the research affirms the
narratives of so many who have joined their voices to the outcry of criminalized othering and
persecution in white space. At this moment, this research becomes a part of the powerful Black@
community. This chapter serves to share an inside look into the questions that came up for me
about this scholarship as well as an illustration of the moments of elevation and freedom for the
value of this work and its possibilities. My hope is that this chapter can affirm the process,
questioning, doubts and power of those walking a similar path.
Balance of Power, Influence and my own Participation in the Research
As a new and evolving researcher, I had the nerves of anyone doing something for the
first time. I wanted to “stick to the recipe” I didn’t want to move from the intended plan. I
resisted new thoughts and learnings in the process. I was painfully aware that as much as I
wanted the participation and authentic engagement from the women, it was my design and my
vision which was driving the work. I was conflicted about having known the women. I know that
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my presence and personal history, my role as someone they know in their past and currently as
researcher, has an impact and bias; the personal relationship benefits my connection to the
participants, but it also colors it. On the one hand, this afforded me a connection that was real
and not staged. On the other, there was bias, the pressure of a personal relationship, the power
dynamic – I as adult and they as students and also the star power of an adult that mattered to
them. I walked tenderly into this space with the women. I was in conflict with all of that.
Somehow in reading all the ethical missteps that could happen, I am worried about bias and
influence and harm. I was on the inside a nervous nelly, out the outside, I think the participants
would say, I was formal, respectful and communicative throughout. It was a special, and I would
say, intimate, experience with what I felt like a great responsibility in holding their narratives.
Writing about my Professional Experience
Although I read so many studies that included researcher as participant observer, the
worry about this element of my design was ongoing. I struggled with naming it and omitting it. If
I named it, it would be a flaw with the research. If I omitted it I felt like I was leaving out an
important part of the story. Especially since I am included in this research. My conflict was that I
felt that it would influence or take center stage and somehow bias this project. I also didn’t want
to bring it up and let it influence or cause undue conflict for the participant. Recognizing my
power positionality as researcher and as their “Ms. Correa” who was one of their adult supports.
In the first round of interviews and during the transcription, I realized that I couldn’t avoid
inviting them to comment on the role of DEI practitioner in their school. It was the elephant in
the room. I approached invitation to question in our second interview and make clear the need
for candor while assuring them that I would not be offended, take personally or “catch feelings”
about their critique, experiences or perspective. I was really not personally worried about the
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critique, my main concern was for their own possible inner conflict caused by the invitation to
comment. For all the participants, despite critique of the DEI practitioner role inside the school,
there was great appreciation and compassion for the individuals who did this job, the support
they provided in their limited capacity and the impact of the identity of the role in the white
space. When I then moved in the 2nd round with the intent to explore the question of efficacy of
the role of the DEI practitioner, what emerged from the narratives was important for us: I
appreciated their pointed assessment of the structural issues with the DEI support role. They all
possessed a clear analysis that distinguished the system and set up from the individual who
performed the job. It was powerful to hear them voice what I had felt: that although we DEI
folks do good and important work, the job is set up for failure, fractured from those with power
DEI practitioners lack organizational capacity and stretched too thin. It seemed from their
assessment that the job was itself a DEI token; used to represent a commitment by the school for
DEI, but empty of any binding institutional commitment, values or accountability.
The Plan Changes – Honoring Voice and Choice
In my initial thinking, I was married to the idea of a gallery of visual artwork. I had
thought collage was easy enough and accessible to all. As I got to know my participants and
within the intimacy of the interview and transcription process, I realized that I had to expand my
thinking and open the way they expressed their artistic rendering. I discovered that allowing that
openness to have them illustrate their artifact in the format that best suited them was honoring
their voice and centering their participation in a way that was respectful, germane and authentic.
This also eliminated any limitations about abilities in making collage or any obstacle with a
prescribed artistic genre. A surprise was the nimble flow of the pieces when they were due. I
believe that the multi-step process of interview, sharing the transcript, reviewing and reflecting
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on the I Poems helped to create the comfort, confidence and accessibility in sharing the final
artifact. This was also another discovery: that the layering of methods would yield a deeper
connection and research intimacy.
Adjusting Methods to Serve my Research Vision
Like the earlier anxiety mentioned, I was holding the “Methods” in my hand like fragile
egg I was afraid to break. I felt like I needed to comply and honor what had been created by
Brown and Gilligan (1992). In the second draft and in conversation with my committee
members, I was encouraged to define the use of the method on my terms. I was given the urging
that the structure was there as a guide, but it was not prescriptive or restrictive. Knowing this, I
decided to use my listenings in my review of the narratives to inform how I interpreted the I
Poem structure. A significant change was that instead of harvesting only the first “I” and the
following word as is the approach described by Gilligan and Debold, I decided to include more
words to preserve the meaning of the intended message. It became apparent to me that I couldn’t
just pull “a” section of the I Poem from the narrative or only show just two words. I decided that
I needed to keep the whole meaning. So instead of seeing the I Poem read: “I felt,” you will read
“I felt invisible.” The commitment to wholeness is also why I have included the complete I Poem
for each of the women. I sought to represent and complete composition as a full portrait of
women who already have had to bifurcate, edit and accommodate so much, honors the fullness
of their experiences and the legacy of the women. It has been challenging for me to think linearly
or to directly link the I Poems with specific research questions. The I Poems are one part of a
whole ecology of the ways experience is manifested reflecting the totality of the questions: each
of them reflect a facet of the experience I have explored in this dissertation. Each question is a
part of the journey of experience, identity, agency and literacy of resilience. In reflecting on the
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limitations of my methods, I didn’t feel limited at all. The method, questioning, transcribing,
interviewing and arts making was organic and in alignment with everything I set out to do. I
think the best surprise was receiving the art works which I discuss next.
When Research can take on another Life beyond the Page
A powerful experience in this dissertation was how I was able to create my methods for
what I was trying to achieve. Pulling the I Poem out from the Listening Guide, for example, as a
stand-alone tool helped me to share the narratives in both wholistic and poetic ways. I created a
singular poetic representation of each woman’s story, which could be performed aloud and
honored as poetry. I sought to present a dialogue between the art-ifacts and the I Poems as
versions of a larger life story. My commitment to the women and their narratives was something
sacred for me and all of the methods design needed to create a whole portrait of experience as
well as honor the life being shared.
Live performance wasn’t part of this project, but certainly it would be the next iteration
of this work. I can image an art installation work with sound, enlarged art-ifacts and I Poem the
size of walls enveloping the viewer, printed in large, giant format as an installation: the work
replacing the white space that was the catalyst for this exploration. We were all so minoritized in
the white space but in the installation our whole stories now take up all the space. I imagine
people engaging and being enveloped in these words and experiences.
The Art-ifacts
In working closely with the women, I learned that they valued and felt pride about their
stories and the I Poems. Along with the giggles and intrigue around reading their spoken voices
transcribed, it was powerful for them to see themselves in their stories. I was moved to see the
variety of interpretive ways the women expressed their artistic rendering and was deeply touched
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to receive their writing; some which was writing from their time as students. For Kailas to be
comfortable in allowing me to use her image and for her to have made that choice, was
something important that happened. It seemed from discussing it with her that her pride
manifested in being seen whole, rather than in the anonymity of our confidentiality protocol. In
some ways, I think that for her, being anonymous was perpetuating harm as it was a hiding of
herself after she had revealed and shared such a powerful narrative. Nevertheless, all the artifacts as shared felt precious to me as the I Poems were for them.
Vulnerability and Retaliation
They say FEAR means “False Evidence Appearing Real.” While I believe that sharing
my own narrative is part of my personal journey and an important decision for this dissertation, I
would be remiss if I didn’t share that there are still nerves about this. The nervousness has been
around the vulnerability of sharing my own personal story and the larger power of my critique
about the private school experience. Those of us in those spaces know that the experiences
chronicled here are not unique, but bringing them out into the open is a risk. However, at the
same time, I also know that facing power, without truth and expecting change to happen doesn’t
work without the power of the personal story. I know that the combination of my own story,
along with the women and their art-ifacts present a truly intersectional and distinct whole
narrative of experience that is rare and will contribute to the field and spaces of educational
privilege where we need to be, but where we are also surviving. This research elevates the
experience of Black and Brown women and I hope it will provide a catalyst to action. I invite
white spaces to look in the mirror and see how the uninterrogated culture of white supremacy,
lack of representation and innocuous mission statements, further status quo and unnamed
homogeneity.
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This work is as much a validation and legitimizing of the valuable wisdom and particular
shaping that happens to, and with, Black and Brown women in spaces organized in whiteness. In
these spaces we have both “won” the opportunity to be in and we recognize the important value
(cultural, social, intellectual) that being there presents, while at the same time, being in the space
yields a particular type of survivance, resiliency and self- and emotional work. This work is as
much an unearthing of the experience, claiming it as viable truth as it is a tribute to the women
we have become. This work, deeply personal and powerfully activist, speaks back to a system,
calling in and testifying, that a particular transformation is happening to Black and Brown girls
in white spaces which are defining moments marking the stories of their lives. I claim this
platform in the academy and take space for these stories and experiences. The care with which I
have outlined the methods and research questions are all in synergy to achieve the following:
foreground narratives of voice, performance and resiliency practices by exceptionalized,
racialized, and minoritized women in spaces organized in whiteness; examine how the white
space informs the educational experience of the youth and center (and celebrate) the powerful
restorative resiliency practices, survivance and disruption enacted by these women.
Intention and Impact – The Possibility of Harm
The greatest ethical challenges for me were in the area of unintentionally causing harm
through telling and sharing of the narratives, disclosing my role in the school where I knew the
women and the vulnerability of critiquing a field I work in. I moved through these discomforts
by naming them, sitting with them and also looking at examples of other scholars who did the
same thing in different ways. An important discovery I made is that in the doing of this
dissertation, I unearthed a conviction and artistic license for what I created here with these
women. I think that is the most important lesson. That research projects are one way of making
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knowledge visible and it can be made how you need it to be within the parameters of ethical
guidelines of course. I also know that the doing of the project, in itself, has resulted in a lifelong
artifact of restoration literacy. It has made me whole in ways I didn’t expect or didn’t consider.
Lastly, it truly is a physical and spiritual process that reveals itself. It isn’t “on time,” it is “in
time.”
I don’t think I can ever be fully comfortable when entrusted with the life stories of people
especially one as personal and individual as the ones depicted here. I can say I wasn’t fully
comfortable, you still wonder, you’re still doubtful, you still worry. I struggle with dilemmas
even right now. I come to the work of researcher with great respect as the training (and the
responsibility) spoke to me in sacred ways. I wanted to be authentic and be recognizable as
myself and not be stilted by the process. So, making sure I never caused harm was important to
me. I was very aware when having the women bring up their stories, I was nervous asking
questions they hadn’t unearthed. I was intentional about how the stories could cause reliving of
difficult moments. I read a lot about research bias and I wondered what biases I was bringing. I
was nervous about that too. I wondered about power and influence as the adult with “freedoms”
and an established connection to the women. I had the dilemma of everyone creating the artwork
I wanted which was collage, then, I had to check my own bias. The doubt and invalidation that is
always lingering. I love being a help to those students in the independent school space. I
recognize how important I am to the independent school space. Nobody is writing their stories at
work, I am unique. The vulnerability of including myself in the research is something I still
struggle with. I kept going however, because I know that I am not the first or the last who has
been critical and explored a life journey which reflected an opportunity to do better. I also am
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steadfast in knowing that this work is important to the lives of a community I deeply cared about
and for whom my life’s work has been and is in service to.
Being and Becoming
I titled this dissertation, “Being and Becoming” because I thought it was a curious burden
to be undergoing something while you are also emerging and evolving in an environment that
expects you to perform success. The learning space for me is that for students and for staff. It
was a risk for me and for the young women to reflect on their adolescent becoming in white
space, because despite the power of resiliency, there isn’t resiliency without pain, obstacles,
difficulty and healing. Despite the power of our collective resiliency, there is the undeniable risk
of what the white educational space signifies for and exacts from Black and Brown students,
their families and adults who occupy the space especially when outnumbered. I have shared here
both my becoming as a child, unaware of her white space, into an adult that gains the knowledge
and power to support the betterment of a white space, for Black and Brown children in the white
space, and in doing so confronts whiteness that I was never able to confront in the past. Both the
participants and I become together in the white space of the independent school as both are
expected to demonstrate competence and we are responsible for representing the best of our
racialized selves and the best the school has to offer in our exceptional identities as members of
the elite independent school community. While the dissertation is another voice of Black and
Brown experience in white space, it is the situating of parallel narratives of students and diversity
practitioner identities that makes this story different, unusual in the literature of racialized
experiences in schools. The risk of the professional adult narrative is one that is implied in the
literature, but not often spoken of. I believe that my story is a powerful testimony to what is
needed in these spaces of educational privilege and a potent critique of governing bodies which
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grant membership to these spaces but hold no accountability for the cohesion of best practice in
diversity, equity and inclusion as a comprehensive system vs. trophy data in the form of
statistics, colorful photographs, vibrant websites and PoC in videos and tours.
I write a manifesto for the field of schools, for the teachers, for the leaders, for my fellow
practitioners, for white people, the women and myself at 7 years old, at 18, at 21, 30, 40, and 50.
It is a privilege to engage in this inquiry and to hold the consent and trust of participants I have
had the privilege of partnering with. The idea of inviting Black and Brown women to
foreground, recall, recount, and listen to their stories, narratives, and histories, and process of
“othering” (Kumashiro, 2000) makes my project a validation, undoing and a reconstruction. I
have experienced invisibility, aggression, silencing, microaggressions, invalidations and have
also devised ways to maneuver and control how I move through the space and within the white
space. The experience of having done so, and a coping for the pain and doubt that I experienced,
is seen in the poetry I created as a vehicle of expression for my own sense of self. The poetry
was a way to “get it out of myself” in order to validate the experiences I have had. As a grown
woman, I questioned all of my choices, my intellect, my efficacy, my right to be at the table. My
performances varied from suppressing emotion, giving the impression everything was fine to
surrendering. What I wore, how I spoke, walked, wrote, responded; what I silenced -- all were
mechanisms of resilience and survival. Elijah Anderson, describes this performance:
…a Black person’s deficit of credibility may be minimized or tentatively
overcome by a performance, a negotiation or what some Blacks derisively refer to
as a ‘dance,’ through which individual Blacks are required to show that the ghetto
stereotypes do not apply to them; in effect, the perform to be accepted. This
performance can be as deliberate as dressing well and speaking in an educated
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way or as simple as producing an ID or a driver’s license in situations in which
this would never be demanded of whites (2015, p. 13).
I managed my survival through what I have come to view as my own restorative
literacies of resilience that included: narrating stories to friends, writing poetry and collaging.
The way that I perceive weaving together my experience in that place as it is tied to voice and as
it is tied to my own history of different ways of voicing is clear: “I write out of a personal
existential context. This context is a profound source of knowledge connected to my raced body.
I theorize from my body, which is the site of lived embodied experience, a site of exposure as
Yancy illustrates that the body is (p. 65) ‘…the radix for interpreting racial experience’”
(Johnson, 1993, p. 600). Choosing the narrative and stories as “data” and analyzing it with the
“Listening Guide” created an opportunity to center participant voice and engage collaboration
through creating the “I Poem.” I believe this experience, for the participants was reflective,
healing and provided a sense of coming full circle in partnership with someone whose journey
converged and diverged but served as a witness and a participant herself in the lived experience
we shared in the school and in our lives. Most importantly, having their hands participating in
the work was potent, valuable and imperative to the responsibility of centering and valuing their
voices by design in this project. The affirmation of Critical Race Theory as the legitimizing
architectural framework for this dissertation validates but provides no conclusion or easy
answers for the problems I present or the persistence of damage over time. This work is an
invitation and an illustration of evidence of experience. The research experience and my
commitment to centering and validating identities and lived experiences of Black and Brown
women, has been a sacred, generative process in which to hold this inquiry and these voices.
While there is much written about the experiences of Black and Brown youth in schools, the
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stance of researcher alongside participants in a dual-parallel experience is unique, unusual and a
powerful, vulnerable positioning.
The documentation of work in schools tends to be focused from deficit, white lens. It is
often quantified by data, racial and gender percentages and a list of colleges. The journey of their
experiences in this narrative, poetic and artistic format alongside the adult narrative of
experience is an opportunity in scholarship to show an integrated, cohesive representation of
place, culture, power and the external performance and invisible labor for efficacy and endurance
bodies in the building. I want this research to be less about fragility and offense and more about
an invitation to ask questions, to ask my research questions. I want to expand leadership thinking
and more importantly call out independent school governing bodies to require an accountability
measure, not just a list of desired best practices, but the integration that schools with a white
majority must approach their work in a completely different awareness and responsibility for the
minoritized identities of students and staff who are in the space of the school. This work affirms
identities for whom joining these white school spaces, means undoing the historical
disenfranchisement and countering of divestment of education while making community proud.
This research celebrates the power of resistance and calls attention on where change must happen
– inside out, not with the hiring of a DEI practitioner, not with percentages, not with glossy
marketing materials or dynamic admissions tours, but with a self-critical examination of the
white space. Simply: “We are white, very white. What does our mission serve all who are here?
Who is missing at this table? What is needed? How can we operationalize a culture that
embodies interpersonal rules of engagement and accountability for working in this community of
so many white people and the few Black and Brown we have? Let’s reexamine, our policies,
curricula, space design, culture, disciplinary practices. Are we hiring with social justice, equity,
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cultural competencies? It is my hope that this kind of project serves as catalyst for change in the
ways power and privilege are carried out which perpetuate othering for a critical and a radical
interrogation of whiteness. At the very least survivance narratives that are not pathologized
experiences, but ones that evidence the lived, performances inside elite educational spaces of
privilege and whiteness for the purpose of reflection, systemic change and new critical
consciousness. Being an elite good school for all, isn’t good enough.
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CHAPTER 10: CODA
At the time of the completion of this dissertation, the world is facing the Corona virus
pandemic and a few weeks later, because of the serial murders of Black people at the hands of
law enforcement, a rebellion of conscience has occurred in society, neighborhoods,
organizations, universities; among friendships and families, and there has been a bold outcry of
accountability for what it means to be white in a world where Black lives don’t matter and can be
easily disposed of. The legacy of racial injustice and dispose-ability of Black bodies at the hands
of white people has met a turning point. At this moment, not only are the streets teeming with
protests, but there is an undercurrent of powerful voices emerging from historically white
institutions, including workplaces, by the Black and Brown members of those communities.
They are speaking up and out, these include independent schools for whom current students and
alumni have created social media pages called “Black at (name of school)” and the anonymous
narratives of experiences in those spaces is being named and shared. There is a reckoning where
truth is being spoken to power in a manner that has been world-wide and within a cultural
context that is protecting those voices from retaliatory impact.
Since the writing of this work, I too have grown in my resolve to enact my practice and
persist in the ways I am contributing to anti-racism. I continue to evolve and have changed my
feeling about the words allyship and co-conspirator. I thought ally was a better word for me, but
actually it is co-conspirator which is the call to justice and what is required.
During the writing of this dissertation, I am in another predominantly white space, facing
the same fragility, marginalization, defensiveness at the naming of whiteness and the calling in
for support for Black and Brown bodies in the space. In the present moment, the organization I
am part of is blind to the white supremacist frameworks that influence their resistance, insularity
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and lack of humility to protect their status quo. As the unofficial, because they can’t name the
role, but seek the support of a diversity practitioner, I am, in the midst of another rebellion of
Civil Rights in the manifestation of what is now known as the Black Lives Matter movement,
having to craft an organizational message they want to lend their voice to, but for whom they
don’t want to be accountable. The work I am doing to support staff, Black, Brown and White, is
unrecognized, unnamed, tokenized, externally when they say, “we are doing the work,” but
internally going nowhere. The expertise I put forth, for example in the letter decrying the
murders, was picked at by white leaders for whom my words, which comprise their message,
made them uncomfortable, and subject to editing by the power they possess is evidence of the
staff experience of anti-racist practice within the predominantly white institution. They failed
due to a lack of understanding of the ways in which their own under-developed racial identity
influences and becomes an obstacle in doing the work. Thus, the person with the expertise who is
able to support the organization, must also be subject to parsing out the narrative, negotiating the
power influencing their work and must also navigate the lack of knowledge informing direction.
As the diversity practitioner the role is marginalized by the power and simultaneously tokenized
when invited to exercise efficacy then dismembered when the content of the support does not
meet the intellectual comfort level of those in power.
The world has shifted profoundly in the time of this dissertation, but the contextual
experiences both of Black and Brown persons and the white power dynamic perform in the same
manner they have been. My project is a study of one of the myriad ways that whiteness manifests
and yields power. This work provides a critique of organizations who claim excellence in
education, but who have failed to unify that educational mission to the minoritized identities who
are learning or working there. This dissertation is an invitation to look closely and recognize that
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there must be alignment between the claim of excellence and the experience of excellence who
were on that journey of that space. This is one of many voices that demands that predominantly
white institutions take ownership of their historical racial majority and the system of white
supremacy that contributed to a culture where Black and Brown people are doing twice the work
with enduring effects. This dissertation calls attention to organizations who use the label,
statements, pictures, videos, social media claiming diversity, equity and inclusion, but neglect to
commit to a foundational restructuring of anti-racist practice, ethos and accountability for all.
Including accountability for organizations who benefit from funding but who tokenize efforts in
ways that look more like diversity campaigns than actual cohesion across all areas of the
organization.
I see the research here as contributing to the narratives of educational experiences for
racialized people. More broadly, I see this work influencing the decisions and criticality of
spaces with imbalanced representation and power. The research, in design and critique, shows
the power of personal accounts and the need for a whole approach to the ecology of what I call
spaces of emergence; spaces where you grow and where the stakes for that performance are high
– i.e. school and work. My research is a call to vulnerable critical reflection on the extraordinary
education spaces which produce the highest academically gifted and intellectual workforce
capital in positions of leadership. To say your school or workplace is a great place to work is one
thing; to ensure that the mission and vision are an actionable web connected and accountable to
equity, inclusion in support of minoritized members of its community, is something else. There
are some school spaces that have been able to begin the deep restructuring I am talking about,
but the majority and its governing body in the field are comfortably way behind.
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WHAT AM I CALLING FOR?
DEI Certification and Audit: National Associations which serve as governance for
primarily white spaces must create a system of accountability, like a 360-degree evaluation,
which audits the primarily white spaces to ensure cohesive mission and strategy in DEI and
certifies that in fact this is a space that has met standards of best practice.
Leadership competency: Helping leaders of PWI’s obtain specialized training and
education to understand support for leading with Diversity Practitioners. PWI leaders and
governing boards are often assigned, by pressure, to identify a role or a strategic practice, but
often they lack the education and most importantly the self-reflection training to understand their
racialized identities and how they work with and support the Practitioner including how their
power positionality will be impacted by their lack of DEI expertise for which they will need to
align themselves.
Cohesive ecology: PWI’s committing to an ecological approach to the work of DEI,
meaning that the presence of identity affirming members, cultural practices, curriculum,
recognitions, admissions, financial equity, interventions, employee evaluations all include the
DEI accountability within.
Anti-Racist Pedagogical Training: Educational institutions must include anti-racist
pedagogy within teaching programs that become part of teaching certification including
observable protocols during clinical observations of teaching, curriculum development in
academic and arts content, classroom management, teacher self-reflection and approaches in
working with families and community.
DEI based behavioral interventions for youth and adults: Codified best practices for the
ways in which to support Black and Brown people inside a PWI that are responsive and
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effective. These would include direct interpersonal interactions as well as conspirator role
playing and restorative listening protocols for adults supporting students.
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Appendix
Interview Questions
Interview 1 Questions:
1. Tell me where you are now in your life.
2. Describe your journey from school into where you are now.
3. Can you identify a particular experience where you felt like “other” or “one of.”
4. What are some victories you can share about your experience?
5. What are some challenges you can share about your experience?
6. If you could have said the truth of something out loud at your school, what would it have been?
7. Where there any rituals or activities you did to celebrate and/or restore yourself?

Interview 2 Questions:
•

How was allyship or support evidenced in the white space of high school?

•

Comment, critique, speak to the school adult roles that supported/were supposed to support

•

What value, importance, stakes of the elite high school you attended in the education for
Black and Brown youth? Why not go to another kind of school? Speak to that.

•

When hard things happened where in your body did you feel it or did it live? When you were
restored where did that live in your body?
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